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Attend The Ledger & Times Cooking School at The Varsity Theatre at 10:00 A. M. Today and Tomorrow
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEER
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Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 26, 1939

Volume CVIJ; No.43

GERMANS HOLD U.S. Ledger & Times School of 'PAYMENTS ON ACP New Presbyterian Church Unit At RAIN MAY BREAK
SHIP FOR CARRYING Cooking Openg Today at 1010 BE READY WHEN Last Becomes a Reality In Murray LONG DRY SPELL;
COLD WAVE AHEAD
WAR CONTRABAND
fiROVERS__REP0RT
Winter Strikes in Canada;
Many Highways Become
Snowbound

Fifty Per Cent of 3,000
Members Must Apply
Ere Reports Made in
Washington

Enters Tromso, Norway,
Port Flying Flag of
Germany
ACTION HELD LEGAL IN
INTERNATIONAL LAW

DROUGHT CONTINUES
WITH HEAT IN SOUTH

COCHRAN, EDMONDS
AMC MEMBERS HASTEN

Rain which fell here intermithe
WASHINGTON. Oct.
ently yesterday was little more
Maritime Commission received a
First payments on the 1939 Agrithan enough to settle the dust, but
report Monday that the American
cultural Conservation Program will
if it should continue as prospects
___teampship City of Flint had been
come to Calloway county farmers
indicate it might' be enough to
seized by a German naval vessel
just as quickly as 50 per cent of
break up one of the most torrid
The ship, the report said, was
farmer-applications for payments
and prolonged autumn droughts
boarded by a German prize crew
are checked and in the hands of
Calloway county's history. Sepin
which took her to Tromso, Norway.
authorities in Washington, County
tember and October temperatures
She was said to have entered that
Committee Chairman B. W. Edrivalled and often exceeded those
port on Saturday flying the Germonds said today.
of the mid-summer beat waves.
man flag.
County Agent J. T. Cochrao said
Colder weather was predicted
The City of Flint, which la own500 of the application forms have
ed by the Maritime Commission
for tonight and Friday. moving
already been received in hit ofbut is operated under charter by
down from Canada and the Northfice, but declared the committee
the United States Lines, sailed
ern states already freezing under
will have to be in possession of
from New York October 3, with a
1,500 applications from the 3,000
winter gales.
general cargo for Liverpool and
ACP members in Calloway before
The rain here was not believed
Washto
Glasgow.
mailed
be
may
any forms
enough to relieve farmers whose
Presbyterian church and fellowship hall as sketched by an architect,
.the
of
plan
3-unit
the
Is
Above
ington.
Contraband Cargo
the edifice immediately stockwater was gone and whose
Heretofore, it was explained, one unit of which is already completed and in use. It is the middle structure,
The commission did not reveal
is the minister's home. cisterns many times were empty
right
extreme
he
at
structure
The
house.
student
committee members have visited between the two center trees, the
the exact nature of the cargo but
The auditorium-like and both home and stock water
hall.
social
a
as
used
be
will
house
student
the
and
home
community centers to receive ap- and the space adjoining the
It was assumed that the reason
to be used as a library had to be hauled. Sant swirlright
the
at
space
the
with
Hall,
Westminister
the
is
left
extreme
the
at
in.the
pro- building
plications, but a change
• •for the seizure was that it was
ing in the wake of traffic has been
gram this year makes it necessary and study. The pastor is the Rev. Howell W. Forgy.
carrying material which the Germaking travel both dangerous and
. 4,
aphis
submit
to
member
each
for
mans considered contraband.
Four years ago, to Murray came difficult over country roads; and
the main
to
report
and
plication
The infolanation received here
Bruce B. Maguire and his wife fires broke out in scattered looffice in Murray.
was -;.o the effect that the City of
organize a Westminster Pres- caliaes.
to
byterian.
•
To be eligible for payments, the
Flint did not remain at 'Tromso,
ta tat?, f Winter struck early with subod
en
stoda
here
following
0wah
form a feli
grower must have complied with
but sailed from that port about
fellowship
hperatures and. snow
inreetzhineg
program of the
soil-building
the
6:30 p. m. Saturday. The Maritime
Murray State College. Before MaNorth Tuesday, while the
ACP by October 31.
Commission did not say immedipart sunny south and southwest exrealized
had
he
left,
guire
That would mean that all farmately where the venni was taken
of that ambition.
perienced heat ranging into the
ers who have lime or phosphate
•
after that, but dispatches from
Other Cases Coming Before He had formed the fellowship of 90's and no relief in many areas
received as a grant under the ACP
"Moscow said she arrived Monday
extensive
an
made
students and had
Docket Are Lighter
from prolonged drought.
must have applied the phosphate
night at Kola bay, north of Murcampaign to raise funds to build a
or lime to their ground with the
In Canada, Central Alberta was
Usual
Than
mansk, Serbia, under the' German
aproved
even
bad
church.
new
.
MASS DAHY BARNETT
cover 'crop required by the end
flag and manned by a German
with fast baccaning a"°`''ta-"4"`t a 49an
structure,
the
for
plans
of this month. Farmers who have
wind from the
Two major charges which may members of his faith had pcked
crew.
out mile freezing
i
phosThe Ledger St Times Cooking School opens this morn- purchased their own lime
result in grand jury indictments a site near 16th and Main street northwest whipped up a blinding
There was some question among
leisure.
thei
at
it
phate
use
may
for murder hang as possible fea- just across from the college cam- snowstorm that marooned motorlegal experts as to Germany's right ing at the Varsity Theatre at 10 o'clock and will last but nonetheless will not
given
tures of the November term of pus. He had a reputation as a ists on highways and at the foot
to take the vessel into neutral until 11:30. The second „session will be held tomorrow, ACP credit unless such use is made
g y_ hills the merol
tl
%Ca
ppe
tee
f rtyhedrso
circuit court scheduled to convene speaker unsurpassed by any person 00
ports.
within the prescribed time.
Friday morning at the same time.
the sitting in Western Kentucky, and was in
with
13
November
From Moscow, TASS, Soviet
here
Beginning November 1, the penThe school is under the personal direction of Miss alty
wide demand at many public
of the grand jury.
news agency reported Murmansk
Spokane, Wash., shivered in the
on ACP members who have
community coldest temperature of the seaport authorities for the time being Dahy Barnett, a nationally known food economist who not used their lime or phosphate
The charges, drawn in county gatherings. No. worthy
small
too
was
enterprise
civic
or
detained the ship and interned the will present all the short cuts to cooking with all the grant is exactly double the cost of
son. 40 degrees, and the first snow
court after the adjournment of the
Germans.)
listed or lit for him to take part in. of the season fell in the mounare
session,
a,
said.
jury
grand
Edmonds
grant,
the
last
newest
recipes.
and
inventions,
features,
latest
nt to school, however,- at tains.
He
Western Oregon reported
Cochran and Edmonds urgSeizure Thought Legal
as willful murder, with the deOhio. and later gained frost and cold rains, while light
Every woman in Callow., eoUnty is invited to attend edBoth
farmers to report at the county
Manson "Cub" Columbus.
Maritime Commission
officials
being
fendants
SucceedCincinnati
in
a pastorate
snow drifted over Eastern Oregon,.
believed that under international these sessions, and it witl. par ess*!ind every one of them office immediately and make eppli
Cook, of the East Side of the coun-, Jim...him at *he heheet.0f the &turn
,
In New- York Seas, Albany lad
law it would be legal for a being- to attend.
entiakin, tate payments. The *only
.and Mra Lerma WrCnideshsigallM1 came the Rev. Howeg
conell
other cities in the
thing holditig back payments thulta
*rent to seize a neutral vessel'
negress of Murray.
will
given
be
prizes
old schoolmate of a low of 25;
attendance
of
an
A
Porgy,
number
M.
great
far, they said, is the failure of a
which was ascertained to be eery"same area reported nose-nipping
Cook, on the night of August Maguire's, from Denver.
day.
each
baskets
food
filled
well
well
15
as
as
day
each
growers
sufficient number of the
ing contraband.
5. is alleged to have struck Car- Foray's work here has been both temperatures.
Explaining why tae vessel prob- In each of the food baskets *ill be a number of Lever to make their applications for flue
In the South. mid-summer temlos Evans, 28, over the head in inspirational and active. The stuably was taken eway from Tromso Bros. Products including Spry and Rinso, a sack of Ex- money due them.
an election night fracas, the blow dent part of the 3-unit proposed peratures prevailed. Little Rock,
after first putting in there, they
Evans' church is now complete and in Ark., registered 93 degrees. Charin
resulting
ultimately
Murpointed out that a neutral ship clusive Flour and a sack of Graham Flour from
death. The grand jury was in use. The Congregational hall is lotte, N. C.. 85. The Carolinas
the
from
Milk
seized under these circumstances ray Milling Company, a quart of Sunburst
session when the affair took place. scheduled to be completed soon. were "very dry". Georgia had an
could be taken to a neutral poi t Murray Milk Products Company, an order for a quart of
but it was thought Evans might re- It is a valuable addition to Mur- October arm n deficiency from onefor one of three reasons: bad
cover and the indictment was list- ray's quota of active church organ- half to two inches.
Ice Cream donated by the City Consumers
weather, damage to the vessel, or Goldbloom
Forest fires swept over 10 arid
ed as "malicious striking". The izations.
lack of provisions. But it would Company, and a pound of Goldbloom Coffee furnished
counties in Indiana; fire-fighters
stricken youth lived two weeks,
have to leave the port as soon by the Goldbloom Sales Company.
looked hopefully. on a forecast of
but never regained consciousness.
PROF. FRED M. SHULTZ
as it had received necessary emergbaskets all the food Miss Barnett pre- A thief or thieves broke into the
Besides
these
"occasional showers" tomorrow;
according to
McCuiston,
Mrs.
ency repairs or suppliet.
'
costly brush fires were raging also
Prof. Fred M. Shultz, teacher of county officials, stabbed her husT. 0. Turner Store hem sometime
A 4.963-ton cargo vessel built in pares each day will be given away free.
education at Murray band. Dewey McCuiston, to death
in Kentucky.
World War days, the City of Flint
Everything is free in connection with the school. All Tuesday night between store 'clos- secondary
In the midwest, the heat wave
and opening Wednesday morn- State College, is in great demand with an ice pick in a Saturday
is captained by J. A. Gainard.
home economics classes in all the schools in the county, ing
brought temperatures of 91 in Kaning, and cracked the safe for ap- as a speaker for teaching insti5 night quarrel in September.
In Atheist, Rescue
Last
Place
Takes
Show
Bench
various woman's clubs proximately $200 in checks and tutes, meetings, civic clubs, and ed- Trials of both defendants, who
sas City and 87.8 in St. Louis, but
The City of Flint was in British the college, and all members of the
Night at Stannic Farris
rain foreshadowed cooler weather
ucational organizations, all over are at liberty on bond, will take
cash.
waters at the outbreak of the war and organizations are especially invited to attend.
Warehouse
on the way in Western and CenVic Jeffrey. clerk, discovered Western Kentucky, Tennessee, and place this court if the grand jury
and participated in the rescue of
Printed recipe programs will be furnished.
tral Missouri.
theft when he came down and Southern Indiana.
brings indictments in time for
survivors of the British liner
The West Kentucky Fox Hunters
The following local firms are cooperating to make the
It was reported in Frankfort
opened the store Wednesday mornAthenia, which was sunk SeptemDuring October, Shultz has al- legal action to be made. Other- Association opened here last night
they
turn
appreciate
in
and
would
possible,
school
the
Mr.
ing. He Immediately called
ber 3,
ready made addresses at Paducah, wise the cases will be carried over with a bench show and a prize that only 1.95 inches of rain had
July 29—only
Over 200 survixprs were picked„ your patronage. Their daily gifts are as follows: One Turner and police.
Benton, Evansville, Ind., and Me- until the April term in 1940.
list for the 4-day meet of $87.00. fallen there since
The robber apparently broke off tropolis, Ill. October 27. Professor
up by the City orFllnt and brought pound Goidbloom coffee in each market basket, each
Other cases before the docket President Fred Barber, Murray, is 4 of an inch since September 1.
the combination of the safe with Shultz will speak to the Rotary are of more or less minor signifi- in charge of the convention. The Franklin
Agent R. M.
to Halifax, N. S. Since the vessel
County
has accommodations for only six ,day; Mai-Donne Beauty Parlor, $1.50 cosmetics first day, a hammer, and then cut through Luncheon at Union City, Tenn. cance.
Raymond Higgins is convention will adjourn Saturday. Heath said the Bluegrass area
passengers, two Coast Guard cut- $1 worth of work 2nd day; Murray Florist bouquet of the wall where the combination And October 30, he will make a charged with grand larceny; Tom
Headquarters for the association generally is seared from the same
in
ters were despatched to meet her in flowers each day; Gladys Scotts, $
Lenning are during the meet. are at the Farris lack of moisturg. On the other
Toy
and
- 1 credit in merchan- was and tore outinthe fillingopen
talk at the Annual Employees Ban- Bailey
the door. Failing
this to
mid-ocean with supplies.
mitt. Fink Furniture Company. charged with banding and con- Loose Leaf Floor on South Fifth hand here and there red rambler
Her commander was felicitated dise each day; Adams Shoe Store, a $2.50 credit on a the safe, the Intruder took a crowis street. Featured on the program roses have been forced into secParker
Charlie
federating;
Evansville. Ind.
for the rescue and the Athenia sur- pair of Air-Step shoes each day; National Stores, $1 bar or pry, and jimmied the door
degree from charged with forgery. The docket each evening at 7 o'clock will be ond bloom by the unusually hot
AB
his
received
He
vivors praised captain and crew. merchandise credit each day; Stokes-Smith Motor Co., until it opened, apparently taking
of Kentucky; his also includes offenses such as issu- church services, an unaccustomed weather.
Will Ask About Cargo
the money and checks some the University
Small streams have dried up,
College ing and drawing a cold check, part of fox-hunting proceedings.
worth of service each day; Boone Cleaners, a ladies' only
pennies were left in the safe. The MA degree from Peabody
Inquiries will be instituted to $2.50
has done writing insurance and practicing' The Calloway County Sportsman's even many creeks have ceased to
ascertain exactly what cargo the dress cleaned one day, and a man's suit the next; Murray thief also pried open the inside at Nashville, Tenn.; he
Uni- undertaking without respective li- Club Friday night will present a run and the water stands in scatCity of Flint was carrying when it Milk Products Company, 15 quarts of Sunburst Milk each door where the money was kept. graduate work at Columbia
operating motion picture of wild life and tered pools. Wheat, rye, barley,
and
versity: and he expects to corn- censes; owning
were
Books
papers
and
was seized.
other
Combasket;
Murray
Milling
market
each
in
one
day,
prop- the game preservation. Mrs. G. L. and what grass seed has been
obtaining
stills;
moonshine
University
the
at
D.
Ph.
his
plete
strewn on the floor. As far as
Officials indicated that if contraby false and fraudulent Robertson, Paducah, is secretary- planted are shriveling in the
erty
band formed 51 per cent or more pany, 15 5•pound sacks of their Exclusive Flour each day, could be told nothing else of value of Kentucky.
treasurer of the Association and is ground. Farmers are being forced
For some 20, years Shultz has means; assault and battery, draw- in charge of the program.
of the cargo the German raider war one in each market basket; Hendon's Texaco Station, one was disturbed in the store.
to haul water for their livestock.
Three state police and local po- been connected with the schools ing a deadly weapon, malicious
within its rights under interna- day a liibiication job for a passenger car, and the next
using
That is what Heath reported, and
lice investigated Wednesday morn- In central and western Kentucky. striking, child desertion,
tional law in taking the ship, proFUNDS
GETS
STATE
'
B. Bailey Jewelry Store, ing trying to get fingerprints, but He was principal of Madisonville abusive and insulting language, MURRAY.
be added: "Unless we get some
vided the City of Flint's operator day an oil change to Texaco; H.
soon, the farmers will
or captain knew that it was contra- one 3-piece casserole and one Holmes and Edwards jelly apparently the culprits worked High School, 1916-17; he served as knowingly receiving stolen prop, Oct. 26— good rains
FRANKFORT. Ky,
carselling their stock.
band.
server each day; Johnson-Fain Appliance Co., $20 credit with gloves. The only evidence first lieutenant in the U.S. army erty, stealing from a common
transfer- have to begin
Johnson
Keen
Governor
In case the United States governFortunately the corn and hay was
available was in the form of foot- in 1917-19; he was superintendent rier; being drunk and disorderly,
purchased
Frigidaire
refrigerator
or
emergency
his
range
from
on
day
$5,000
red
each
prints left in the white chalk or of the Hardinsburg public schools -Storehouseberaking; carnally knowment finds the contraband was
Made before the rain stotitaed.
fund today to install a heating
less than half the cargo it will between October 27 and November 30, 1939; Calloway powdered material from the safe, 1919-24; from 1924-38 he
was ing a female under the age of
The -handicap to wild life was
State Teachers
Murray
at
system
showing tracks on the runners in superintendent
demand the release of the Cita, of
City
(See COOKING SCHOOL Page 6)
told at the state Game and Fish
of Sturgis
College.
(See "Murder Cases", Page 6)
the store. These prints indicated Schools; and he is now. serving on
Flint. The demand will be addressCommanion headquarters. 'Kened to both the German and the
only one man, however, who left the Murray -College faculty.
tucky sportsmen's league clubs are
by the east door to 'the store and
Russian governments.
salvaging fish from the smaller.
left it unloated, but closed, for
Officials said the tractors, leather
pools in the stagnant streams and
when Jeffrey inserted his key
and wax mentioned as part of the
dumping them into larger pools
morning
he
cargo in a dispatch from Moscow
Wednesday
discovered
trying to save what they can
it was unlocked. Both doors to the
were contraband, but that the fruit
The commissidh has not been
store have Yale type locks. It is
and grain were not contraband unable to "plant" any of the thounot known how the store was enless it was specifically proved that
sands of fish bred this summer in
they were destined for British
Calloway county's last ei ght is a Republican,—one of the few tered as a close investigation
be City lads, showt,ng strong offen- its hatcheries over the state. It
will
Tomorrow afternoon
The Calloway County Sportsarmed forces.
terriscoring
in
sheriffs, representing a period of Republicans ever to hold office in showed no jimmied windows or
except
power
sive
high
was explained the "fingerlings",
man's Club served notice today Homecoming at Murray
nearly 30 years—from 1910 to 1939 Calloway county); W. A. Patter- doors. It is thought someone might
time Coach tory.
confined to pools and narrowed
NEW
YORK. Oct. 26--Vice- —got together all at the same time son, 70, New Concord, 1914 to have hidden in the store and was that it would push proceedings to school, and at that
Although it might be unwise to
there when the store was closed the limit of the law against per- Preston Holland's gridiron Tigers choose Murray as a favorite to streams would be easy prey for
president A. J. McCarthy of the
her Monday and had ititheir pic- 1918; Dee Houston, 56, Murray
larger fish.
quail out of sea- will- entertain the Terrors of Marwho
sons
shoot
, U. S. Lines said Monday night
Tuesday
night.
whoApparently,
Pool,
Frank
1918
to 1922;
route 1,
tures taken—in a group.
ion High in the high school stadium take the Homecoming encounter
Even in the larger creeks and
ever committed the att had a look son.
1 there were no passengers aboard
likely
is
it
still
Terrors,
present
1926;
the
to
Robfrom
J.
the
1922
frop
came
66,4furray,
The idea
lakes the water is sluggish. unout on the outside. as all the
the City of Flint which the U. S.
Hafford Parker. spokesman for here.
mid-field
the
with
team
a
that
Ira E. Fox,""and the one erts,Olii. 64. Murray soute 1. 1926 pounding it must have taken to
sheriff,
The gatne will follow a specduly hot, led lacks oxygen. The
Maritime Commission reported was
the club, declared today: "We are
Carl B. Kingins. to 1930; Clint Drinkard. 69, Mur- tear the safe up would have necesMur- strength of the Murray squad will fish seek out the deeper, cooler
seized by a German naval veseel. he succeeded,
giving fair warning. Reports have tacular program in which the
eventually be strong near the goal
all ray, 1930 to 1934; Carl B. King- sitated much noise. A
for
unusual
was
it
figured
perform.
They
will
band
school
high
ray
places, the commission explains.
lamp and
McCarthy said he had received
to us,,that quail are being
community ins, 42, Murray, 1934 to 1938; and other items was moved from off some
a
serving
alumni associa- line.
and give hardly a ntbble at bait.
'no word concerning the ship's fate. sheriff's
shot out of salkaon. Such a prac- The high school
have
week
this
practices
Murray
the top of the safe and scattered tice is both criminal and unworthy tion will be on the grounds and
When told of a description of over a 30-year period, and seven Fox, 54, 1938 to the present.
Migratory fowl like plenty of
with goal-line stands
Five of the sheriffs were born around, including two pieces of
the morning assembly will feature been prodigal
the cargo which the City of Flint of them at that, to be still living.
moist places to pause for food as
true sportsman.
of
firstThe
formations.
close
and
visiting
pep talks from instructors,
Four of the men were born in in Calloway county, with only plate glass.
hunters
reportedly was carrying, the line
"We urge every person in ,the
team backfield's experience thus do woodchucks, so the
executive said it was 'probably Calloway county; three in Henry Jordan. Patterson. and Drinkard
Senator Turner did not carry any county, schoolboy or adult, tor re- aleiwni, townspeople, and fans. The far against the first line may aren't finding so many. The dove
the
from
presented
be
in
three
will
resiTigers
now
elsewhere,—all
are
born
All
being
Tenn.
county,
burglary insurance. He said that port any such violations to any
now,
about right."
count much in its favor when it season, the other open season
Henry County, Tenn.
this was the first time his store member of our tlub, and we will auditorium stage by Coach HolHe referred all other inquiries dents of the county.
is about over.
Principal Edd Filbeck will is ready to make a goal-line thrust
land.
Sheriff Fox served as deputy here in Murray had ever been assume
In the order of their service,
to the Maritime Commission In
the responsibility for pushagainst the Marion griddars.......-*
. be le charge- of the program.
Calloway county's last seven sher- under Patterson, Houston, Drink- robbed..
•
Washington,. .
Applying limestone and growing
ing the Case"
The game will be called at 2:30
The Tigers ran into hard luck
Jordan, 69. ard. and Carl Kingins.
Charles
•
are
iffs
legumes for three years trebled
tosaid
Holland
Coach
o'clock.
night,
Friday
Green
J. W. Jones and Will Petri, Han.Pictures of the eight sheriffs
Rumors of hog cholera outbreaks at Bowling
Japanese are reported opening Brown's Grove, who served from
yields for Newt Jackson in
losing 20-0 though gaining a total day. A large crowd is expected corn
general offensive in Central China 1910 to 1914 iiacidentally Jorden will appear in next week's issue cock county farmers, have installed caused Carroll county farmers to
Knox county.
encounter.
the
view
to
Park
the
for
6
to
firstdowns
12
of
a
2.000-gallon stock dipping tank. resort to vaccination.
. Is the only one of the seven who of the Ledger & Times.
following truce with Soviet:—
'

Out of a Bare Lot Springs Beauty ...

Two Murder Cases May Be
Features ofCircuit Court

of

Shultz Becomes
Speaker of Note

the

Turner Store Is
Robbed of $200
Tuesday Night

Fox Hunters Will
Meet Through 28th

i

Calloway's Last Light Sherqs
Have Pictures Made Together

Tigers To Oppose Marion
In Homecoming Tomorrow

Sportsman's Club
Warps Persons Not
to Shoot Qail Now

9,481 Democrats Are Urged To Note In Calloway count*,Fiection on November 7
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THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKYLTHURSDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 26, 1939

New Concord High
School News

Faxon High School

Hospital News

Fowler to Speak
at State Meet

DENIES IN HAZEL
MAR WEEK WHICH
HAS NEWS OF NOTE

By Sadie Nell Dyer
We have started on our tenth
Patients admitted to the WillBasketball practice started last
week
of
school with every une
iam
Memorial
Maims
Hospital
Week with about 20 boys coming
Prof I. C Fowler, commerce induring the past we
are as fol- working hard.
out for practice. We have only
We are very sorry to have one structor of Murray State College,
lows:
OW -player back this year that has
Jet/arson Wm_ Imsart, Murray; of our senior boys absent from will deliver a speech entitled
played on the first team in previJohn Henry Heath. Murray. Louis school because of an appendtcllis -Newer Techniques of Teaching
ous years., but we have good hopes
F - Harding. Murray; Raymund operation. We wish him a speedy Typewriting" before the Sixteenth Future Farmer Boys Prewinning team. Our first
of a
Annual Educational
Coaterence,
Thomas. Elizabethtown: Mrs. Robt recovery.
pare for Fiddler's
game is November 10. with Faxon.
The seniors received their rings which will be held at the UniE. Mathis. Dexter; Mix: Jim Hart.
Contast
We are very proud our our 3.5
Kentucky
of
versity
October 211.
Murray: Mrs. Pat Jones. Murray. last week of which they are very
new novel* that were received
Fowler has also been asked to
Mrs. Roy Hart, Hazel: Miss Nova proud.
that were received Monday. OctoFuneral services were held SunThe high school girls met last speak before the Southern BusiLee Brock. Sharon. Tenn.: Baby
ber 23. Let's show our appreciRay Rumfelt Murray; Mrs. Zetna Thursday for the purpose of or- ness Educational Association which day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
ation by taking care of them.
Rurrifett.
Murray;
Garvin ganizing a girl& club called the meets at Jacksonville, Fla.. ca South Pleasant Grove Methodist
H.
Don't forget our mthistrel No- Hodges. Hazel; Sen. Garth Fergu- -Girls League-. The officers are December 3. His subject here will church for R. M. Miles. 71, who
vember 18. Be sure and come son, LaCenter; Mrs. R. R. Meloan. as follows: Mrs. Hubbard, span- be "Teaching Accounting to Sec- died Saturday morning at 6:30
and laugh with and at Alexander. Murray; Barbara Glen Ashcraft,
. Ernestine Ahart. president. retarial Majors" before most of o'clock at Ms home a few miles
Mose, Rufus. and Rastus, .the four Murray: Mrs. A. A. Stringer. Birm- Rheda Carraway, vice-president; the coinmerciol teachers in the west of Hazel following a 'long
illness of complication.:
end-men.
You'll enjoy all the ingham; Miss Roberta
,
. secretary; Sadie Nell South
Manor. Edna Elkins
Mr. Miles was a rne Christian
Munk and jokes so plan to spend Murray. Mrs. Wilson Miles. Mur- Dyer. treasurer; Edna Mae Tutt,
man and loved and admired by a
an enjoyable two hours,
Gordon Dorothy
rays-- Baby • Cesel- Miles,. Murray. eta,r4e_r:
large
circle of sorrowing relatives
Inez Brown visited our school Betty Davis. Murray; Mrs. Fred Elliott Helen Ragsdale. and
Dorand friends. He was a member
this week.
othy
Nell
McDaniel.
pep
squad.
Shankle, Puryear. Tenn.;
Jas.
o/ the South
Pleasant Grove
We are glad that a lot of the Mason Churchill. Murray.
Athletics
church and will be greatly missed
children in the first three 'irides
Basketball
season
opens
Friday
Patients dismissed from the hosin his church.
, are returning to school after being pital during the past week
Our first Holland's
yr. Miles leaves his wife, Mrs.
includ- evening. October
Men Gab
Firstdovins
absent with whooping cough.
Emma
ed. Miss Lorraine Gray, Spring- game will be with Hazel.
Mlles, four daughters and
to 6 ter llowling Green
The first six grades fixed Red ville, Tenn.; Shelby
(brads Weer Zell
onti
son—Mrs. Herne Craig, Mn.
Davis, MurTeam
Pliday
Night
Crots boxes to send to European
First pads:Billy .MeDermott,
Less Jones, Mrs. Clyde Wrath's,
ray: Mrs Stanley Miller. Paducah:
countries last. week. They filled
Mrs. Novie Orr and Marion Miles;
Palmer
col),
Myrtle
Murray: Hazel Afire'Wanda Joyce,
Held
by
fortune
fates
of
score-ell the boxes that were left by Mrs.-- WM.' K.
Thompson. Murray; Billy Wane Summers, Harold Las- less during a game in which they one sister, Mrs. Robert Brandon
•
The chairman of Red Cross.
ITS Agee. Martin, Than.: Mrs. Ad- siter, Carlos Elkins, Betty Lu piled up 12 firstdowns to 6 for the and one brother, Ross Paschall, all
Honor Bell
dle, Xi/librew. Cottage
Grove. Billington. Sue Thompson and Bil- opposition. Coach Preston Holl- of the county.
Honor roll to rate first six Tenn.; Jefferson Inman, Murray; ly Jo Outland.
Brother K. G. Dunn conducted
and's Murray High School Tigers the funeral rites
'grades are as follows:
Second grade: Emma Jean Waland the pallbearJ
H. Heath. Murray, Garvin
Friday
night
in
Bowling
Green
ers were his close neighbor}
First
grade:
Martha
Parker, Hodges. Hazel; Barbara Adscraft ker. Eine Turner. Harold
Lane bitterly saw the Purples
of
ColBrooks Baucurn Wilma Jean Elk- Murray; Mm. McClain. Mayfield. Wilkinson. Wanda
Lou
Vance.
Funeral services were held SaturAild.
Barbara McCuisten. Sammie Mrs Pat Jones, Mursay, Mrs. Fred Jean Futrell. Thomas Hale, George lege High take advantage of breaks
and win 20-6.
day afternoon at the Oak Grove
Bell, Willte Clayton Dick.
Shankle. Parryear. Tenn.; Louis Nobles.
It
was
a
boartberaking
defeat
Baptist
church for Mrs. Noah PasSecond grade: Charles Scott. Jus- Harding, Murray. Mrs. Roy Hart.
Third grade: Julia Ann Holland.
-nita Ratterree, Ruple Mae Turner. Hazel; Mrs. Zelna Rumfelt. Mur- Elbert Colson. Earl Tucker. Min- for a learn that more than doubled chall who died Thursday at her
the offensive strength of the Pur- home in Fulton following a few
--Maw. Faye Fowler.
ray; Baby Ray Rumfelt. Murray; nie Florence Mannings, Gerald ples all evening.
months' illness of complications
• Third grade: Dorothy Sae Stub- Mrs. Jim
Holland. L B. Duncan, Patty Jane
Hart. Murray.
Bowling Green's first touchdown
Mrs. Paschall was a member of
Dortha
Ann
Gordon. Lawrence Overbey, Mary
Hendon.
the
cense
Fulton Baptist church and made
as
the
result of a poor pass
. Alice Fielder, Ira Dean Elk ins.
Evelyn Miller.
many
friends since going to Fulcenter,
from
the
ball
rolling
beFourth- grade: Jack Roberts, ArDora !MT Ratterree, Joe Pat
ton. She leaves her husband. Noah
-- Coleman.
thur Frank Brandon, Glenn Lee hind the Murray goal line where
it was pounced on by a Purple Paschall, and four daughters, Mrs.
Fourth
grade: Edwin
Roberts. Ben Barnett
Wilson.
Hopkins, backfield man.
After a series of Ruth Underwood, Mrs. Edwin A.
Marjorie Sue Hendon. Ralph WilMary
Louise Lawrence, Alfred
Nome of Detroit, Mrs. Raymond
loughby, Charlie Opal Smith.
Clark. Ronald Thompson. Betty successive fIrstdowns, the Tigers Brown and Mrs.
Thomas McGee
drove
to
Bowling
Green's
5
-yard
Fifth grade: Mary Frances BucRoberts, Mable Colson.
stripe, where Fenton lost a lateral, of Fulton; one sister. Mrs. Robert
The local Kroger Store will
hanan, Charlene- Ealey. Betty Sue
Fifth
grade: - Lorene Falwell.
Paschall,
or
Hazel.
a Bowling Green man intercepting
sponsor a free cooking dertionsiroo Emma Dean
Elkins, Marpory Sue Scott.
Stnith, Louise' Gro'Funeral services were conducted
Sixth grade. Max Farley, Myral tion all next week from 8 10 4 gan. Charlotte Holland, Norma it to run 95 yards for the touch- by her pastor. the Rev.
Futter, of
down. Straight football in the last
'daily,
p.
m.
their
store accord- Jean
at
Faye MeCuiston. Allen Bryce RatWilkinson. Rudy
Fulton.
He was aasisted by the
Holland,
ing to information released b
terree, Wilma Jo Lovins,
Merlene Dyer, Virginia Ann Hous- period nave the College High team Rev R. F. Gregory of Murray.
Jimmie Jones. manager.
ten. Frances Vance, mei Evelyn its third touchdown_
Before going to Fulton the PasMurray plays Marion here to- chall
Once each year Kroger sponsors Wells. , •
family lived in Hazel and
CHURCH OF CHRIST
morrow afternoon at 2 o'clock in
these cooking' demonstrations on
have many friends here who exa Homecoming encounter.Majestic waterless cookware The
tend sympathy to the bereave,
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45:
main features fare the waterless
family.
Worship at 1045 do m. -and 715
low heat cooking. and baking'and
p m. Young People's meeting at
roasting on top of the stove, acThe five-day-old son of Mr. and
6.30 p. rn.
Hazel will open its basketball
cording to Jones.
Mrs. William Cope died at the'
Wednesday-. Prayer meeting at
season Friday night at 7:15. playAll
local
wornen
are
invited to ipg
family home in Hazel :Sunday night
7 IS p.
Faxon. All school children
attend the sessions every day next
Burial was in the Hazel cemetery
Thursday:
*ill be admitted free,
Bible
study
Monday-Services were conducted
Taffies 41 2:161 p. in.
come. We're sure it will be a
according to tEe manager.
at
the home by the Rev. K. C.
"Seven Gospel Trinities" will
good game
K A. Hill of - the Tobacco Di- Dunn pastor of the M. E. church
be the sermon subject at the SunTuesday night, October 31. Hazel vision. Agricultural Marketing See- here
day morning worship hour.
High is giving a Halloween party non in Washington, will be in CalWe are going to have a big
for everyone at the Hazel audo lovray county November 6, 7, and
Havel PTA News
preacher to discuss this topic. I
8. to give tobacco stripping' and
The Future Fanners boys are
A highly appreciative atsdience t°riurntrust that every member will be
sorting demonstrations, in forma- making preparation for the annual
Honor Roll
watched the drama. "You Can't
Spresent to hear his discourse.
Take It With You." as it was preFirst grade:
Dick Scarbrough, nen from the office of the county fiddler's contest that will be held
Do not neglect to come in time
at the Hazel high school auditorsented by the Sock &Buskin Club Ruby Rebecca Orr, Betty ean agent said today
far the Bible study. Our teachers of Murray
Schedules for demonstrations on ium Saturday night, November 18.
-State College in the Jiliest. Vernon James. Jr.. Jimmy
are well prepared to give what
the farms of IL C. Danish. J. W. Arrangements are being made for
college auditorium Tuesday night. Freeman: David Arnett Orr,
C. B.
the Bible leeches on the topic for Miss Helen Thornton. instructor
of Paschall...Zane Jones. Mary June Clark, and Millard Graham have plenty of fun and entertainment
study.
dramatics at Murray College. was Elkins.
already been made, the demonstra- and everybody is cordially invited
.C. L Francis. Minister&
to come and bring your friends
director of. -the production
Second grade: Lowry Ragas
. Jr., tion on the Darnell farm taking and enjoy yourself at this big
ma- Clara Parks, Billy Hurt, Heineeyet- 'place Monday November 6, at
•
nual affair. Look for the bills which
1ta Slum. Bobby Gean Grogan, June 1:30, and the ones on the Clark
will
give
you
the
program
and
and Graham farms taking place
Paschall.
.
the fine list of prizes that will be
' Third
grade:
Max
Brandon. Tuesday at 9.30 and at I:30.
given away
Cash
prizes
will
be
County Agent J. T. Cochran deNoby
Carraa•ays Violetta
Vick.
awarded as well as merchandise.
Wanda Lamb. Norma Gean Parks, clared today farmers in any other So all you fiddlers, singers,
and
Anna Lou Steely, Rama Sue Mor- sections of the county who wish dancers. etc.. get ready. A big time
such a demonstration in their loris.
is stored up for all of you in the
Fourth grade: Marell Key. Fay cality may obtain a date for it by Hazel high auditorium November
Nell Craig. Betty Jean Key. Betty informing his office so arrange- 18.
is as important as the apLou Hill. Maxine Rowland, Ben- ments for a date may be made.
nie George, Kerney Bailey.
pearance of your home, acMr. and Mrs. Granville Morris
Fifth grade: Evon Cole, Patsy
and daughter, Elizabeth, left for
cording to Miss Daisy BarAnn Paschall. Ellis Hays. Rob Ray
their home in Connecticut Thursnett.
day morning after a week's visit
Erwin, George Freeman, Barbara
with Mr. Morris' parents. Mr. and
Grogan. Lou Ellen Adams.
Mrs. Leland Morris, in North HaSophomore News .
zel
and other relatives and friends
The sophomore class went on an
in
the county His sister, Mrs. AlMay we suggest that you attend the reeking school today and
outing to Mason Hike Friday night.
Dewey Lampkins. present keeper bert
Poole and son, James Ed,Those
present
we r e
tornorrea at the Varsity Theatre. After 'the school, silty not
Maurine of the county poorfarm, has been
ward, accompanied them home for
Steele, Edward H.encion, Ruth Un- reelected as caretaker
el come dawn to the Mai-Doune for a beauty Treatment to aid
for the 4940- a few weeks' visit derwood-, Hardeman Hendon, Olga 1941 term, it was announced here
your personal appearance. AU kinds of Quality Beauty Work
Mrs. Blanche Bennett, daughter.
Ilailey,---Bob Turnbow, Bobbie Ad- today after a recent meeting of
Mrs. Hampton, Mrs. Lizzie Haverat prices to please.
ams. Joe B. Littleton, Billie Wil- the fiscal court.
camp.
arid Mr Reed of Paducah
cox. Wilmer Ray Dunn. Nelle Ruth
At the same time that Lampkins and St. Louis were in Hazel SunOutland. James Overcast. ha Gray was elected, the court authorized day
a few hours visiting relatives
•
Nesbitt, Brooks Underwood, Imo- County Judge- 3. W.. Clopt,on and and friends.
gene . Linn. Carlos Steele. Earl Treasurer Frances Sexton to borMr and Mrs. Guy Caldwell spent
1Csolter. Gene White. Joe Brown row $1,000, due and payable at the week-end in Somerville. Tenn,
Wilson. Harold Grogan. William 6 per cent interest to the Bank visiting their daughter,
Mr. and
Henry Oliver. Robert Craig.
of Murray within six months, and Mrs. Earl Rogers Mrs. Caldwell
The
outing
was . sponsored by authorized
PHONE 270 FOR APPOINTMENT
$800 of the
money had to remain a few days longer
i Miss Paschall.
would be used in the general fund on account of getting sick.
....
Miss Marl Jones spent the weekand 9200 in the roed fund.
---Sie
end in Clinton the guest of Mr.
OUTLAND HALLOWE'EN PARTY and Mrs. Esc° Gunter.
Lewis Cosby, F. Craig and HarA cakewalk and Hallowe'en party ley Craig were in Murray Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Iris Smith of Paris
will be given at the Outland schoolhouse Friday night, it was an- were in Hazel a few hours last
week.
, The North Pleaaant Grove Cum,- nounced today by Mrs. Lola Rye
Mrs. Amanda White of Murray
berland presbyterian church' will and Rebecca Lassiter, instructors
spent Thursday night as guest in
bold an all-day service Sunday. at the school.
with Sunday tchoot beginning at
1 10 *o'cloCk.
Ftev. L. C. Kesler.
, Anna. III..
-ill preach at 11
'o'clock. and , luncheon
will be
served at noon.
The young people's union of the
Mayfield Presbytery
will meet
v.Sitt the 'North
Pleasant Grove
young people in the afternoon:Grass and hay supplies dm credThere is a radiance of
ited with developing interest in
I bought the Graham & Co. stock and moved it to the
beauty. and feeling of
beef cattle in "Henderson county.
west side rimming in the name of Wadiang and Terser until
reverence in flowers.
1923 then it was net-emery to take charge of it and since then
It has been the T. 0. Turner
They should adorn the .festive board of everi
h. 192$ I remodeled the ('newer Man and moved in, bringSHIELD EXPERT HERE
home. The femily dinner is More complete with
H. M. SFIEVNAN. uidely known
ing Miss Katie Martin with nit. At the old stand, the first year,
expert of Chicago, will personally
a touch of autumn flowers.
we added Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey and MIA Resale Brandon, all
be at the Irvin Cobb Hotel. Peduof them with-as 14 years la recent years we added Dewey
rah. Sunday and Monday. only, October 29 and M. from 9 a. ma. to
May we suggest-That you attend the Cooking
Lampkine.
6 p. m.
School Today and Tomorrow at the Varsity TheThese sales people are friendly, accommodating and hon- Mr. Shevnan says: The Zoet
atre. Miss Dahy Barnett will give you many vatShield
is a tremendous improveorable. and appreciate your support. They must have your supment over all Jormer methods, efuabie pointers in ki,ome economies.
port to make sales and earn their salary.
fecting immediate results. It will
,
not.only hold the rupture perfectly
We have seen many priee changes in 24 years. and we are
but increase. tile circulation,
nos% at a point of advance that none of Po can tell what the near
strengthens th 'weakened parts.
future will bring. hut it is safe to buy any winter needs, now
thereby closes the opening in ten
days on the average ease, regardto avoid advances.
less of heavy lifting, straining or
Not another dry goods store under the same management
any position the body may assume
no matter the size or location. A
as when t started In liberal. Many improvements In Marl-ay.
1110111.113i4A010.411
but I am the "Oldest Reek" In the business. I have been in
No under Straps or curribersorhe ar•
rangements and absolutely no medbusiness fire myself since March 5, 1595.
icines or medical treatments.
Shevnan will he glad to demonstrete withowt charge
l Add. 64411 N
RH HMOND ST..;
( hicago
Phone 364-R
Large Ineisional Hernia or repeat.e
SOO W. Olive.
following surgical oper•tion irspec- 1 ,
.11:--......—
.
„s' ii411 /•4111Citedt -

Tigers Lose 20-0
In Heartbreaker
Is

en

a.

the home ef Mr and Mr& R.
Hicks in Nprth Hazel.
Brother and Mrs. Edward Curd
of Pembroke. Ky., spent the weekend with their permits, Mr and
Mrs. P. G. Curd, and Kr and
Mrs. C. C. Walker and family
Mrs. IILLTngletein cig Parts was
in Hazel
day lo visit her Aster, Mrs. Grace C. Wilson.
Mrs. D. N. White is in Memphis
this week visiting her niece, Mrs.
Kent Jones and family.
Mr. and Mrs. O. a Turnhow
and son, 0. B., Jr.. were in Murray Monday on business.
Mn, Goldie Edwards, and baby.
Mrs. Effie Scruggs and Mrs. Hazel
Jenkins were in Paris last Friday
shopping.
The Rev. and Mrs. K G. Dunn
were It Murray Tuesday on business.
H I. Neely and L. F. Vaughn
were Murray Wanes' visitors Tweeday

Mrs. R. M. Mason of Murray WWI
in Hazel Thurselly on business.
Mrs. Grace Wilson was in Murray Friday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. John Alexander
and Mrs. Bob Alexander spent the
week-end in Paducah visiting Mrs.
Bob Alexander's sister, Mrs. jlancy
Hall and Mx. Hall.
Mr. and Mrs Coleman Hurt, Mr.
and Mrs. L. F. Vaughn attended
a Baptist association near Farmington last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs Dewey Guthrey of
Detroit are in Hazel this week
visiting helatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Anderson
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Bonnie Bowden near Pahnersville,
Tenn. Mrs. Bowden is a sister of
Mr. Anderson.

FIRST 11APTINIT CHURCH

The pastor will return from the
special meeting at F,ddyville in
time to fILL the pulpit tor both
the morning sad evening services.
Subjects, A. M., 'Transformed
Churches"; P. M., "Observance of
the Lord's Supper-.
Sunday School at 9:30 with
classes for all ages meeting for
liitat lemon study in separate
rooms.
Training Union meets at 6:15,
with unions for all ages and specially prepared programs.
Mid-week meeting Wednesday at
7 p. in. This meeting is for all
the people. A brief but important
study of the Bible lesson for the
next Sunday follows this meetine
The church extends a cordial i
President intends, if helias his eitation to every one to worship
way, to lima special session to here whenever it is possible.
Sam P. Martin, Pastor
Nentratity Law revision.
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E. A. Hill to Give
Tobacco Stripping
Demonstration Here
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REVEL

i

According to a recent survey, the most POPULAR favorite is ice
cream with thick chocolate fudge. That's just what you get in Revel
Chocolate Sundae Ice Cream—the newest and most tempting of all
ice cream treats, being introduced to you today through your Goldbloom dealer.
Revel is absolutely different—smooth, creamy, delicious vanilla
cream with soft, thick chocolate fudge running through it, like the
marble in a marble cake. Each spoonful is both ice cream and fudge.
Can be had in bricks, bulk or in the handy pint carton packs.
ice

15 QUARTS GOLDBLOOM
ICE CREAM FREE

e -l

For Every
Occasion

Today and

1919-20 YEARS-1939

Tomorrow

At The

, Ledger & Times

20 Years I Have Been a Merchant
Of Murray -

RUPTURE

ct

Chocolate Sundae
Ice Cream

Lampkins Retains
Post as Keeper for
County Poorfarm

Flowers

I

rot
" I

YOUR PERSONAL
APPEARANCE

Presbyterians in
County Community
Will Meet Sunday

COOKING SCHOOL
Varsity Theatre
BE SURE AND ATTEND EACH SESSION
MISS DAHY BARNETT

MADE BY

Special Designs For Any Occasion

Also Evergreens, Shrubs and Bulbs

The Murray Florist

T.0.Turner,:

.i

SOLD BY GOLDBLOOM DEALERS

_City Cre,4sumers Co.
4

Incorporated,

PHONE 56.
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Hazel High School

MAI-DONNE BEAUTY SHOP
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_Show How to Cook
.in Waterless Cooker
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THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TRURSDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 26, 1939
MRS. HARRY I. SLUM, Editor
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Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.

Mrs. Boren Gives Fall Party
One of the lovely, parties of the
fall season was given Tuesday
:afternoon by Mrs. Oliver L. Boren
at her home on North Seventh
Street. Fall flowers were used
throughout
the
as
decoration
rooms.
Bridge was played at eight
tables and prizes awarded Mrs.
L. J. Hortin for high score, Mrs.
Clifford Melugin, second high, Mrs.
Charles Stewart low, and Mrs.
Roy Tipton, low.
- At the conclusion of the game

Pollard, Mrs. G. G. Glasgow, Mrs.
Members of the group include night.
The search started at I Hire on the violin with Miss Elea- Business Houses to
Gus Robertson, Mrs. John Corbin,
Jo Nell Williams, June Mae Coop- seven o'clock at a common meet- nor Hire at the piano.
Close Friday Evening
D.
Hale,
Hale,
Mrs.
L.
Mrs. C. A.
er, Jerry Bynum, Betty Pearl Pit- ing point and ended at time
A social -period was enjoyed folman, Howard
Mrs. Otry Paschall, Mrs. Arthur
Dale
Garrison: o'clock with a campfire service st jpwing the program.
•for Homecoming Game
Friday, October 27
Farmer, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs.
es • • • •
The Friday afternoon bridge clab Dorothy Jean Tiller, Clara Jean the Baptist picnic grounds. PreT.
T. Elkins said here today that
Ray Maddox, Mrs. Frei Cotham, will meet at 2:30 p. as. at the home Smith, Katie Weatherly, Pat Dar- ceding the service, the hungry
according to an agreement made
Mrs. Bennie Maddox, Mrs. Maur- of Mrs. Joe Lovett.
nell, Robbie Lou Salmon. Thomas scavengers enjoyed hot 'dogs and Mrs. Sharborough Compliments
by members of the Chamber of
ice Crass, Mrs. Harry Broach, Mrs.
Lee Hopkins, Betty Jean Smith, coca-colas.
Visitors
liaturda. y, October l_
Commerce in Murray all business
Annie Weer, Mrs. Henry Gatlin,
Maxine
An
Cress,
Tem
Sykes,
Gloria
impressive
-talk
was
made
by
Mrs.
Sharborough
had
The Alpha Department -the
concerns would close for the MurMrs. Ira E. Morgan, Mrs. Gatlin, Murray Woman's Club will hold Ether idge and Betty Sue Hut- Billy Jones.
guests for bridge Friday evening ray High 'School Homecoming
Clopton, Mrs. T. 0. Baucum, Mrs. the regular meeting at twp-thirty son.
Those present were Hilda Far- at her home in compliment to
game while the game is actually
Jack Farmer, Mrs. F. M. Perdue, o'clock at the home of Mrs. John
ley, Barbara Diuguid, Sue Lass- several out-of-town visitors. Mrs. in session.
Mrs, William Purdom, Mrs. H. H. W. Carr.
Holton McConnell Writes Prize
iter, Annabel Stamps, Mary Fran- Nat Ryan Hughes won the prize
'Consequently, the majority ed
Hughes, Mrs. Collier Hayes, Mrs.
Winning Story
ces -McEirath, W. P. Pittman, for high score and guest prizes
Monday, October 30
Murray business houses will be
Hope Key, Mrs. A. V. Havens,
During
the
James
recent
fire-prevention
Parker,
Mona
Heinze,
Juawere presented Mrs. Dick Hagan closed tomorrow afternoon from
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin will enterMiss Emma J. Helm, Mrs. James tain the Monday
Williams, Geneva
Crass, of Elizabethtown. Mrs. C. G. Jelli- 2:30 until the game is over.
afternoon bridge week which was observed through-, nita
Strader, Mrs. W. B. Moser, and club at her home.
out the nation, Holton McConnell Miriam McElrath, Castle Parker, son of Philadelphia and Mrs. Vial.
Mrs. -Vera Farris.
of Big Spring, Tex., was the win- Gene Ciawford, Jane Orr, Vir- ter Taylor of Washington, D. 1C.
Thursday, November 2
Mrs. Hall Hood will open her ner of a story writing contest ginia Nell Giles, Eva Carl BogThe hostess served a sasad plate
Music Club Holds Regular
home for the regular meeting of sponsored by his school in that gess, Euva Nell Thurmond, W. at the conclusion of the game.
L. Polly, Dess Philips, Miss Mary
Meeting
the Garden Club at two-thirty city.
Those present, in addition to
"Young McConnell is the son of Tarry, Miss Hazel Tarry, leader,
Mrs. W. S. Swann, Mrs. Gingles o'clock.
the Rev. D. F. McConnell and Mrs.. Miss Geneva Outland. sponsor, those mentioned aboye, were Mrs.
Wallis and Miss Margaret Graves
Joe Lovett, Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Our services woald
were hostesses Monday evening at abeth Thurmond, daughter of Cecil McConnell of Big Spring, and the and Billy Jones, speaker.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr., Miss Mar- not be complete with•••••
the home of'the former at the Thurmond, and Talmage Jones, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. M. '13.
garet
Graves, Mrs. Hal Houstan, out the aid of a lady
-' regular meeting of the Music son of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Jones, Holton of Murray.
Magaiine ChM His Luncheon
Mrs. Charles Stewart, Mrs. Ver- assistant- For there are
• ••••
Meeting
as quietly solemnized at the home
non Stubblefield, Jr.. and Mrs. IL, many little things that
Miss Mildred Beale was pro- of the bride Saturday, October 21, Beek and Thimble Club Meets
Mrs. James H. Richmond and I. Sledd,
a woman intuitively
gram leader and the subject was at 5:30 p. m. The ceremony *as
Wednesday Afternoon
Mrs. Hall Hood were co-hostesses
seems to know should
"Romanticism."
Mrs.
Carroll
Lassiter
was
hostperformed by Bro. J. B. Brown in
to the Magazine Club which met
does
done
and
be
program
was the presence of a few relatives
The following
and ess Wednesday afternoon to the for a luncheon meeting Tuesday Mt. Carmel Missionary Society
gracefully and tactfulgreatly enjoyed:
Book and _Thimble Club. Roses at the home of Mrs. Richmond.
friends.
Meets
ly. that the lady asSongs of Schubert and Schuand chrysanthemums were used Fall flowers were used as decoraMt. Carmel Missionary Society' sistant is becoming an
Following the wedding ceremony as decoration in the living
man, Mrs. Rudy Tyree, Mrs. Garroom tion, and the guests were served met Tuesday afternoon and gave Important
factor
in
the
bridal couple was honored and jack-o-lanterns, autumn
nett Jones, Mrs. Gingles Wallis,
leaves at small tables placed throughout the following program:
modern funeral service.
Miss Lula Clayton Beale, Miss with a 6 o'clock dinner by, Mrs. and other Hallowe'en mOtifs made the spacious rooms. Attractive
Song, "The Morning Light 'Is Mrs. Churchill's servRoberta Whitnah, Mrs. W. S. Lonnie Shroat and Mrs.• Lubie an attractive background in the boutonnieres
and
place
cards Breaking"; Scripture reading, Mrs. ices are always availSwann. and Mrs. Burgess Parker, Thurmond at the home of the •iat- dining room. The delightful party marked the covers for the guests. Gertie Bedwell; prayer, Mrs. Em- able
whenever
and
ter.
Jr.
plate served at the conclusion of
After a delectable luncheon was ily Swift; True Brotherhood, Noma wherever the need arOn
Monday, October 23, the the afternoon repeated the
Piano solcia: "Scherzo in C
black served, Miss Nadine Overall gave Dell Lyles; Little Things, Evelyn ises.
Sharp Minor"—Chopin and "La bride was honored with a shower and gold color scheme.
a splendid, illustrated talk on the Dunn; meditations, Mrs. Lula
Campanella"—Liszt, Miss Lillian by Mrs. Lubie Thurmond, Mrs.
Those present included mem- foreign situation based on her Dunn; Widening Our Horizon,
Rue Nix and Mrs. Lonnie Shroat, bers and the following
Walters.
visitors: travels --abroad immediately pre- Mrs. Jessie Tidwell; Bible study,
Sincerely,
"Romanticism in Art", Mrs. Mary given at the home of Mrs. Shroat. Mrs. Luther Robertson, Miss Lala ceding and following the declara- Mrs. Edna Swift; What the MisInteresting contests were among Cain and Mrs. Paul
Mecoy Hall.
Gholson.
tion of war. Mrs. L. R. Putnam sionary Means to Me", Mrs. Hon• • • ••
J. H. Churchill
A party plate was served at the the entertaining features. The
had charge of the musical pro- tas Lyles; prayer, Mrs. Hontas
hostesses
used
the
Halloween
conclusion of the program. •
BTU
Enjoys
Scavenger
gram. Miss - Inez Philips, accom- Lyles.
scheme
in
favors
and
refreshments.
Funeral Home
Mrs. Flavious Martin of MayHunt
panied by Miss June Dixon. sang
Plans were made for the Week
field and Mrs. Hall were guests in A miscellaneous collection of gifts , Members of the Intermediate two numbers. and Miss Eleanor of Prayer program which will be
were
presented
the
honoree
by
the
Telephone 7
addition to members.
BTU of the First Baptist Church Hire presented a piano solo. "Ave held November 14.
following guests:
• •• • •
alarm'. Ky.
went
on
a
scavenger
hunt
Friday
(Additional
Maria"
was
played
by
Miss
Helen
Society,
Page
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Mrs. Era Slaughter, Mrs. H. C
Mrs Davidson is Hostess to AGC
Haley, Mrs. Gertie Smith, Mrs.
Club
Mrs. Willard Davidson was hos- Owen West. Miss Louise Shackletess to the AGC Club Tuesday ford, Mrs. Lawton Alexander, Mrs.
night at the National Hotel. Bridge Wallace Key, Miss Urbena Starks,
was enjoyed by the members and Mrs. Nola Foster, Mrs. Garnett
high score was won by Miss Ruth Jones, Mrs. Jim Strader, Mrs. Rue
Turner. The club will meet Oc- Nix, Mrs. Carroll' LasSiter, Mrs,
tober 31 with Mrs. Nell Thompson Lubie Thurmond. Mrs. Carmon
Miller as hostess at the Elmus Graham, Mrs. John Shackleford,
Beale HoteL Edna St. Vincent, Mrs, Niinnie Jones, Miss Grace
Murray's latest book wit be re- Holcomb, Mrs. F. M. Holcomb,
viewed.
Mrs. S. .J. Stanford, Miss Nora McKeel, Mrs. John York, Mrs. Jimmy
Paris District WMU to Have
Curd, Mrs. J. B. Brown, Mrs. Ethel
MeetIng
Bowden, Mrs. J. C. Broach,- Miss
The Zone 3 Paris- district We- Euna Broach. Mrs. J. E. Thomas,
man's Missionary Society will have Mrs. Fleta Utley, and Mrs. C. L.
a meeting at the Kirksey Metho- Francis.
DAHY BARNETT
dist church beginning at 11:30 a. m., Mr. and Mrs., Jones will make
Saturday, October 28.
their
home
in
Hazel.
• • • • •
.• • • •
South Pleasant Grove Missionary Miss Marjorie Wall And Lynn
Society Meets With Mr. and
Lassiter Are Married Friday
Mrs. K. G. Dunn
The marriage of Miss Marjorie
The missionary society of the Wall
and Lynn Lassiter was.
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
solemnizedon- Friday evening,
church honored Mr. and Mrs. K.
October
20. at' seven-thirty 'o'clock
G. Dunn at the parsonage last
Thursday morning with a basket at the home of the Rev. IL L.
luncheon, preceding it with the reg- Lax, who performed the single
ular missionary program .for the ring ceremony. The only attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Ed West
month.
At the noon hour, a lovely din- of Murray.
The bride is the attractive
ner was served to all present.
In the afternoon, a roundle daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. S.
'Watt
and is a ppptilar membei• of
discussion of "The Radiant Ife*t,"
the first lesson of the society's new the senior class of Murray High
Bible study, took place The meet- School. She Wore for her weding adjourned about 3:30 in the ding a frock of black and grey
plaid with black accessories.
afternoon.
Present were Mrs. Barnie Jories
Mrs. West was attired in a black
Mrs. Mavis 'Broach and daughter, street dress with black and green
Ronda, Mrs. Belle Orr, Mrs. B. accessories.
Stark. Mrs. Jenny Belle Paschall.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Shannon Ellis and little Mrs. Joe Lassiter and graduated
daughters, Elizabeth Jo and Mary from Murray High School with
Miller, Mrs. Duncan Ellis, Mrs. Lola the class of 1937. He and his
Dunn, Mrs. Woodrow Rickthari, bride will be at home for the
Mrs. Stark ErWin, Mrs. Maggie present with his parents on North
Boyd, Mrs. Lee Carraway. Mrs. Twelfth Street.
Sarah Sinotherman, Mrs. Ermine
• ••••
Hays, Mrs. Mag Guthrie. Mrs. Club Meets With Mrs.
Whitnell
Amelia Erwin, Mrs. Alice Ellis,
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell entertainMrs. Altie Wrather, and Miss Viola
ed the Tuesday morning bridge
Paschall.
Out-of-town guests were Mr. and club at her home on Poplar Street.
High score for the morning was
Mrs. Joe Wallace. Raiford, Fla.; Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Dunn. Paducah. held by Mrs. Nat Ryan and secwith their children, Essie, Lois, and ond high by Mrs. Whitnell.
Refreshments were served by
s
Leslie.
Mrs. Wallace gave a'talk to the the hostess.
society on "The State Penitentiary
of Florida." She made her talk Betty Hutson Has Hallowe'en
Party
interesting from her close know.
The First "A" Group, Murray
ledge of the activities there, as her
husband buys provisions for the High School, of which little Miss
Betty Sue Hutson, is a member,
institution.
was given a Hallowe'en
party
Shower Honors Mr. And
Wednesday
afternoon in their
•When 7,550 practical housewives had a hand in
Mrs. Elkins
room at school. Hallowe'en games
designing this Frigidaire Electric Range- you can be
A miscellaneous shower was were supervised by Mrs. N. P. Hutgiven in honor of Mr. and Mrs. son, and the teacher of the group.
sure it was built to do a woman's Job! A demonstration
Gracie Elkins Saturday, October Miss Kathleen Patterson.
Halwill convincy you-it's a woman's range throughout!
21. at the home of Mrs. Annie lowe'en favors were presented each
First of all it's cleats and safe, because it's an electric
Boyd.
The horiarees received one present and refreshments apmany nice and useful gifts. After propriate to the occasion
were
range. Then, it has one of the roomiest, thriftiest
the gifts were opened cake and served.
ovens ever built into a range, heavily insulated for low
pickles were served.
cost operation. The accuracy of its temperature conThose present were Mr. and
trols assures ideal baking and roasting results. And for
Mrs. G. W. McClure, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymon Crouse, Dillard Elkins,
surface cooking-every unit has five speeds to provide
Mrs. Ola Outland and children,
the right heat for each cooking job from fast-frying
Mrs. Clara Fitts, Mrs. Johnson
to slow simmer. In addition to all these advantages
Canady, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Fitts and daughter, Mrs. Wilson
the new Frigidaire Electric Range has established a
Garrison, Mrs. Dot Boyd, Mrs.
remarkable record of low operating cost.
Pearl Byerly, Mrs. Cora Dowdy
But you must see it to fully appreciate its value.
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Dunn and daughter, Mrs. Annie
Come in-let us show you all its thrilling features.
Loving, Mrs. Lowell Evins, Mrs.
Learnlow easy it is to own one-bow easily you can
Arthur
Minton, Mr. and
Mrs.
MODEL B-60 ILLUSTRATED
enjoy the PLUS advantages of this master range ,in
Loman
Thompson, Miss
Edith
your home.
Thompson, Miss Rudelle Adams,
Miss Eulala Lovins, Miss Bobbie
McCuiston, Mn, Claybourn McCuiston, Mrs. Annie Boyd and Mr.
and Mrs. G. Elkins.
Those sending gifts were Miss
Pauline Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
MOST STYLES $4
ALL THESE "STEP-AHEAD" FEATURES ... UNITED IN ONE RANGE...
Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Truman Watts,
all of Detroit: Mrs. Ella Hamlin,
DESIGNED BY 7,550 HOUSEWIVES
Mrs. Lizzie Hamlin, Mrs. May ValEvery Unit a "Speed-Heat" Unit with 5 cooking ing Oven Vent • Hydraulic Oven Heat Control
entine, Mrs. Lottie McCuiston, MatSpeeds • Full-Site, Economical "Even-Heat" Oven
• Silver Contact Switches • Armored Wiring •
tie Reed, Mrs. Aubrey Willougsby,
MODERNIZE
• Double-Duty "Thermizer" • 1 -Piece All•Pois Utensil Storage Drawers • Above features in every
Mrs. Ima McNutt, Miss Ladora
retain Cabinet • 1.Piece Stainless Porcelain Top Household Model -FolloWing Features either standELECTRIFY
Garirson, Mrs, Freeman Garrison,
• Higii-Speed Broiler • Exclusive "Evenizer'
ard or optional equipment - depending on model
Mrs. Rubel Thurman, Mrs. Ruby
Hear Distributor • 1-Pied All-Porcelain Oven selected • "Thriho-Matic" Switch • "Cook-Muter"
Elkins, Mrs. Frank Wrye, Mrs.
Interiqt • Non-Tilt Sliding Shelves • Counter Control •"Time Signal" • 'Warming Drawer CookBalanced, Shelf-Type Oven Door • Frost Open. ing Top Lamp • Condiment Set.
Evie McCuiston, Miss Ruby Pitt:Finney Mohuhdro, Mrs.
man; Mrs
NO FINER RAMON' AT ANY PICA
Fay Fielders, Mrs. Ada Smith,
Hutchens, Mrs. GrayGladys
Mrs.
al Smith, Mrs. Alton McClure. Mrs.
lpella Elkins, Mrs. Taylor Young
Ond daughters, Murrell and Estell,
and Mrs Estell Outland.
• • • ••
Thurmond-Jones Wedding
Takes Place
Telephone 56
South Side 'Court Square
The wedding -of Miss Mary- Eliz-

Social Calendar

PHONE 247, PLEASE

a ET
Mrs. Rex Diuguid Gives Shower
Mrs. Rex Diuguid entertained
Tuesday afternoon at her home on
South Tenth Street with a surprise shower in honor of Mrs.
Maynard Ragsdale. The afternoon
was spent informally and a dainty
party plate was served by the
hostess.
Those present were Mrs. Rags...dale, Mrs. Irve Brewer, Mrs.
Xharlie Hale, Mrs. Noel Melugin,
-Mrs. Irvin Fair, Mrs. Myrtle Farley, Mrs. Ivan Futrell, Mrs. Oak4and Cunningham, Mrs. H. E. Far3ey, Mrs. 0. B. Farley, Mrs. Juasnits Outland, Mrs. Bonnie Garriaison, Mrs. Ruby Lenning, Mrs.
:Edward Freeman, Mrs. Hill Gard-Der, Mrs. Trixie Coleman, and
3iliss Ethel Fondaw.
•s
Sending gifts were Mrs. Hattie
.Ragsdale, Mrs. Walter Karnes,
"Mrs. Porter Lynn, Miss Eurene
Witty, Mrs. Martin Bailey and
.Mrs. Toy McDougal.
• • • ••
Home Department Meets At
Mrs. Fulton's
s Mrs. Marvin Fulton opened her
home Thursday afternoon for the
Tictober meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's
'Club. Co-hostesses were Mrs. N.
Hutson, Mrs. T. W. Crawford
Ind Mrs. D. H. Siress„
' After routine business was disposed of, Miss Nadine Overall,
guest speaker,
entertained her
'audience with personal experiences
encountered in London and other
places in England following the
- declaration of war during the past
.ummer,' and of. her difficulty in
Necuring her return passage to
-America,
A dainty tea course was served
following the program. An attractive Hallowe'en motif was deyeloped in the dining room where
the table was draped with a lace
cloth and held a centerpiece of
talisman roses flanked with yellow tapers. Other appointments
.svere in brilliant ,pottery colors
lending a colorful note to the setting.
Guests, in addition to members,
included Mrs. Ira Sikes of LewisBurg. Tenn., and Mrs. Robert A.
Jones,
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additional guests called for tea
and a salad plate was served.
Bridge guests included
Mrs
George' M. Baker, Mrs. D. H.
White, Mrs. Robert Proctor, Mrs.
Willard Davidson, Mrs. L. W. Lennox, Mrs. E. B. Howton, Mrs.
Clifford Melugin, Mrs. Joe T.
Lovett, Mrs. Hal Houston. Mrs.
E. S.151ugu1d, Sr, Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. J. R.
Oury, Mrs. M. gG. Forster, Mrs.
Will H. Whitnell, Mrs. Roy Stewart. Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs. Rue
Beale, Mrs. L. J. Hortin, Mrs. C. L.
Sharborough, Mrs. K. C. Frazee,
Miss Naomi Maple, Mrs. Charles
Williarnson, Mrs. Joe Wayman,
Mrs. Charles Stewart, Miss' Daisy
Hinkle, Miss Jane Haselden, Mrs,
A. H. Kopperud, Mrs. A. Carman,
Mrs. Frank Loomis, Mrs. C. S.
Maltby.
Tea guests were Mrs. Hall Hood.
Mrs. W. H. Mason, Miss Betty
Beale, Miss Cappie Beale. Mrs.
George Gatlin, Mrs. W. J. Gibson,
Mrs. W. M. Reeder. Mrs. Roy Tipton. Miss Mildred Beale. Mrs. W.
B. Davis, Mrs. W. T. Sledd, Jr.,
Mrs. Leland Owen, Mrs. Ira Taylor, Jr., Miss Reubie Wear, Mrs.
Ira E. Morgan, Mrs. John W. Carr,
Mrs. G. W. Cavanah, and Mrs. A.
V. Havens.
Mrs. Hoffman Entertains At Tee
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman opened her
lovely new home Tuesday afternoon when she entertained with a
housewarming and tea between the
hours of three and five o'clock.
The guests were 'received by
Mrs. Hoffman and Mrs. R. M.
Miller, Mrs. Wesley Waldrop, Mrs.
Bill Parks, Mrs. H. B. Bailey - and
Miss Mary Virginia Hoffman presided in the dining room.
The tea table.' was lovely with
its lace cloth and centerpiece of
fruit and autumn leaves with
orange tipers. In the breakfast
nook the Hallowe'en motif was
with decorations 'of
developed
pumpkins, autumn leaves and potted plants.
A dainty tea course was served.
Among those calling were Mrs.
James H. Richmond, Mrs. Fred
Gingles, Miss Thelma Glascock,
Mrs. Carmon Graha m, Mrs.
Charles Hire, Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, Mrs. W. E. Derryberry. Mrs.
John W. Carr, Mn. G. C. Ashcraft, Mrs A. D. Russell, Mrs.
W. H. Brooks. Miss Lillian Hollowell, Mrs. R. A. Johnston. Miss
Evelyn Linn, Mrs. F. D. Mellen,
Pennebaker, Mrs. L. B.
G.
a. Lora ..Printa- Miss
ton, Miss Carolyn Wingo, Mrs. Fred Shultz, Miss Rubye
Smith. Mrs. A. M.' Wolfson, Miss
Oneida Wear, Miss Tehnie Breckenridge. Mrs. Annie H. Young,
Miss Ruth Ashmore, Mrs. 0. L.
Humph, Miss Humph. Mrs. R. M.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bill McKee! of De- ! the city. Mr. Cunningham returned
troit returned home Monday after 'watt them - for-a -- visit--a week's visit with his parents. Mr. 1 Miss Francis Parker, West Main
and Mrs, W. H McKeeL
!street, i visiting Mr. and Mrs. R
Mrs T A. Key and tittle son. I T. Parker in Owensboro.
Rudy Dan. of Detroit have returned
Mr_ and Mrs. Herman Hu?nphries
to their home. They have been vis- and daughter. Margarett Jean.
iting friegols -hare for nearly ttea spent the week-end in Paducah_
vseek
oe._
Mrs. J. W. Stitt of Clarksdale.
MinetCtiediseah, is 'Mies.. and Mrs. Charles Sedberry
Mies
the guest of Mr, and Mrs. Alton left Sunday for the latter's home
Barnett
In Union City after: a visit ivith
Mr and Mrs. Carter Bailey and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker. They were
daughter. Peggy Jean, Murray. accompanied to Union City by Mr.
spent Sunday with Mrs. Florence and Mrs. Baker and children and
Miss Louise Baker.
Byrd in. Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. T T Elkins and
Mrs A. F. Bailey is returning
this week to Oklahoma City to son and Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fox re--from -Loinsviiie -Monday
spend The -Winter with het daughters Mrs. B F. Acomar, and Miss where Mr. Elkins took part in the
wedding of his sister, Miss Hazel
Madeleine Bailey.
Mr and Mrs. Gene Greene, Mo- Elkins, in her marriage to Peter J.
Elkins gave the bride
bile, Ala.. announce the birth of Casey.
a girl baby on October 11 The away. - After the wedding, the
child has been named Inoigene. bride and groom itft on a honeyMrs. Greene before her marriage moon trip to New. York.
was Miss Marelle Denham. daugh-,
Mrs A. K Mitchell and Mrs. A.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Will Denham. M Shaw of Hickman were guests
Hazel.
during the L'DC convention last
Mr and Mrs Liemericunningham week of the hitters daughter. Mrs.
of Shelbyville Ill. spent last week John Miller and Mr_ Miller_
with A G Cunningham east of
Mrs. C. S 1_0wry and daughter,

i

SAVE 2 PER CENT

ON TAXES
By Early-Payment
You Are Still Entitled to a 2 Per Cent Discount On
Your Taxes, But Remember October 31 Is Absolutely the Last Day for This Saving. Pay Now
and Avoid the Rush

Friday, Saturday, Monday, Tuesday—Last 4 Days

A 2 PER CENT DISCOUNT WILL
MEAN A NICE SAVING
And Your Payment Will Be Appreciated. Come In
And Take Advantage of This Discount

-Be Sure and Ask for Your Dog Tax!
-

J. I. FOX
Sheriff uf Calloway County
a

-

Ann, of Lexington, are spending
Mrs. A. W. Willard and little Mac Wright.
this week with friends in Murray. a...-ei-er spent last week-end iii Hymn. "Abide With Me."
Prof. Lowry is studying on his
as the gaga. at Miss
Benediction
doctor's degree at the University of Ma.:_uerite Willard.
Kentucky this year
Congressman Noble J. Gregury
Mrs. Ira Sired; of Lewisburg. was a busineto visitor in MurtaY
Mrs. Fanner
Tenn_ was the guest last week of Monday•
The Ladies' Aid of the First
Mts. Robert A. Jones at her home
Mn. Martin
Fouche of Fort Christian Church met Tuesday
on Main street.
Worth, Tex. arrived last night afternoon for the first regular
Mr. and ajre Oliver L. Boren for a visit in the horns of Mr. and fall_re
LeAkal' pe
Atiidnglial"
with WM.r
iths. Arthur
were called to Lexingtoq. Tents.. M,rs."-Wr T. Sleild.- Sr. Mrs. FOuche Farmer at her home.
Wednesday because of the illness is a niece of Mrs. Sledd, Miss
Officers fqr the new year are
of his father, W. F. Boren
Cora Graves:. Mrs. Ben B. Keys Mrs. Arthur Farmer, president;
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield and the late Dr. W. H. Graves of Mrs. Ira E Morgan. vice-president;
and daughter. Jennie Sue, are Murray.
and Mrs. W. B. Moser, seereary
spending this week in Mayfield.
and treasurer. Plans for the year's
Mr and Mrs Vernon StubbleWork were discussed and perfectfield. Jr., were week-end guests of
ed, with the chairman presiding.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
Light refreshments were served
Shavo in Hickman.
by the hostess to the twelve memMiss Margaret - Allison of the (.3.1 Wets With Mrs. Swann
bers present.
-local TVA office is spending tho.
Mrs W. G. Swann was hostess
week in Blue Ridge. Ga.
yesterday af.ternoen to membes
George M. Baker and Mr. and of her bridge club and two addi- Iliseerical Meeting Is uniquely
Intending Feature Of UDC
Mrs. James Pratt left last week tional guests, Mrs. H. C. Curry
Convention Here Last Week
for Charleston. S C.. where they and Mrs. M. G. Forster,
will spend several weeks inspectOn Wednesday evening, October
The prize for high score was.
ing a Project similar to the TVA_
- tit delegates and member of the
Among those from Murray who awarded Mrs. Bar Huston.
party plate was served at the .United Daughters of the Conattended the concert of Jose Echfelderacy assembled in Murray for
aniz in Paducah Tuesda evening conclusion of the game.
the state convention observed "Hiswere Mrs. E. J. Beale. Mrs. H. E.
torical Evening" at the little
Holton, Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Mc- Lynn Grove Young PeMsle
chapel of the college with Mrs
To Meet
Gavern, Miss Lillian Wetter*, Miss
The Young People's organization John L. Woodbury, state hisEleanor Hire, Miss Mary Prances
McElrath, Miss Marion 'rreon„ Ray of Lynn Grove will give the fol- torian. Presiding.
Following the processional. and
Treots Miss Suzanne Snook, Mrs lowing program Sunday evening,
greetrngs by Dr. James H. RichAnnie H. Young, Miss Jane Reset- October 29, at 6.30:
don, Mies Brown, Mr. and MrsTopic--"The Importance of Rec- mond. a program of soUthern music
B. F Scherffius, Miss Cea Brock, reation".
was presentea by Miss Eleanor
Miss Maitre Trousdale. Mr. and
Hymn, "Lead On. 0 King Eter- Gitlin. members of the girls' quarMrs J. T. Cochran, Miss Claire nal' .
tet of the college composed of
Fenton. Miss Joanne Butterworth,
Bible reading, John 10:10, Sue Misses Dot Currier. Joyce Homier,
Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs. Charles Lockhart.
Marguerite Riddle and Inez Phil'
'Hire, Mrs. M. G. Carman, Miss
Leader's introduction, Conrad .11. ups, and a male quartet composed
Frances Sledd and Mrs. H. I. Sledd. Jones.
of Max Miller, Charles Millet'.
Mr. and Mrs. Walliam Schertfius
Herbert Lax, Jr., and Cecil Bolin.
Prayer, Miss Odine Swann.
of Washington, D. C.. spent last
Talk: "What is Recreation", Miele Mrs_ Roy Farmer was pianist.
week with relatives and friends
Tennie Rogers.
The' Chapter and past state
in Murray and the county.
Talk: "The Value of Recreatioa-. historians were presented by Mrs.
Miss Rebecca Holmes of LoxWoodbury. The respOnse for the
ington was the week-end guest of
chapter historians was given by
Dr and Mrs. John W. Carr. Miss
Mrs. M. D. Ho/ton and for the past
Holmes is language teacher at
state historian, by Miss Jessie L.
Bethel College in McKenzie.
Yager.
Mr. and Mrs. Diltz Cook and
The principal address of the
daughter. Emily Sue. of Battle
Creek. Mich.. and Mrs. Flavious
evening was given by Mrs. WoodMartin of Mayfield are guests this
bury on "The United Daughters
SUNDAY MENU
week of Mrs. T. P. Cook and Mr.
of the Confederacy."
She told
and Mrs_ E. i Beale.
the story of the Confederacy, the
Mrs.. Joe Baker and Mrs: Robert
organization of the, Chapter and
Smith were in Paducah Monday
its objectives-the preservation of
Mixed Fruit er Tomato Juice
afternoon. They'were accompanied
14 true history, the eduoation of
Cocktail
by Miss Louise Baker who remainthe youth, and the relief of veted for a visit with Mrs A. P. Ford
erans. their widows and orphans.
Luther Parks, Lynn Grove, is ex- Vegetable or Cream of Celery Soup
A reading, -The Littlest Rebel",
pected to return the latter part
Waldorf Salad
was given by Mrs. Ira Taylor, Jr.
of the week from Detroit where
Mrs.' Woodbury presided in the
he has been visiting his father.
awarding of prizes to chapters and
Southern Fried Chieken
Noah Parks.
chapter
members.
Baked Ham
Mrs
Lura
Meloan. wife of
During the fashion parade of
Releigh .Meloari, co-publisher of
the
sixties
several costumes of
the Ledger & Times. is confined
Western _Beef Roast
' historical' interest were shown.
to the Mason -hospital ,with influ,
enza. Her condition today was reCauliflower-Potatoes Eu Crefile the Confederacy were installed by
ported to be satisfactOry.
MrsIL-lar Alien of Memphis,
Tiny__Greeds -Gaedes-Peae
Ur. and--fides.- R. 1+. Falwell. Se,
third national vice-president. Miss
returned Sunday from a convenJane Roberts of Murray was electtion of adjustment agents and FiChocolate Sundae or, Cocoanal Pie , ed slate historian of the Junior ordelity
and
Guaranty
company
ganization.
agents in Louisville. While there,
1
. *
Mrs. Falwell was the guest of her
Hot Rolls and Drinks
The Quill Club
- breakfast was
son ald daughter-in-law, Mr. and
held on Thursday morning at
Mrs. R. H. Falwell, Jr.. who are
eight o'clock at the National Hotel
students at the Southern Baptist
ivith Mrs. Josephine' Turner pre. Theological Sem/Para.
NOON AND NIGHT

SOCIETY

NATIONAL
HOTEL

DINNER 75c 2 for

Cook the Modern Way

siding. The literary program of
the convention was given.
Reports from the district chairmen were heard. with Mrs. W. P.
Roberta reporting from the first
district A number of posies and
articles were written during the
past year. and several books prior
to that date have been written by
seesphers of the clubMrs. Harrison of Owensboro presented to the club a copy at her
book "Famous Gardens."
Covers were
laid for
about
thirty-five.

town on Saturday, October M. terse journey to Union City. Tenn,, tocompleted. The clam is alao to gall morrow night to meet Union UniMurray High School puts in near
versity of Jackson.-for the first
future.
time since Coach Roy Stewart became head coach at Murray doped
to lose to Union.
There have been years Murray
has lost to Union. but not many
of them. Back in 1926, when the
With so spectacular record to Normal gridironers :were known
their
year-behind as the Yellow Jackets, they bowthis
Credit
them a cancellation figure of 0 ed to Union University 6-0. Perwith two wins and two consecutive haps there have been other times
losses-the Murray Thoroughbreds too.

Racers To Leave
For Union City

r0mMOMPEMIMM.4.4

Among the general features of
interest during the meetings was
the reading of
greetings from
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Mrs. Roosevelt,
A UDC scholarship was obtained
and placed at Murray State College through the efforts at Miss
Jessie L. Yager to be used according to specifications of the organization.
Mrs. James Overbey was made
director of the local chapter of
the Children of the Confederacy.
The scrapbook of the above mentioned chapter was awarded second place in ,the state contest.
Mrs. W. S. Swann was elected
legate frail the Murray chapter to the National Convention in
Charleston, S. C., next month and
Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts was
appointed page to the same convention.
ACE Cheb Meets At College
The ACE club met Monday night
with Miss Nellie Mae Wyman at
the college in, its regular weekly
meeting, with Miss A. Dunn, supervisor of the elementary teaching
in Paducah, as guest speaker. Her
subject was "The Ideal Teacher",

Murray High School
Senior Notes
President Baker called the meeting to order Wednesday. October
25. After the roll call by Secretary
Frances Sledd, Harmon Smith gave
a Scripture reading 'Further plans
were made for the breakfast to be
served the College Music Club. The
class voted to hold a party on Monday. October 30. It will be a progfessive form with the members
going from house to house for different phases of party.
After the party discussion the
annual yearbook staff was elected.
The following were elected:
Ray Treon II, editor-in-chief:
Noble McDougal. assistant editor,
oflutoos adsairtising m.anageroMargie Shroat, first assistant advertising manager: Harmon Smith,
second assistant 2th-el tibiae manager. Thomas
Howard
Farley,
sports editor: Nancy Whitnel, arts
editor: Bob Jones, literary editor:,
Henry Adams. photograph editor:
Billy Harrison. snapshot editor;
Ruth La Verne Phillips, class history: Hal Kingins, class prophecy:
Gretchel Hamrick. will.
Plans for selling candy down-

MODERNIZE I OCR HOME

A

mand,Only_a_Fey Dollars per Month
ijaid for the Entire Job!
;thanks to Shenvin.Williams Budget Payment Pion,
you coe buy a perfect point job on time-just
as you would buy a Carl Stop in at Our slOre
,today.11et us explain this easy-pay plan. And
show you some samples of SWP's beovtiful, long'
Seed colors. You'll wont to know, too, about the
remarkable now SWP Under.
tooter that seals,"blnkets"
-•• and smooths coOrovghest
surfaces with o single coati
wiwAes SWP NoUSE PAINT
5.4;w-

$2.8
, put GAL
•

6.44
,
40
„
PAM&

FREE!
▪

MY!AM*

IIMIE S(COIAT•11
KY KOCKwIll KENT
041 yo,r ii.. Op! al
te.> booi or 00,',or,

Our Storeis PAINT HEADQUARTERS
•

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER COMPANY
"Murray's Only Exclusive Paint, Wallpaper Store"
North Fourth Street—Phone 323

WAY THAT'S ECONOMICAL

HOME RELIEF SCHEME

. . Electrically

All The Rooms In Your
Home
Make sure you get complete modernizing
equipment for every nook and cornet.
You'll 'save time Ind-Money.

Now you can be as modern in your
cooking as you are in the lighting of

Every woman today realizes that her home is one

your home. The old fashioned opinion

place that always keeps her rushing. Meals to pre-

that electric *Cooking is too expensive

pare, dishes to do, washing and ironing,'dusting and
cleaning

is being 'forgotten and ridiculed by all

stant attention.

who give it a trial. The low rate for
. ,
electricity for cooking, the extra hours
f freedom through the short
time

needed

to

every sixty minutes demanding her con-

MISS DAHY -BARNETT

Now, however, the wise young woman of today is

Lecturer

• learning fast. She's using the one big bargain ken' •

Wilk demonstrate Electric Cookery and Refrigeraerie at the Ledger & Times Cooking School to be.
held in the Varsiv Theatre Today and Friday,
October 26 and 27.

in her budget, electricit*, to save many precious moments of her time. Today she uses an electric washer
and ironing machine, a modern electric, kitchen range,

prepare

an efficient electric vacuum cleaner and- scores of

Other

belPful household appliances. In this way she
reduces expenses,'increases efficiency and saves

more popular day after day.

a lot of time and energy for the things `she
would rather 4c5..Eut yourself in her class_and
win relief from the' crowded hours in your
. . „
home.

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co.
Murray, Kentucky
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Tenn.. tonion Unithe first
:ewart beray doped

a complete surprise to Brother Miller. Mrs, Ida Spencer and Mrs.
Lawrence. A bountiful dinner was Sarah Smothermart also spent the
spread on the tables across the latter part of the week with Mrs.
lawn. The occasion was almost like Miller.
a shower, as the ladles presented
ktre John Hanes was carried
Obie Waldrop of the South Pleas- them with a nice silver set and to a Mayfteld hospital last week
ant Grove community passed away the men gave Brother Lawrence for treatment and Mal returned
a new suit. He also received shirts, home Saturday
afternoon and
Monday afternoon.
A large crowd attended funeral ties, belts, handkerchiefs and etc. slimes no improvement.
Guthrie Grogan and Prince
Services for Milt Miles at South Brother Lawrence was 34 years old.
Barney Paschall, one of our Albert Hart hove gone to Detroit
Pleasant Grove Sunday afternoon.
employment.
seek
to
Mr. Miles passed away early Sat- church memberst who has been in
Novice Pate returned from Defailing health for several months
urday morning.
troit Saturday morning and is visMrs. Bess Wilson and Je Brown is suffering from a heart attack.
Mrs. June Tress, had a stroke iting his mother, Mrs. N. A. Pate.
spent Sunday with Mrs. Wilson's
We were very glad to see Mrs.
mother, Mrs. S. V. Miller, who of paralysis Sunday while visiting
hasn't been very well the past her daughter near Backusburg and Nanney Erwin able to attend fuan ambulance was called to carry neral services for Mrs. Fred Redweek.
den and was also able to be in the
This community_ was made sad her home.
Mrs. Nellie Pigue of Paducah and Redden home.
by the shock of the death of Mrs.
The adult department of the
Fred Redden who died Wednesday her sister, Mrs. Dick Rose. of Highaftrnoon. She is survived by her land Park attended church services Training Union entertained the
other
departments with a closing
husband, Fred Redden; five sons. here Sunday. Mrs. Rose is visiting
program Sunday night. The topic
Weslie, of Niles, Ohio; J. W. Ralph, relatives in this county.
Charles and Billy at home and one
One hundred and sixty-seven at- of the program was, "Prayer." Dedaughter, Mrs. Conn Spencer. of tended Sunday school and heard votional exercise was conducted by
near this place and her mother, a wonderful sermon by the pastor. the president, Tellus Howard. Song,
Mrs., Melinda Miles, and three He read a portion of the fifth chap- "Sweet Hour of Prayer." The folbrother* John and Jack Miles of ter of Luke. There was one addi- lowing discussions were givcn;.,.
"Prayer and What it Means," AlHamlin, Tex., and Noah Miles of tion to the church and two were
North Carolina, and two sisters, baptized at the Martin Chapel bert Hale; 'Prayer and its Power,"
Mrs. Gary Myers, of this county bride. They were Mr. Hanley and John Warren; "PraYet and lts
Needs," Mrs, Betty Ker "Prayer,"
and Mrs. Mary Darnell of Niles, Mrs. Lucille McNutt.
Ohio, all .of which, attended the
Mrs. Clara Paschall is not feeling Mrs. loys Lawrence. This was a
program.
funeral mrvices held at Sinking Very well after having her teeth good
One hundred and 20 attended
ftrings Saturday afternoon., at 2 drawn last week.
Training Union Sunday night. Our
o'clock, conducted by Brother PoyThe Gins' Auxiliary met at the attendance in Training Union runs
Me Mrs. Redden was 46 years old. r:church Saturday afternoon, October from
120 to 145 each Sunday night.
Steve, the little 10-months-old son 7, for the regular program. The
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Guthrie visof Mr. and Mrs. Afton Paschall following program was given: song.
ited in the home of Mrs. John
is very sick with diptheria.
"Bring Ye All the Tithes Into the Hanes Sunday afternoon.
Those from this place attending Storehouse"; prayer by Martha Lou
Barber Edwards closed a 10the BYPU convention at Paducah Taylor; business: reeding of minnights singing school at the church
were Brother and Mrs. Cloys Law- utes, roll call, answered with a Thursday
night which has imrence, Lady Ruth Marine, Eerie Scripture that tells how, when. dr
proved the conununity singing very
Warren, Oars, Myers, Mr. and Mrs. why we should give to God;
song, much. Thanks to those from other
Ernest Underwood, Tellus Howard, "We've a Story to Tell to the Na- churches
who cooperated with this
Iva Nell Wilkerson, Billy Liptord tions"; devotional, Iva Nell Wilschool and helped make it a sucand L. D. Warren.
kerson: "What is Money?", Wilma cess.
Mr. and Mrs. Caty Taylor and Hartsfield; Southern Baptists and
Mrs. T. A. Key and little son.
baby, Nancy Jolene, spent Sunday their Gifts to Missions, Grace WilRudy Dan returned to their home
with their grandparents. Mr. and son; "Did You Know?", Ruevene in
Detroit Friday after a two
Mrs. George Windsor. Other vis- Taylor; "What if We Ttthed?",
weeks' visit with her parents, Mr.
itors were Mrs. Floyd Taylor and Dorothy Fay Hargrove; "Where and
Mrs. Luther Gupton, and
children and Mr. and Mrs. Orfield Does It All Go", Wilma Harts- mother-in-law
and grandmother'
Byrd and daughter. Mr. Windsor field; "A Real Test for Our Stew- in-law
Mrs. Sula Key, and Mrs.
is not so well.
ardship," Rebecca Sue Wilkerson; Betty -Key.
Those froth this place attending Martha Lou Taylor read a paper
Inloe Atkins and family have
the regional WMTJ convention at she had written on Stewartship. moved
from C. E. Penny's of WisFulton Tuesday were: Brother and Two visitors were present—Mrs. well
to Levi Ford's.
Mrs. Cloys Lawrence. Mrs. J. B. Bertha Warren and Linda Fay
Mrs Mien Paschall is some imBoyd. Mrs. Jewel Wilkerson, Miss Wilkerson. Their next meeting will proved
after an attack of gall stone
Margie Wilkerson and Misa Wilrno be next Saturday aftrenoon at 2 colic.
Hartsfield.
o'clock at the church.
Word has been received here that
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Wade of
Porter Lassiter visited his cousin, 011ie Paschall, who is a patient at
Denver. Colo., arrived Friday and Mrs. Ruby Wingo, of near North the
Veteran's hospital at Outwood.
are visiting Mrs. Waders parents, Fork 'Sunday morning Mrs Wingo
Ky., underwent an operation for
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Paschall and has been sick the pest week,
appendicitis recently.
sister. Mrs. Edd Martin and family.
Mrs Jewel Wilkerson and Fay
Misses Rebecca Sue and Iva Nell
Mrs. Oche Wilkerson is on the spent Monday afternoon with Mrs.
Wilkerson entertained their BYPU
sick list.'
Bertha Pasehall and Mrs. Myrtle" class with a social at the home
The relatives and friends, and Morton of Taylor's Store.
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs T.
almost the tomplete membership
Mrs. George' Wintisce--hus been
of this church that lived raonud suffering from a painful rising on S. Wilkerson, Saturday night, October 21. Games were the feature
here attended the birthday dinner her right arm.
of the evening.
at Brother MO Latvrence's SunMrs. Ida Adams spent 10 days
The
were present:
day, October 15. The dinner was with her sister-in-law, Mrs. S. V. Quava following
Clark, Hubert Barnes, Elizabeth McMillen, L. D. Warren, Ruevene Taylor, Wallace Rogers, Rebecca Sue Wilkerson. James Brandon, Opal McMillen. Derrell Hargrove, "Mattie Jo Tinsley, Holton
An Important Factor in
Wilkerson. -Martha Lou Tayfoi,
Fred Atkins, Iva Nell Wilkerson,
your yearly. Household
Buron Richerson, Dorothy Fay
Budget...
Hargrove, James Leslie Wilson,
Billy Rex Brandon, Gracie Wilson,
Paul A. Lassiter, Dan Fain, Edwin
Brandon, George Edd Hargreve.
A Photographic Record
Bill McMillen, and the leader. Mrs.
Ernest Underwood, and the sponof your family, taken
sor, Mrs. Doris Warren. Before the
at least once each year.
departure refreshments of sandwiches, fruit
salad, cookies and
lemonade were served.
Ilene
Tinsley
spent
Monday
Memories can be renight with Genella Mae .Hart.
called instantly with
Mr. and Mrs. Treman Miller honored Mrs. Miller's father, Everette
good photos.
Adams, with a birthday dinner at
her home Sunday. Present were
the members of the family, Mr. and
It is important that you attend the Cooking
Mrs. Everette Adams, Me and
Mrs. Homer Charlton and daughSchool today and tomorrow at the Varsity Theatre,
ter. Jane Adains, Mr and Mrs. Holsponsored by the Ledger & Times,
ford Adams and sons. Holford. Jr..
and Isaac Booker, Miss Dortha Adams, Howlett Cooper. and Mr. and
Mrs. Treman Miller and daughter.
Ina Fay. and Robert Miller,
Mrs. Edna Gupton is not so well
this week.

Sinking Spring
News

Murray
not many
when the
re known
they bow6-0. Perther times

mth

ii

But It Is More Important That You
BRING YOUR FAMILY DOWN SOON
FOR A GROUP PICTURE

BLAKELY SCHOOL NEWS

Love's Studio
Phone 92-3

North 4th St.

Many Attend Alkyl
For Bowling During
Week Night Evenings
Since the opening of Hamp Ethridge's bowling alley on Main
street near the Capitol 'Theatre,
many Murrayans have been gaining
happy recreation there each evening.
According to those who have
bowled, pushing the heavy ball
down the alley just at the right
splin and speed to knock the pins
over is distinctly an art.
Ethridge says his bowling room
is both wholesome and clean.
strictly orderly, and both men and
women play there. Among those
winning prizes for the quality of
their play recently were Bill Whitnell, Toy Williams, Ed Burnett'
Claude Anderson, arid Winifred

Miss Dahy Barnett, Nation-

Known

Home _ Eco-

1

,.-,. il 'll...
r.s. e• • .

Women's Winter

Atteactive New Fall Styles!

Girls' Coats

$3.98
$2."

Barkley Believes
WPA Will Grant
Funds Car Park
F. C. Harrington, chairman of
week projects in Washington, in
a letter to Alben W. Barkley who
had asked consideratIon on an application for a WPA grant to construct a municipal park for Murray, declared the application "is
now undergoing necessary examination and review" and added that
"every effort will be made to expedite final action."
Senator Barkley in a letter to
Chamber of Commerce Secretary
T. T. Elkins, who had asked the
Senator to intercede in behalf of
the -application expressed confidence the WPA wouki make the
grants for..thepark.
The park, should it be authorized. would be located two miles
north of Murray, and would contain a golf course, tennis courts
baseball and softball diamonds, a
clubhouse, and other recreational
facilities.

Plain et fur trim models—Sizes 3 to 6 and 7
to 16 years—All interlined for warmth—Attractively styled In all the wanted fall shades
Some with tam to inateh--Esceptional values that afford real savings for mother's
ook.
pee

ther Coats 98c to $4.95
70
/6

get us a basketball ante equi.ment
The school recently received
some new library books.
The community day and fiddler's
contest at Coldwater was a big
success. There was a large crowd
in attendance. .a
The -students have been working industriously to improve our
school building and the campus,
Our
attendance
officer,
Mr,
Grogan. visited us one morning
week.
One of our students, Mary Kathryn Hurt, has been on an extended
visit to Detroit.

Regular $5.110 yslues. .
Sizes 2 to 5 years. Fine
all wool fabrics. Corse
In navy, red, green.
brown and royal. Cate
styled sets for the little tots at a real saving.
BOYS'—GIRLS'

ADLERIKA

Practice Real

Clean Clothes Wear Longer, Look Better and Are
More Healthy.
We urge you to attend each session of the Cooking School Today and Friday at the Varsity Theatre. It will pay big dividends.

PAJAMAS
59c - 98c

ATTENTION
PLEASE
100 co
ALL
WOOL

49c
39c

SUITS

SWEATERS
Button

SENSATIONALLY
Low PRICED

Sport Styles

Style

98c

$1049

Heavy knit coat sweater* button treat with
pockets-two large
come in oxford, navy
and black.

$2.49

95

Up To

A

AllWoolCoats
$1.98

you can choose front all
the season's best styles
and colors in this vast
selection—All wool knit
and wool fabric. Combinations and leather
trim.

SAVE $5.00

BOYS' SWEATERS
Zipper Styles—Pullover—Coat St14es

-Double Breasted
-Single Breasted
Yes sir there's a real savings in
these fine all wool suits—Choose
from scores of new attractive worsteds in blues, greys, greens, and
browns and well as fins- W001 serges.
All shes 34 to 46.

LEATHER
JACKETS
Men's Suede LeatherZIPPER JACKETS
Melton and Corduroy
ZIPPER JACKETS _

at the----

Se-95
Heavy Horsehide
ZIPPER JACKETS __ U

• Fresh Cider
•Raw Peanuts
•Juicy Apples
Square Dancing and "Round" Dalicing

All Wool Topcoats
and Overcoats

s4."
l
E

.58

Blanket Lined Jumpers

$8.95

Rest Blue Denim o fth heavy 98
,
c
blanket lining for warmth

Men's Suede Shirts

Boys' Lined
Jumpers

Tan, Grey. Special N'alue, warm
army pockets, full cut, all _sires
( olorful Plaid Flannel
Shirts

Admission: Children With Parents 10c; Stag 25c;

Couples 35€; Over 60 Years of Age Free

69e
98`

98e

Hest Grade Blue Denim Jumpers with
Corduroy Collars, Heavy
Blanket Hong. 25*•,, wool
S1.49

Sponsored by the

Boone Cleaners
South Side Court Square

Here's A Savings
That Is A .Saving

Attractively styled 2-piece pull
ever styles. Nest stripes and
solids.

SUITS—
UNION
BOYS'
Heavy winter ribbed. Long
eteeves and legs. Sizes 4 to
16 years

TUESDAY,OCTOBER 31

•

..,9c

Others to 69c

UNION
WINTER
,MEN'S
SUITS—Heavy ribbed, ecru,
long sleeves and lees. All
asses

$3.98

Splendid white ribbed knit
union suits for girls all
ages. A feature sale value j

Underwear

BUNNY FARRIS-LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

•

39C

•(Aug Leg - Long Sleeves

WINTER

Will be Staged Hallowe'en Night

CLOTHES DRY CLEANED
and PRESSED REGULARLY

Shirts-Drawers

• Short Leg - Short Sleeves

Send white, pink and neat
stripes—extra
cut--vb cll
full
made of heavy knap outing.

Ladies! Attend The Cooking School Today and Friday morning at the Varsity Theatre ... After the
school drop into the National Stores for real bargains. This Sale is a Riot.

AND CARNIVAL
By Having Your Families'

jj

Girls' Union Suits

49c to $1.49

BARN DANCE

HOME ECONOMY,

Knee length, mug fitting. Mutt
up shoulder strape—a
fine Swiss ribbed union.

Misses Sizes 19c

GOWNS
39c

MISS BABY BARNETT

nomist Says:

OLD FASHION

Silk Stripe Unions

25c

Women's Outing

And so do Nature's signals—headaches, biliousness, bad breath, which
are often symptoms of constipation.

sluggish

49C

Pants - Vests

49c - 98c
Here. Mothers, are the sweaters
you'll want for school. Choose
from scores of styles—coat. slip
Over or sipper frost* Medium.
eight or heavy weight. Part wool
and all wool halt in solids,
stripes and combinations. Sizes
for all ages.

The Police Siren means "Look-out!"

Don't neglect

Short leg, Dutch neck, short
sleeve—es. long leg and sleeves
. pare white, fine winter
.
ribbed unions in all
sizes

Snuggie •

SWEATERS

Headachy, Breath Bad?
Make This Check-Up

bowels,
your
by Rachel Young
We have been going to school for a host of constipation's other
three months and we are all work- discomforts may result: such as,
ing together to make our school sour stomach, loss of appetite or
a better one. We are working to energy, mental dullness.
Help your lazy bowels with spicy,
all vegetable BLACK-DRAUGHT.
Acts welly, promptly, Moray/14y,
Mrs, Jas. Filler says: -Gott on
by simple directions.
oLY Otaa.•
nth was on bad I couldn't oat or *Imp. Gas
oven *earned to prom on my heart.
BLACK-DRAUGHT'S principal inbrought MI quick relief. Mow, Atli.rka I eat
floe, never telt bolter
LS I p11
.
5 sire
. gredient is an "intestinal toniclaxative." It helps impart tone to
I azy bowel muscles. Next time,
try this time-tested product!
Dale & Stubblefield Druggists

SUIT

Coats-Leggings-Hats

Goldwater News
Mr. and Mrs. John Ezell have
moved from the Mrs. Bobbie Adams' house to S. E. Haneline's,
Mrs. Esther Smith has moved to
Mr. Haneline's house. Lemis Hargrove and family have moved to
the house vacated by Mrs_ Smith
Henry Black has returned from
Outwood hospital where he has
been apatient for trebtment
Alex Crouch visited his daughter,
Mrs. Izetta Broach, and sons recently.
Robert Hoke. left recently for
the CCC camp.'
Mrs. Tany Kirkland is visiting
her brother. Will Wrather, and
Mrs. Wrather this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clellon Sanders
and Shelby were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. E Youngblood and family.
—K.T. Did.

UNION

White ribbed knit winter weight
garments at an excepdorsally low price.

3-PIECE WOOL SETS

Solids—Novelties

Gas Gas All Time

ally

•

WEST KENTUCKIAN
KERBY JENNINGS, Managing Editor

Phone 234
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MURDER CASES
(Continued from Page
consent, robbery: and the disposal
of mortgaged property.
Circuit Court Clerk Claude L.
•
announces names today of
persons drawn to serve on the
grand and petit juries during the
Nevember session. They follow:
McC,uiston.
Grand Jury: Hall
New Concord: W. V James, Hazel;
Grover Gibbs. Hazel: Jennings
Turner, Brinkley: P. F Wartete
field. Murray; E P. Henslee. Liberty; J. W. Jones. Wadesboro; John
B Underwood. Hazel: G. Owen,
P27el H. C Lamb, Hazel: J. S.
Valentine. Concord; Otis EdwardeBrinkley; Elmo Harmon. tIazeL

Buck Manning, Brinkley; Jessie
Steely. Hazel: Toy Lassiter, Brinkley, D. P Smith. East Murray;
Fred Wilson. Brinkley; Carl Lockhart. Swann: B. L St.- .John.
Hazel: D. W. Falwell, Liberty;
and Obie Darnell. Liberty.
The petit jurymen are Brent
Butterworth. Brinkley; Milburn
Holland, Liberty; W. K. Holland.
Liberty: Don Kirk, Liberty; W. T.
Simpson. Swann: . M. 0. Lamb.
Hazel: -C. M. Erwin, Swann; Bert
Wilson, Swann. Jeff Edwards,
Wadesboro: Tom Williams, Murray: Ray Ross, Liberty: W. E.
Outland, Hazel: One F. Key,
Swanii. Ed Palmer. Wadesboro;
Young Morgan. Liberty: A. W.
Alderson. Hazel; J. B. Thweatt,
Wadesboro. le: B. Gholson. Murray,
I. W. Hutchens, Murray; 011ie
Tidwell, Wadesboro: R. W. McCuiston, Concord: Herbert Upders
wood. Hazel: Ceylon JaMe S.
Swann; James G. Erwin. Hazel;
Hiram Tucker. Wadesworo; Robert Crouse. .Wadesboro2 Lomon
Garner, Hazel; C. T. Allbritten,
Hazel: E. A. Moore, Hazel; Curt
Cahoon. East Murray; J. D. Smith.

Cooking School
POLMCS GET HOT
AS ELECTION DATE County Lumber Company, quart of Waterspar Enamel
one day, and a quart of Florhide Enamel the next; Love's
one 8x10 photograph each day; City Consumers GLADIOLI
NEARS IN COUNTY Studio,
Company, qUart Goldbloom ice
each market
••

(Continued From Page 1)
one

cream in

Record Valet.is Hoped For basket each day.
Remember ladies, everything is free, be there early
As Schools are Urged to
as the school starts promptly at 10 a. m.
Take Part at Polls

Legionnaires to
!East Texas Liolcs
Meet November 2
Murray by 27-6

BARKLEY, CHANDLER
MAY APPEAR HERE
Politics in
Calloway county
neared ,--their
most
momentous
period of activity this week before
the generel election November 7.
Democratic leaders were hopeful
of influencing a record vote in this
unwavering Democratic county.
A rally of the majority party
here Tuesday night paved the
way for continued unified action
as Chairmen Dewey Ragsdale and
Ira E. Fox, with the cooperation
of Young Democrats president
Hiram Tucker, defined plans for
the last. week Of the campaign.
Attorney
General- Hubert
E.
Meredith is scheduled to deliver
an address in behalf of the party
here Saturday afternoon, supplementing previous speeches before
Calloway audiences here by Assistant Attorney General A. E.
Funk last Thursday and Hecht
Lackey last Saturday.
Schools were asked -to cooperate
in influencing both Democrats and
Republicans to vote at their respective polling precincts November 7. the schools whose influence
in each district accounted for the
most votes gaining cash prizes
given by Democratic hladquarters
here.
A parade to consist of more than
100 cars was planned to meet Senators Alben W. Barkley and A. B.
Chandler and escort them to Murray for addresses on November 4
should they find it convenient to
get away from Washington to take
part in the West Kentucky. tour
on this date.
More than 9.000 Democrats and
1.100
Republicans
are
eligible
through registration to vote in the
general election. it was made
known
here by County
Court
Clerk Mary Russell Williams after
the deadline date for registration
was reached in September.

Legionnaires and all ex-soldiris
will meet with the Murray Post of
Legion Thursday
the American
night, November 2, for a general
get-together in an effort to' plan
an Armistice Day program, Commander Bryan Tolley said today.
Sandwiches and coffee will be
served, he said, urging every
legionnaire in this county not to
fail in attendance at the meeting

East Texas' Lions came roaring
out of the southwest Saturday
night to ride the Murray College
Thoroughbreds to a 27 to a beating before 2,700 fans who gathered
at Keller Field in Paducah for
the Junior Chamber of Commerce's second
annual college
football game and saw a rare exhibition of ball-carrying and passing by the huskies from the lone
•.
star state.
Many from Murray attended the
game, driving over during the
evening, and even in the afternoon to take part in. the parade,
or going on the special train which
left Murray at 1:30.
The Murray College band paraded through downtown Paducah at
Motion Pictures of Game to Aug- 3:30 Saturday afternoon, and vast'
ment Interest in Tussle Becrowds lined either street to
tween Murray and Marion
watch. During the half, the band
performed the "black-out" show.
Fine Foods Priced To Please
A special pep meeting and rally singing "I Poured My Heart Into
of students and alumni will take a Song".
place
in the Murray high school
Heinz,
auditorium as a part of the Homearge Size
coming program Friday morning at
8:30, Coach Preston Holland said
Topmost
this morning
The Murray school band will
3 for
parade up town immediately after
the morning pep season.
The Murray Tigers take on the
Eld. K. G. Dunn, pastor of the
16 oz. can
Marion Terrors in a gridiron con- South Pleasant Grove Methodist
flict Friday afternoon at 2:30 as church, said Tuesday there will be
the main feature of the Homecom- preaching services Sunday morning
Carton
ing
program.
at 11 o'clock at the institution, with
Pure
lb'
School officials are urging all the pastor delivering the eermon.
alumni of Murray high school to Sunday school, he said, will begin
Fine
be present Friday morning in chap- promptly at 10 o'clock.
el, when the team will be introMinisterial services at New Provlb.
m Quality_
duced
and short impromptu idence Sunday afternoon will be
speeches will be heard from the conducted at 3 o'clock instead of
25c
floor. Stunts will also be given by 2 o'clock, and will be the last con2 for
the stuants, and the band wilt ference service there this conference year
Play.
Moving pictures of the band in
Elder Dunn suggested that all
action and play-by-play pictures members on the Hazel circuit who
Per Pound
of the game will be taken.
have 'not met all 'their obligations
Coach Holland said extra seats in full to the "church see .their
...
dinger
or
were being put in the stadium' to missionary committee or steward
That Gorli Pinfg
take care of the overflow crowd and attend to the duty at once,
which annually attends the Home- since only two weeks remain becoming game.
fore the Conference meets.
Full of
$1.25
All stores in Murray will be
closed
during
the
game.
The following patients were admitted to the Clinic Hospital this
N2
o. f2
o'rx can, Fine Quality
week
Roy Hughes, Hazel Route 3:
Mrs. Jack Shroat, Murray: Herod
West.
Murray: Mrs. Eulus Outland.
Tip Topl Loafffor
Murray Route 8: Mrs. 011ie Bar1Oc
nett, Murree; Elwood Phelps. Mur
LOST-Pink Cameo Broach in
ray Route fie James MillereeThz.:
city
piime t4gria Tirsrfes.ulera H..itturd,„Parker
hsr.ove Best
Lyr
f iG
Wan.: link CliesIey Vitra%
today the Sportsman's Club ti* day. Tinder please present it
year: Mrs. 151man Barrow. Mur- present a motion picture of wild Ledger & Times office and reray: James Gupton. Murray; Little life at the assembly period of the ceived reward.
lp
Peggy Turner. Murray: Stewart West Kentuelty Fox-Hunters AsWill Pay In Trade for Eggs 25c
Thurman, Murray: Miss Mary sociation in the Bunny Farris barn NOTICE-Will have a shipment of
..
2-year-old field grown Ruses in
Bakes. Murray.
.
Friday night.
PROMPT DELIVERY
PHON 37
Those dismissed this week dre
The club tried out the film at Bloom, Here. Friday. Buy Everfollows:
the city hall Tuesday night and greens and Shrubs thit are guar-anteed to live for 1 year. See
361.- Walter Blackburn Murray: showed it at Hiezel last night.
One of the most active organ- ' me before you buy. Phone 142,
Mrs. Eugene Hughes, Murray; John
Wilson. New Concord: Mrs. Hay- izations of its kind in Kentucky Alton E. Barnett, 301 South 8th
the Murray Sportsman's Club is Street.
jrs
;
lc
hturiv M
1 den Morrsn.igM
()
y.
Em
tcm
he
er
tt. recognized by the Kentucky Game
Cru
and Fish Commission as one of the WANTED to hear from woman
who can live with and be comleading Kentucky clubs.
ray.
panion to elderly lady. Call 379
•
or write Box 505.
lp
PHONE 12
PROMPT DELIVERY
Mr_ and Mrs. Dick Hagan re-Wadesborcr. H. I Jones, Swann; turned Monday to their home in FOR RENT-Furnished 2 room
"After the Storm Comes the Rainbow"
D F. Paschall. Swann; Lee Don- Elizabethtown after a short visit apartment, furnace heat. College
aldson. Wadesboro: Kermit Smith, with Mrs. W. H. Graves and Miss Addition, W. R. Jones, Phone
Wadesboro: and Cecil Stevens. Margaret Graves.
77.
Brinkley

TOLLEY & CARSO
FOOD MARKET

21c
25c
15c
37c
23`

CATSUP
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
FRUIT COCKTAIL
LARD 4
BACON
SALT MACKEREL
DRESSED FRYERS
COFFEE
5-GALLON OIL CAN
PEACHES
MEAT LOAF
FLOUR

0
F
Murray

25

Pep Meeting and
Student Rally to
Aid Homecoming

ar e

Swann's Grocery

EST

24-P hones--25
Extra Fancy Box Apples, doz. 20e
Fancy Rid Apples, gallon
19e
Grapefruit, Jumbo. Fla,
Sc
Texas Seedless. 6 for
25e
Large Fla. Oranges Dos _
tee
Ii lb. bag Onions _
ISe
10 lbs. Cabbage
22e
6 lbs. Turnips
'lee
Not How Cheap, But How Good. Honest Weights
Idaho Baking Potatoes. pk.
3Se
Quality Merchandise, Fair Prices
Sweet Potatoes, 6 lbs.
Inc
Carnation Milk. 3 large 23c 6 Small
25c
23e • Lbs Navy Beans
SUGAR. 10 lb. Paper Dag
57c Kentucky Rose Flour, 24 lbs. 60c
COFFEE. We Grind. lb. _-_
1-2 ha. Cream Meal
45c
1:77.Clkase & Sanborn. lb.
, 20c
24e 10 lbs. Meal
zee
KEAL, 1-2 Bushel 115c: 10 Ili: bag,
• 21W- 5 lb.,hai
.. 10e Pard Dog Food, 3 cans
PUMPKIN, 2,, Size Can '
Name the puppies entry blanks
10e
-HOMINY, 3 Large Cans
25e A bar of soap free with lee blue
Supersuds
GRAPEFRUIT, 6 for
lee
25e
ORANGES. 288 Size. doz.
I5e lee Blue Supersmis Free with
25c she
POST TOASTIES. Large Size, 3 ter
25c
25c
EVAPORATED PEACHES. Choice,- lb. bet-Extra Fancy, 2 lbs. _
25e Pure Lae& 50 lb. can 14.3e to $4.51
8 lb. bucket 85e: bulk, Du liKle
RAISINS. 3 lbs. for
. 25e
PRUNES 40-50 Size. lb.
lee Nice Sorghum. gallon
1/6e
1-2 gallon
OXYDOL, RINSO. LUX. Small, Or bdic; Large box •
23e
lie
CHIPS°. 2 large boxes and basket
4k White Syrup. gapes
Red
MATCHES. 6 boxes
51Ie
He
65c
SOAP, P&G, OCTAGON. 0.K., 7 bars
25e Turf Oats, bu.
Nice Dressed Chickens, Tender
FRESH VEGETABLES. STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES.
Beef, Pork Sausage, Pork
QUALITY MEATS-GIVE US A TRIAL
Fay in Trade for Eggs, doz. 25c

91k

CRASS'FA EID
MalERASAM

Sportsman's Club
To Show Films At
Hunters' Convention

MEAT DEPARTMENT
Rudy Has It

SAUSAGE. 24 lbs. Pure Pork, there's a difference
.
BOLOGNA. 2 lbs.
PORK BRAINS, lb. 15e; 2 lba.
PORK LIVER lb.
VEAL (HOPS. lb.
. .
4 lb. carton PURE LAID
8 lb. Bucket PURE LARD
MUTTON, lb.
..SJUGAR CURED BUTTS, lb.
D.S. BUTTS, lb.
K.C. STEAK.'lb.
•
Good SLAB BA('ON. lb.
Churn/old ISTITILA with bowl .
FRESH PORK HAM !OAST, lb.
PAYING 28c IN TRADE FOR EGGS

•

•

2.5c
25e
25e
15e
40.
lee
lle
2Se
litr
tee
lie

COST LESS NOW

LIVER, lb.
10c
BRAINS, lb. . .
.• •.;..... . 10c
RIB ROAST,lb.
11c
. MUTTON, lb.
8 to 12/
1
2c
LARD, lb.
9c
SALT BUTTS, lb.',
se
,CHUCK ROAST,lb.
15c.
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.
25c
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
25c
BACON BUTTS, lb.
10c
VEAL STEW,lb.
11c
GOOD SLICED BACON,lb.
20c
FRESH SIDE PORK, 2 lbs.
25c
FRESH OYSTERS
11111111115111111111111111111111!
DRESSED HENS and FRYERS
October 27-28
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Will Pay Delivered
Chickens, Eggs, Hides Scrap In*
Hens
11c
and Rags
Springs
I lc
Leghorns
se
Stags
sc
Roosters
Eggs

PERFECT HOT STARCH

oat- Bros

7t22c

MEAT MARKET

Boggess Produce Cb.

roe Dolfirery

Phone 214

r

Ne

-NO
OF

Aut
0

•

"'

WITHOUT'
COOKIN

tice

mon
scrip
Gre3

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
Groceries and Meats Are Still Cheap at Kroger's

r

sum

Puri
still
3

Fine Granulated
BULK

$1.50
SUGAR
'
1 25lb.lb. sack
sack $5.79
10 Lbs. 57`
GREAT
BEANS ChoiceNAHvanIEdsPicked v Lbs; A cc NORTH
ERNS 10 Lbs. 49c
Staley or
SYRUP'"e or Golden 1011. Can 45c -Lb Can 23c
Penick
Pillsbury's Best, Gold Medal
24 k. 17CcAVONDALE
BOKA or
24 lb.
uts
a
FLOUR L2Y4orlt3.a Bs:IC85c KCIelr'
sack 59c
Pure Cane

COFFEE

C. CI u b Vac.
packed

I

Al
Zane
verte
old
milli
TI
who
all
a SU(
hom
Hi
he vi
atlas
lent
tack
it w

He
his.
and
Carr
Gr
er

ROGE

Ministerial Dates
In Hazel Circuit

Clinic Hospital Notes

35c

YOUR
DOLLAR
WILL
BUY FOR
SALE-Registered
Duroc SQUARE, LEITCHFIELD. KY.,
PIANO, not overhead,' at W. E. Jersey pigs, two months old, good reel estate and insurance agent,
Dye's Piano Store. Maplewood color. See Herman K. Ellis, Mur- have a lot of farms listed for
Terrace, Paducah. We sell Mason ray Route 4, or call through Har- sale at reasonable prices. Also
& Hamlin, Kimball, and other ris Grove Exchange.
lp homes and lots in city of Litchvery fine pianos.
D2lp
field. Our city is a 7th class
GLADIOLI BULBS-Mixed colors. town. Wr have in oer county
BULBS-Mixed colors, lc each till October 1. Mrs. I.
plenty of natural gas; about 20.000
lc each till November 1. Mrs. 1. T. Crawford.
Telephone Lynn acres of good asphalt land in
T. Crawford. Telephone Lynn Grove.
025p Grayson and adjoining counties.
Grove,
N2p
LOST-Change purse, containing This land was sold about 10 years
STREAMLIN= 1939 WRECKER $16 in bills; also contained keys. ago to a Chicago firm fee-an avSERVICE. New equipment. 24- Lost in town sometime Monday. erage of $50 per acre. When the
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker Finder please return to Mrs. Rob- stock market broke, a good many
Service. Charges reasonable. Day bie. Long, Route 4, Murray, and members of this company also
lp broke; the deal fell through. This
phine 97; Night phone 543-W. receive reward.
land can now be bought for about
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales FOR
RENT-Furnished
Apart- $20 per „acre, as it it had no
and Service.
ments. Steam heat. Electrical- asphalt under it. There is an asly equipped. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, phalt factory in the city of
FOR SALE-Late model recondi- 711 West
Main. Phone 157-W. tfc Leitchfield; another within three
tiened Case 3e Tractor. Priced
miles of the city; the Summit ASright. Can be financed. See W. FOR SALE--Five Shoats weighing phalt Company is 15 miles from
C. McKeel, 103 E. Main St.,
around 75 lbs. each. $5 each. Also Leitchfield; and, Kyrock is within
Phone 570.
lc 2 milk cows, Jerseys, one 3 yrs. 20 miles. We also- have, Grayson
and 1 four yrs. old, Mrs. Craw- Spring within four miles of
H. BOYCE TAYLOR, the MAN, ford McClure, Murray Route 3;
Leitchfield, one of the best minA 32-page booklgt concerning the on Almo highway between Shieral springs in the South, located
life of Murray'41, greatest mis- loh and the paved highway.
lp on a pike leading to Leitchfield to
sionary figure, well-bound, and
Mammoth Cave. Leitchfield is
closely edited, is now off the
press. Copies may be obtained FOR RENT-Residence on 9th & about 25 miles from Mammoth
cave.
()bee,
lp
in
good
condition,
includfrom Edward Freeman, at the
Ledger & Times office, for 25 ing 4 rooms and bath, hot and
cents each, or will be mailed for cold water, kitchen cabinet, gaand coal house. See Dr. F.
35 cents.
tf rage
E. Crawford.
tfc
WANTED-AU patrons and stu- TIES AND TIET.Or.S WANTED IN BARELII A ISINIITE'
dents to attend the Hallowe'en either delivered to Murray or in
party and psogram Tuesday ev- the woods. Sykes Bros.
N2c
ening, Oct. 31, 7 o'clock. at the
Hazel School Auditorium.
lc I. 0. L. ROBINSON. PUBLIC

k/11
IS

,In

Thu
date
Fiat
ray
afte:
had
the
earl

lb. Anc French 3 lb. CCc Spotlight 3 lb. "Mc
1cans
"tg Lb. 19c Bag J
Lb. 15c Bag Ja

SUM'

CLOCK

BREAD

oz. Sandwich
ox. Home24 oz.

ifirovertir C. Chita-PORK -de
Five 16 oz. or
Three 28 oz. cans

BEANS

12 oz. loaf or
20 oz. Twisted
C 16 oz. Vienna') loaves
Lai) 17 oz. Rye

Han
date
Pan
FT111

15 rcl:T:5

Krowees C. Club

HOMINY 4 No. 2'' Cans 25c
MACKEREL Tall Can 25c

25c

Kroger's C. Club TOMATO

JUICE 2 Large 46;a).111s 29c
WHEATIES Box 1Oc
luso or OXYDOL Z"ft laxregse 35c

Swansdown
3 Box

CAKE

20c

Cherry White

LAYER CAKE 2:,:c7. 35c
17c
HEINZ
Baked Beans 2-12 os. cans
Ketchup 14 oz. Bottle
1 9C

13EAS 2 17cans 29c
ROUND, SIRLOIN, T-BONE
Pound 25c
BEEF STEAKS
BULK
Pound
LARD 50 Pound Can $4.25
Pound
PORK SHOULDERS Whole or Cala Style
HICKORY SMOKED
BACON Whole or Half Side Pound 17v2c
Kroger's C. Club
Breakfast lac
Whole or Ha
Sliced
BACON
Pound -'1U
19c
BACON
1 lb. Brick
Pound
/
1
2
CHILI
20c
C
7
DS BUTTS
WHITING Fish
3 Lbs. 25c
BUTTER C. C. Creameryaud
Pound
m
nery 30c
j
FRESH
Pound
Pound
BOSHRIMP
22c
10c
SUGAR
CURED BUTTS
Large
Pound
FRESH KIRK
15c _BOLOGNA 2 Pounds 25c
5SIDE
MUTTON
71/2c EATMORE OLEO Pound 11c
ROAST Pound
Green

Giant

FLORIDA ORANGES 22([1)0Szl:hE 23c 344 Size lc
$1 65
KRAUT CABBAGE
100 POUNDS
TEXAS
GRAPEFRUIT 80 SIZE 7 FOR 25c
SEEDLESS
Yellow ONIONS 10 :31),.. 19c California
Emperor GRAPES Pound 6c
RADISHES 3 Bunches 1Oc CAULIFLOWER :tera,; 1.5c
Winesap or Grimes Golden
Cobbler U. S. No. 1
15
lb.
25c
POTATOES._ .
23c APPLES 8 Pounds:
Mash, 100 lb. bag $1.89
FEED EggBran,
100 .
,113,1 bag $1.29

Gray Shorts, 100 lb. bag
Block Salt, 50 lbs.

$1.49
45c

•
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Fair to Its Readers—Fair to its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 26, 1939

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEER

New Series No. 652

ZANE GREY, NOTED,
NOVELIST, VICTIM
OF HEART MACK
Zane Grey, whose prolific pen converted a romantic picture of ths
old west into colorful reality for
millions of readers, died Monday.
The 64-year-old former dentist
who wrote more than 50 novels—
all of them in longhand—suffered
a sudden heart attack at his palatial
home.
His family said that, although
under treatment for a heart
he
ailment, he had appeared in excellent spirits. He had a slight attack of indigestion Sunday but said
it was "nothing to wore, about."
Four Survivors
He is survived by his widow and
his three children, Romer, Loren
and Betty, who is Mrs. Robert W.
Carney.
Grey, who deserted dentistry after four years of unsuccessful practice in New York, wrote at the
words a
month, never revising his manuscripts after the first draft. Mrs.
revision.
Grey attended to
The writer, wflOile
of the
"Riders
book,
successful
Purple Sage," appeared in 1912
still was producing fiction regularly
years after publication of his
-st novel, "Betty Zane," in 1904.

tp

MURRAY STATE ALUMNI

was

-:-nmarhsurate of-200800
all

IVIrs. W.C. Nance,83,
Is Buried Saturday
In Murray Cemetery
Mrs. W. C. Nance, 83, who died
-Thursday at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Frank Daniels, in
Frankfort, was buried in the Murray cemetery Saturday afternoon
after the Rev. Carroll Hubbard
had conducted funeral services at
church
Baptist
Memorial
the
earlier in the afternoon.
Mrs. Nance is survived by two
sons, Toy NarCee, Lynn Grove. and
Haney Nance. Paris; and two
daughters, Mrs. Gertie Crouch,
Paris, and Mrs. Frank Daniels.
Frankfort.'

REMEMBER

ACP Committee
Reelected' Monday;
Morris is Treasurer

alternate

THE

"r•-•"" other

than above.

U. D. C. Elects Officers In

Ford Denham, Cuba; Waylon Rayburn, past president of alumni association. Murray; Cecil Gentry,
Bandana; J. C. Lawson. Hickman;
and Holland Hose, Benton,
Third row left to right: Clifton
Thurman, teacher at Murray State
College; Edward Blackburn, Princeton; Adron Doran, president, Wingo; Dennis McDaniel, Fulton; and
Miss Lola tlayton Beale, Murray.

D.SHY

ss

BARNETT, Lecturer

ons of
Demonstrati
Amazing
these
See
Construction ...
in,
Come
Quality
...Frigidaife's
Economy
Frdaire Value
Outstanding
..•
Sensational Performance
and Conveniences i

.

SINGING POSTPONED

Final Session Here Thur;clay

The Most Important Feature at the COOKING SCHOOL
—Today and Friday at the Varsity Theatre— is the
Famous Cold-Wall FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR!

spectacularly

• Under the leadership of
dent Adron Doran. vice-president
Carroll Hubbard, and Secretary
Alumni Associ
art. theAl
Loc hie
ation of. Murray State College is
planning the outstanding HomeB. W. Edmonds, Alma; W. E. coming celebration November 3-4
Dick, Hazel; and Q. D. Wilson, ever held in the 16 years of MurNew Concord, Monday ' were re- ray's history.
elected as county committeemen
Above are pictured several of the
for the 1940 'Agricultural Conser- organizefs and, officers of the
Program. Edmonds re- Alumni Association.
vation
tained his post as chairman of the
Front row, left to right: Miss
trio. •
Evelyn Linn, teacher at Murray
J-L, _C. Vinson was elected first State; Mrs. Jimmie Moore, Clinand G. P. Hughes sec- ton; . Miss Eppie Wilcox. .1,018E133:
ond alternate. Keith- Morris was Mrs. George Hart, secretary of
named secretary-treasurer for the alumni, Murray; Miss Hallene
ACP in this county during the Hatcher. Paducah; Herman Miller,
coming year. 011ie W. Barnett is Paducah: R. E. Goodgion, Clinchief clerk.
ton; Huel Wright Hickman
Second row, left to right: Matt
Airlines have had no fatal acci- Sparkman, pale president of the
dent in United States in almost a assoeiatilm, Benton; Luther GoMrs Geneva
been, Blandeville:
half year, says CAA chairman.

$1.qn a year elsewhere is
the State ef Kentucky.
"
t9 nn a year to any sadrees

ted garments.
According to Mrs. Bea Melugin,
executive secretary of the Murray chapter, the main sewing
room here will be located at Red
Cross headquarters on the third
floor of the courthouse, and will
Edna' Carter, Names Chairmen; be open to workers on Mondays of
The United Daughters of the J. D. Stephens, Princeton, third
Mrs. Melugin to Head
each week.
Confederacy in its final business vice-president; Mrs. E. R. Bennett,
Knitting Workers
session here Thursday recommend- Owensboro, corresponding secrepoint a subchairrnan in each sec- ed that its organization will urge tary; Miss ' Virginia Jones. Paduthe
of
president
Zelna Carter,
tion of the county, and these will the Governor of Kentucky and the cah, registrar; Mrs. R. A. Lindsey,Murray Chapter of the American organize a centrally located sewnext legislature 'to increase the Hopkinsville, recorder of crosses,
Red Cross, released today names ing room for the women of the
Con- and Mrs. J. Fuller, Mayfield, permappropriation for
budget
of persons who will lead "the pro- respective community.
federate pensions "so that the re- anent custodian of records.
duction program for the Red Cross
Contributions of knitting-yarn maining veterans and their widows
Touring Calloway and Graves
in Calloway county.
remnants will be received at any may receive more of the benefits counties late Thursday aftertmon,
They are Mrs. .Hal Houstoria time by any member of the com- they so sorely need". "
the Daughters ()Lithe Confederacy
chaii man of production; Mrs. J. mittee. Mrs. Melugin said.
in were guests at "tea at the home of
The convention adjourned
D. Rowlett, chairman of supplies
Murray with the election of of- Mrs. Ed Ligon in Mayfield late
and purchases; Mrs. Ethel Lassiter, FIRST -PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH ficers. Mrs. William E. Diuguid. Thursday afternoon. A large audchairman of cutting; Mrs. A. Car.16th and Main
Louisville, succeeded Miss Jessie ience attended the historical meetman, chairman of sewing; Mrs. F.
L. Yager, Owensboro, to the presi- ing in the Murray College audiE. CraWforcl, chairman of inspecHowell-1R Porgy, Pastor
dency; Mrs. Harry Kempler. La- torium Wednesday night.
tion; and Mrs. John Baker, chairSunfn.,
Sunday services-10 a.
Grange, gained the post as firstman of packing.
day School for all ages; College vice president, sOcceeding Mrs. J.
CARD OF APPRECIATION
SerWorship
.m..
a.
11
Class.
Bible
with
C. Wiseman. Kuttawa: Mrs. Carlos
The weft( is in cooperation
the ,National Red Cross' endeavor vice. 7 p. m., Westminster Fel- Watkins. Smithfield. took over the
We express our sincere thanks
recording secretaryship from Mrs.
to care for the wounded and starv- lowship.
A hearty welcome is extended A. N. Hall. Cynthiana, who retired, to friends, neighbors and relatives,
ing in European war zones.
and Mrs. G. B. Scott, Murray, was who donated to us in our recent
The national unit, according to to all.
loss of workstock. We especially
elected treasurer.
Carter, has asked local workers to
-Officers who retained their posts thank Ellis Wrather and Raymond
make operating gowns for hosNine "killer" diseases caused 72
pitals, and to provide warm blan- per cent of all deaths in the United were Mrs. Ben Campbell, Pem- Perry for their help and donation.
—Troy Suter and family
broke, second vice-president: Mrs,
kets for children, as well as knit- States during year of 1937.

Author of 40 Books Made
Old West a Reality For
Millions in U. S.
----ALTADENA, Calif., Oct. 26•

Hen-
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RED CROSS LISTS
PRODUCTION UNITS

-

rum
thin
sson
of
ninated
d to
1 is
noth

nn a year in Calloway
$1.
s's" Marshall, Graves,
and Stewart Counties.

Postponment of the Fifth Sunday singing at Murray was announced today by John Key, who
said the program will be held at
an early date.
PIE • SUPPER AT POTTRRTOWN
There will be a pie supper at
PottertOwn school Saturday night,
Miss Pauline McCoy and Mary
Elizabeth Hopson said today.

DRUG STORE FOR LOWESI FokICES IN TOWN

SILVER JUBILEE

Wed., Thurs., Fri.,
Nov. 1, 2.
3, 4

ld
Stubblefie
&Corner
Dale"Your
Drug Store"

MAGIC HOUR SPECIALS

Sat..

thipilelli

111•Neembur Ifb•re's ••Ily
GIVE CENT SALE

and that's 'Yssa

Ms is do MUM
One Cent Sale
erip NI

6 cake package

New "Cold-Wall" Principle Saves
Foods' Vital Juices From Drying Out!

Priscilla

White Vellum

lc

AdLE ilAS IT!

60c

Papeterie

VALUE

A big Yalu*. 24 folded sheets,
24 sOesle sheets, 48 envelopes
to match.

Tventy•Eve years ago Resell Drug Stores originated this
y••r is our
gigantic drug store merchandising event.
Silver Jultiihe Celeb*ation. You'll End bargains at
prices never d•fere offered.

SATURDAY ONLY
2-500 sheet pkgs. KLENZO
Facial Tissues
and one whole pound 'FORBOTH
ONLY
Theatrical
WHILE THEY LAST

• Sall *cc OP

2 for 90e

Cuts Current Cost
to the Bone!
It's the simplest refrigerating mechanism ever
built.

▪ Sill laza
Iffiniessic Powder
I.,. ants
Heir ironic

sal ctit Theatrical
.
7Sc full pound l

Both Uncovered for 7 Days* ... But Look
at Vie Difference,!

12 Una

Zinc Oxide Corn Pods 2 for 26.

CAPSULES

World's Only "Cold-Wall"
Refrigerator ... Built on an
Entirely New Principle!

The
METER- MISER

Cold Cream

89c Pkg. of 50 nialagr
Halibut Liver Oil

2. THE LOWER COMPARTMENT IS REFRIGERATED DIRECTLY THROUGH THE WALLS BY CONCEALED REFRIGERATING COILS.
This provides all 3 essentials for keeping foods
vitally fresh lo•grr than ow before-1. Uniform Low
Temperatures. 2. 85 to 100% Humidity. 3. No
Moisture-Robbing Air Circulation. All without
adding • single moving pars! AND ONLY FRIGID-

Soff eleiensOos, creamy lather.
Decal, old colonial hagrance.

Medford

2 fa flee ote q Iiglus
nis part totettotioal

I. THE NEW "DEW•FRESH SEAL"-A SOLID GLASS
PARTITION - DIVIDES THE CABINET INTO 2
COMPARTMENTS
and

cakes

Regular 75c value

The
Super-Freezer
freezes ice
and makes
cold here...
as usual.

NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME...

Floral Soap

7insahrpfigue

'Reproduced from certified, unretouched photographs of identical
foods, refrigerates!, uncovered, at comparable temperatures.

Mclidaehe

Tablets

8..Sin PULL Pisa
Peptoasm

50c full pint MacawMilk of Magnesia

Also New Low Price on
This Big 6 Cu. Ft.
Frigidaire!

2 for 51.
2 for 26.

Beef, Wine

**se /rim

2for

Stt• SIZE FULL PINT 111•011111T

C84 Liver Oil
**. Sal PULL Past' ALCO-Iffl
Rubbing Alcohol

*I SIZE 14 OZ. llama- HIGH POTENCY
Cod Liver Oil
2for *Lot

One
Steel
Cabinet

Don't confuse this new. Super-Value 6
Frigidaire with cheaply-built,'*rice" refrigerators. It's a big, roomy, 6 cu. ft. size
with the same basic (enures of quality
construction as other Frigidaire models
costing up to $100 more. Come in and
see for yourself what an exceptional bargain this refrigerator is at its new low once.

2for el."

is. sizI PULL PINT affiga

2 for 51e

Now, even with uncorered foods, Frigidaire's
new "Cold -Wall- preserves flavor, color,
nourishment, . amazingly longer.

2 for 51*

Sin

49c full pint Mop's

Silver

You Don't Have to Corer Foods

WEDNESDAY ONLY wnwr rat. iesr

Resists
Crushing
Weight of 4-Ton Elephant

Jubilee Special

2
Face
Powder

POI
le
5

There is a Frigidaire model for every need and
every purse. Don't spend one cent on any refrigerator at any price until you see Frigidaire.

Present this Rexall
REMINDER COUPON

501 SIZE AIXIINN$

39c tubes fiexoll Milk of
Magnesia Toot
Paste ..,,,, this coupon

3

$14975

REG. 501 SIZE JAR

es

3S* SIZE

Milk of Magnesia
Tooth Powder

Gardenia Creams
to. coots
Soap

JOHNSON -FAIN APPLIANCE CO.

2 for 36#

GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
ALL REXALL PRODUCTS SOLD ON A MONEY-BACK

•
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ins hearts are happiest" I want- question. But wild geese know bet
ed to take agriculture at school when to flee Southward groin cold 10.
but the hubby thought it unlady- winter blast. Last week they out
played their harps for me. I wonTwenty-one years ago, peace was declared after the roost bitterly like.
and The fought war in the history of the world. The American Red Cross had
Well, I just don't remember der'. yes I wonder Will the angels
Coosoladation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tames,
Tunes-Herald. October 20, 1928
played a major part in that war, from the day of its beginning in inane current events and I could plea their harps for you?
Connie -Mills finished gathering
august 1914. when ambulance units, doctors and nurses had beerrseat not begin to tell the visiting that
Published by The Calloway Publishing Company. Inc
alipartailly to belligerents. After April arr. when our own nation was -took plate over site week. From corn last week. Hitched black
North Fourth Street. Murray. Kentucky
involved, the American Red Cross became literally -the greatest mother- our Concord corner it looks like mules to the disk and cover corn
Publishers to the four minim) men engaged in the conflict, at home and overseas all were going so till
there's More Makkah and cut down ridges. The
R- R. Meloan and ./phn S. Neal
Manager
Editor and Advertising
land is to be sown in grass and
John S. Neal
The American Red Cross had similarly discharged its obligations time. Aurevoir.
Don't ever
Jap clover seeds.
matter. under its charter to the men who served in 1898 in the Spanish American
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail
Red
War. As an impartial and neutral orguniaation. the Arnericen
despair of a World War veteran.
expression
nation's
They know zackly how to win
Cross, as you well know. for 58 years has been this
of mercy-an organization which has carried its strength to the scene
Mac pickets, 18, (my grandson/
FFI
whether
or
War.
suffering,
in
Peace
human
of
all
of
foram
surely was the hero In a notable
Today, after 21 years of peace. Europe's greet powers are again
After our pleasure trip to Padu- feutball game in San Antonio,
WIVE
at war. Apprehension and uncertainty along with the threat that entire cah Friday the 13th which was Tell; Figured in on every scoring
Europe
over
hangs
populations, may be bombed from the sky sullenly
somewhat complicated. -I am SA- Play in 30-0 victory. The Alno
WL:st
like an ominous cloud. Already caeualties ha en mounted into the UD,/ clothed in my right mind.
Heights Mules defeated the Stockthousands.
• Wee in Murray Saturday P tn. dale Bralunas 20 to 0. Hurrah for
Unconcerned with the origin of this conflict, the American Red Editor Joins Neal was "in" but Ed ole "Eagle" and
. . The play
Cross already is pursuing the duties set down by the Treaty of Geneva. and &Shah had gone to the ball came out in big headlines in SanThat obligation, fundamentally. is to relieve human suffering-impar- game at Paducah. 0 law man, tone Express on front page.
tially. Already medical supplies have been sent to Poland. More than look at Sam; She all the meat arid
A grunt number have gone to
3.700 Chapters are taking part in a production program to make gar- soppite out the pare
work in Detroit but during the
rnetropolitee
of
number
designated
a
while
areas,
war
the
for
ments
I saw Bill Tom Walker my first Christmas holidays will conic back
of surgical dressings.
of ...the Chapters have started the production
time out Newberg-Bodinelienslee- home to stay with Paw and Maw
If no one eser s.a,d thal books are the ea- Was/ea araaiiums
Yet the problems confronting the American Red Cruse are not,,
are. • confined to war- operations. Here. in the United States suffering is a way. Like me, he is old(?), some until emit spring. Must of them
world, it is no less an undisputed and accepted fact that they
which you and millions of other what tongue tied. while I am half will be BROKE. flat as a jowly
their stern, everyday reality. The Red Cross
climbing
and -can't see good cake! Are you listening?
In the pages Of books lie the heartbeats of a people
Americans support each year with your memberships is fighting suf- deaf in one CRT
accomp- fering and death 24 hours a day, in every state in the union.
out of the other one. I told Jim
Will Ray went te the Woods, cut
stairway to the stars, lie the rudimentary beginnings and the
reward; and'
The following facts show graphically why you, the people of White about my medicine, he said: down a green sapling and left lags
lished epilogues, the struggle and the red hell and the
strength "I'm not sick" and went hobbling on it to use as footholds. He put
the Arne:lac muat keep your Red Cross ready-maintain it at full
on the basis of _their cumulative whole. one is enabled to &Umpire
off on a walking stick. Weren't It down in his cistern and descendisease:
and
accident
of
to Meet the challenge
,
.
sick.
ded to the bottom and cleaned
any
vaguely evanescent paragon of the future.
than
per
capita
deaths
accidental
more
has
States
Umted
The
Hecht Lackey of Paducah spoke her out alright. But on coming
preventable
a
there
is
Tennessee
minutes
the
half
one
ollege,
C•
and
State
five
Every
lifurtay
nation.
of
efforts
other
So to the cooperativeurging up be got tangled in the little
through loud speaker
to institute fatality. Each third second someone is seriously injured. Disaster strike*
Valley Authority._ and the Kentucky Library Commission
voters to vote neck et the cistern and had to be
communicable disease-the social acciAnd
allay
third
every
America
in
we say Ben
could not hire
a system of public book-lending centers in this territory
straight Demo- rescued. 'Mosley to go down in art
dent of too many people living too close together. of carelessness and
me, aid we -I ant
ignorance and poverty -takes an annual toll of nearly 200.000.
Voyage_ .
r
c
c
ti
Uckat
autid,Y,gdatern on a green sassafras
Only by taking the cusses of death singly can we show how desbooks would
next Nov. Ala Pole- Say, did you ever hear tell:
It is our understanding that distributing centers for
perate is the need for an augmented Red Cross membership. At many
remarkis
It
individual
the
over
all
Jonah swallowed the whale?
be set up in county seats. and borrowers from
points along the battle front accident and disease have been checked;
ably strange "'Yes, Kentucky Bell. -Eagle's"
for a given they must be stopped at all points and drwen back relentlessly. Give the
charge
without
books
the
take.
to
eligible
be
would
, county
that some peo- picture demonstrates that the man
less
Red Cross mare members and it. will give you fewer injuries,
ple will not be or woonkri has not been born tbaf
time.
want and human
and
death
to
fight
.mobilization
speedier
suffering.
of
rental
the
true to their never made a mistake. Wirt a
Naturally, the sponsors could not be responsible for
distress.
Just paradox!!-"Easle"
obligation.
incirieniat to
a----ehatildiage to neuse-thealibrary. nor the other expenses
'Last Year automerbile accidents killed 32,400 men, women and chillook at me. I
contribuIf
cold
persons.
1.150,000
injUred
community
and
and
90.000
civic
dren. CripPlad numbered
_. the operation of the unit. But nominal
lust 4?) about
can shock, certainly these must. Is an automobile fender
half my votes in
tions would be expected to account for thesea Likewise, books discarded figures alone
armaments of wart
the
than
deadly
more
August Primary, nevertheless, I
by local residents would be gladly received by the library.
The Red Cross took a realistic view of this problem and in 1935 will vote maw* dab under the
The idea, under consideration as to method by College Librarian launched a national campaign to check increasing .accident fatalities on Rooster. So will John Young Brown
caught up with engineering-retarding and Senator Barkley. I insist that
CHICAGO, Oct. 26-Directors of,
Ellison L. Brown and Chamber of Commerce secretary T. T. Etkirte, the highway. Until legislation
unlawful speeds and 7orcing a more universal regard for tragic regu- every women voter go. and vote, Sears, Roebuck & Co.. declared the
.northaacitapeep esL
laticiiia-tithillide tare forathose-- who were injured seemed the most which is their privilege and duty. regular quarterly dividend of 75
It would mean the opening of'a fountain flowing with Wisdoee
pressing need.
cents' a share and an extra diviFm not oneezy-I1-_and if . . . .
Express highways and improved rural roads have restated to accivicarious and beautiful reincarnation Of great lives. -irrigation channels
I have quit guessing on the rain dend of $1.25. both payable Decemto
done
could
be
care.
What
dents at scenes far removed from medical
flowing' with hope through areas long in hunger.
eliminate the "wait that killed"?-to cut down the too ottew ;Mal -timephysician CHILDREN
10e
lag between the occurrence Of the accident and arrival of
or ambulance?
andSesdays,
Nights,
BALCONY,
roadside;
The answer was to' bring emergency first aid skill to the
flc
Holidays
stations were
and this. the Red Cross did. Emergency highway first aid
service LOWER FLOOR, Nights. Sundays.
alone
who
President,
established at pollee-sub-stations, rural fire departments, gasoline
It was Woodrow •Wilson, the American
33e
and Holidays
dangerous intersections on through highways be1.919 among the leaders of the successful nations wanted a peace witaa stations-usually at
towns and villages. These station's were stocked with first aid
tween
arise
to
bound
Were
which
consequences
the
out victory. He alone saw
equipment and their owners and •operators given first aid training.
Cross
-from a treaty such as France arid England would •dictate.
Now there are more than 5.000 highway stations and Red
front coast to coast. Every day in
But Lloyd Gecirge of England - Ai:Zed oft'achunk of Germany here mobile First Aid units functioning
some
year a RecaCrosa highway first alder gives emergency care to
and Cleraentannr-of- France -cot oft'apertron there. end the -Versaallee the
Arterial bleeding is stopped, fractured limbs splin ett.
victim.
traffic
Treaty at length became the mockery of an armistice which that treaty and the injured person delivered geo the 'hands of the medical pro. fession in the best possible condition.
alone. wcalid not allow to last.
tinie
The' efficiency of these highway stations has been proved'
America refused to sign the Versailles Treaty, was as eager atefor 'increasing the number of these trained samarineed
The
alsain.
and
your neighboi,
cojadeton it as England and France were to ratify it .
tans is apparent. Tomorrow a member of-. your family,
• Therein one sees,the farsightedness of one of America's great Presi- your friend may be the victim of a traffic _accident far from medical
will be instrumental in establisndents. Woodrow Wilson For England and France. the Versailles Treaty aid. Perhape your membership dollar
through
mg the Red Cross highway first aid station whose attendants,
spelled a false-secants-. an illusion of grandeur built 'on greed and
application of special skill and knowledge, will keep the spark
prompt
hate and fear: but for Germany the Treaty of Versailles was.a constant of life glowing until an ambulance arrives. This is one way to keep your
nation.
Red Cross ready-ready in your cdtruertinsty and theougheut the
defeat. The people of no nation would always_ be thus humbled.
--Had Wilson. who crossed the- Atismytte,-with greet Ilinisearis and ma*
.4 aptly. history, end a
welcomed-se a Messrah, been allovied,to put into effect his "peace withsubjects plus a five o'clock ristag
war
signal to get a hurried breakfast
out victory" program, one is prone to believe the present tragic
wash the dishes and scurry
would .not now te raging In Europe.
Eagle, have we ever been any and
into school clothes and take a 10
solemn?
and
serious
Euroelse-but
ternational
thing
cooperateaeatti
a
marvelously
Instead would exist,
an eight o'clock
rtughtsget the idea that mile ride to make
pean' set-up. with each nation appreciative 'of- the, rights of .others. and Somebody
well as other classes to
heretofore we had written frivol- class as
four o'clock. then a ride again to
'full of mutual respect and good will, No lasting peace is ever built ous things!
neglected house work
Maybe the, geology, typing. ge- get at the
an thrins decreed ty greed and hate. or fear.
and maybe a little installment plan
more
laundry and supper and
dishes and a little studying might
bit
a
care-free
make the most
more serious.
I'm telling you we live on business corner now, what with all
the brain work we do on the upper floor. and all the garage work
the. brother. Ramey, does ae the
ground floor. Eagle, if you pass
along and see lights burning on
both floors' and hear motors chugother
miscellaneous
and
ging
deafening noises on the inside.
that isn't the brain cogs turning.
Scrsoin pl•y by K•rl Ilr•w•
That accompanies the garage and
to
stop
didn't
the little mechanic
call it a day until 2 a. ria. Saturday night. That happened to be
the night my 'mother and dad
chose to spend a quiet visit . with
us in the new &rine.
Our Carters Sunday were Mrs.
Clay McClure, her sister.. Mrs. Ella Moody and husband, former
Scott-Fitzhugh
at
keeper
toll
bridge. Mr and Mrs. Albert Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Smith and
when their lips meet —it's th• biggest
Harry-, Mr. and Mrs. Otas Lovins
and children. Misses Smith. Colekiss of the year. and that's saying a mouthful!
man and Morelle Clendenon. Mr.
and Mrs. Porter McCuiston. Mr.
Aunt,
fetid
I Lovins. - - •
Rea. Herbert Lax filled his regat, Sulphur
appointment
ular
Springs Sunday and will preach
next Sunday there too.
Whooping cough is all the rage
The Special De Luse Sport Sedan.
in Concord High at present Well,
•
I've bad that.
Was sorryW to-hear of the deaths
of Mrs. Dorothy Garner and -Uncle
Jeff" Kimbro. and of Pie illness of
others.
115-ILP. YAWL
Mr. and 'Mrs. Otis' Lovins' dinIN-HEAD SIX
ner guests Sunday .were Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Walker and Mr. and
Only Chevrolet
You know Chevrolet is the only
Totally new and different from
Mrs. Guy Lovins.
gives such high
stem to stern-new inside, new low-priced car with the Exclusive
Guess I missed something worth
quality at such low
Vacuum-Rower Shift-with a
outside-that's the style story
while • when . 1 missed the quilting
cost.... Low Prices
Valvc-in-Head Engine-with
of this bin, straamlined. beauty
at Mrs. Cora Lee MeCuiston's
... Low Opwating
leader of the low-price field- "The Ride Royal."• But you can't
where over 40 women quilted out
Corn,,. Low Upknow what these features meow
Chevrolet for 1940! It has a new
keep.
four quilts.
results
"front end,- of course-the in terms of matchless
Believe me women. "Home keep•.4t.Flint. Not ?titan. Irensporterion
swankiest in the field for '40- until you actually drive and ride
based on rail rases state end local
also new rade and rear design. It's in the car. Try Chevrolet far '40,
equipment
optional
any).
(if
taws
Wee all the nay thrnaieh-the test it thoroughly, and then you
and a*****oriet—estra. Prices subject •
will know that "Chevrolet's
to change without notice. Dumper •
biggest, proudest, all-treu: beauts
guards—vitro on Wetter IS Series. .4
FOR
leader a Ion price ever bought! FIRST Again!"

Keep Your Red Cross Ready
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Government costs in U. S. et
11 to stock of record November
peacetime level. Says NaThe dividends were declareo , highestIndustrial
I Ilona!
Conference Board.
of surplus earnings.
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ADMISSION-10c and 16c

SATURDAY and SUNDAY
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KARLOFF
st.C., esti_

Sears Roebuck
Declares Dividends
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CHILDREN
ADULTS-Balcony, Matinee Except
Sundays and Holidays
Lower Floor, Matinees, Except
t7a
Sundays and Holidays.

RSI

. Wilson Was Right!

R

ViCTO

SATURDAY ONLY

/
TODAY AND FRIDAY

Seined

tor

Fiery resales!
Cycles. action!
Ride with the
*asked Wolves
of the West!..

•

Across the River

1

'I
•

SRO RADIO Pieta;
by MIT GILROY. Story end Screen Play by
Directed by DAVID HOWARD. Volvo»
Oliver Maks.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

, ,/
0
RICHARD GREENE .a..5

%wan CHINNI

In

LORNA GRAY
A;ROBERT WILCOX
ROGER PRYOR '

AS YOU
DE
MANDED
response to

your letters,
your
wins his hrst
great
opporturuty.,.in the
most exert.
IVY dramatic
picture of the
year!

I

I's

acclaim .. • he

•••••r
,

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

f

aim a

Joe's carrying the ball for Martha...
Martha's carrying the torch for Joe!

RICHARD DIX
BRENDA JOYCE

Ana

•

&mesons! ilientry ot allie Iasi(see

ROLAND- YOUNG
- GLADYS GEORGE
Russell 6Itasin
' 4 6eaw Zucco • Ward flans • Hai rclier
fialhanne flidfidge

oar

tAt.

u4e
,-4"
/
egatt1

Tak• FAMOUS ILDANS for BACKACHE;
, lot Frircomot. Scanty. or Surtinse Passage,
lot Lag Pains; Loss at Energy: Tired. Lat»
Firetharir Headaches: DisOniinst having a
'douses en »action& Fader» diserders.

CHEVROLET HAS 444f)Rf THAN .175 IMPORTANT MODEVN FEATURES

sessulaws Kidneys and Bladder to- pass ctit
acids and poisonous wast•S, ihua ,tIondyrtra
rebel from these clistrcmx,9_4,tairm
- TAIWYlltra l•i'l •
- - •y v.. ia 'with
'
.hove itorne.:1
"
your.k.dneys '•

LIDANS work

Entridetk FIRSTAware-

PORTER MOTOR CC:),
Phone 97.

West Matile Street

10AM
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The WOMEN

"SEND NO MONEY
Upon
'
Hatt. lot 1".
II) is
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with
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sem
REens bee 11 esi entryly 10%;!,,i
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Murray, Ky.
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ON THEIR MINDS BUT M -E41!

m°^IT FAILS
WEAKNESS"

NEW "ROYAL CLIPPER" STYLING • RIGGER INSIDE AND OUTSIDE • NEW FULL-VISION
RIDE ROY AL"—
BODIES SY FISHER • NEW EXCLUSIVE VACUUM-POWER SHIFT • "THE,
Fwlected Ks...Adios It.diso System' • SUPER-SILENT VALVE-IN-14(AD ENGINE
PERFECTED HYDRAULIC BRAKES • ALL•SILENt SYNCRO.MESI4 TRANSMISSION

5.

•

•11

135 WOMEN WITH NOTHING

REE KIDNEY
FTRIAL

*On ttist De Luse cot Mester De Lare Series

•

Darryl F Zerocli

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

IF

•

A 20*
Century-Sea Piroors
o,sose by toy De Asa
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Genera/ Motors Idlest.
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during the marriage rites, for a Ivy, Flora Buchanan. Thelma Park- enjoyed with Mrs. Claud Miller
wedding trip to parts unknown. er, Esther Lovins, Dot Boyd, Lottie winning the prize.
A salad course in the Halloween
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor
PHONE 247, PLEASE
to return this week-end in time McCuiston, Essie Blalock, Bertha
Kimbro, Virgie Lovins, Flossie By- motif was served to Mrs. Claud
for the opening of the schooL
Miller, Mrs. Tommie Lavericiar,
The bride is the daughter of Mr. erly, Ira Wrye, Frances Wrye.
Others present were Erwin Ray- Mrs. Noel Melugin, Mrs. Robert
and Mrs. R. L. Lee of Rosebud.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Joe
Smith,
Freand
Tremon
She came to Rosebud in 1927 from mond Clayton,
Commerce, Tex., as teacher of high man McCulSton, Van Elkins, Ed- Baker, Mrs. 0. R. Jeffrey, Mrs.
school English, and has held that mond Cherry, Mr, McIntosh, Ar- Carl Kingins, Mrs. Vester Orr,
position in_ Rosebud High Schad thur Brawn, ,Keys, Flarhnra Jane_ Mrs OsemsWeid- _Mrs- Norman
since that date. She is a graduate Brenda Sue McCuiston, Bette and Klapp and Mrs. J. W. Stitt of
of the East Texas State Teacher's Pattie Bonner, Bobbie Buchanan, Clarksdale,':Miss.
•
Accurately and Carefully
College. Commerce, Tex., holding Joe Pat and Max Canada.
Copy for this page should be submitted ..øot later than Tuesday
Wide business and industrial reCompounded of Purest
Mrs. McCuiston received several
the Bachelor of Arts degree from
covery, with thousands added to
afternoon each week.
that institution, and she is a Mas- nice and useful gifts. Everyone
Drugs
reported
survey.
in
payrolls,
ter of Arts from the State Uni- seemed to enjoy the day and left
versity, Austin, Tex. During her wishing her many more happy
Miscellaneous Shower Honors
Mrs. Lutte2r Lawrence, Mrs. George
twelve years as a citizen of Rose- birthdays. They quilted four quilts
Mrs. Crawford Barnett
Washburn, Mrs. Kenton Woodall,
bud she has been an outstanding for Mrs. McCuiston for which she
citizen, serving not only as teacher is very thankful.
Mrs. Crawford Barnett was Won- Mrs. Wilburn Herndon, Mrs. Har• • ••
but also taking active part in comMrs. Ogee Collins is Honored
Nanney, Mrs. Blankenship,
ored with a miscellaneous shower lon
munity and church life, proving Shower Honors Mrs. Arnold
By Household Shower
at her home, two miles east of Mrs. John Hopkins, Mrs. Euin Bizwane
given
was
A household shower
valuable in every
zell. Mrs. Ray Turner. Mrs. Tom
Mrs. Charlie Hale and Mrs. Joe
Almo, October IL
October 13 in honor of Mrs. Oggie
Mt_ Stubbs is a native of Rose- Baker were hostesses Friday afterThe afternoon was spent inform- Edd Travis, Mrs. Ray Harmon,
ot
mother.
her
Stubbs
of
home
of
S..
son
bud,
Mrs.
the
at
Collins
Mew William Howard Stone, Mrs.
noon at the home of the latter at
ally.
Mrs. Roy Barnett. The afternoon Rosebud. He is a graduate of Rose- a lovely shower in honor of Mrs.
After the gifts were presented to Carl Crisp. Mrs. Laura Crisp. Mrs.
was spent in conversation.
bud High School, and an ex-student William Arnold. i
Burie CoopMrs. Barnett, a dainty and de- Clevre Burkeen
After the lovely gifts were open- of Texas University, Austin, Tex.
The afternoon was spent informlicious plate lunch was served to er, Mrs. Lundie Tubbs, Mr. and
and
cake
enjoyed
guests
the
ed,
When radio was first introduced. ally and a dainty party plate was
Mrs. Whitt Imes. Miss Mandy Trathe following guests:
was served by the hostess. Many lovely
he
1920's
early
the
in
back
peaches.
Mrs. Joe Nanney, Mrs. _Lorena vis, Mrs. Polie Duncan, Mrs. Keys
Guests present included Mrs. Og- an interested student of radio, and and useful gifts were received by
Bizzell, Futrell. Mrs. 'James Dowdy, Mrs.
Marshall. Mrs. Lorene
gie Collins, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bar-, interested himself in its study. He the honoree.
Mrs. Jack Griffin, Mrs. Scudder Edison Harris. Mrs. Freeman Dunnett, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Grogan, Mr. built one of the first sets in the
Those present or sending gifts
Galloway, Mrs. Matt Schroeder, can, Mrs. Lilburn Hale, Mrs. Rayand Mrs. Edd Wilson, Mrs. Roy community, and radio has been his included Mrs. B. W. Overby, Mrs.Mre.'"Freddie Duncan. Mrs. Royal mond Story, Mrs. Flora Hale, Mrs.
Barnett and children, Glen, Ber- hobby and his business since then. J. 0. Chambers, Mrs. Humphries,
Parker, Mrs Lee Barnett, Mrs. Curbie Bucy. Mrs. George Sloan,
nice. Lee Roy, Oliver, Ronda, As a youth he was a member of Mrs. E. W. Riley, Mrs. Kenneth
Jennie Bishop,. Mrs. Oury Ben- Mrs. Jerome Phillips, Mrs. Earl
Bradley, L. D. and Maxine; Mrs the Boy Scouts, and his interest Bailey, Mrs. Robert Smith, Mrs.
Mrs.
J.
Imes,
Mrs.
M.
Woodall,
nett, • Mrs. Charlie
Morris, Mrs.
Odell Barnett and children, Clif- in this work was also intense, and Garnett • Jones, :errs. Roy Farmer,
Edmonds, Mrs. Nute Schroe- Lucy Fitmel. Mrs. Haul Smith,
ford, Cher.Ls, John Henry. and when he was too old to be a Mrs. Kenny Jones. Mrs. Lester
Velda
Duncan,
Mrs.
Miss
Solon
Brown; Mrs. Robbie Barnett Scour he became a Scoutmaster. Farmer. Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, Mrs:
Jake
Mrs.
der.
Stanford Schroeder, Mrs.
and son, Mrs. Rosie Duncan, Mrs. Throughout the years, as Scout- W. S, Swann, Mrs. Paul Jackson,
Hercy Hopkins, Mrs. Lee Bell, Mrrs Mae Hale,. Miss Molene Griffin
Bell Chadwick, Mrs. Bertie Bar- mcster, he has touched the lives Miss Louise Baker, Mrs. Carl KingHassel Shelton, Mrs. Tommie Nan- and also the Woodmen Circle.
nett and daughters, Toy and Revs; of hundreds of Rosebud youths of ins, Mrs. Viron Beard, Mrs. J. W.
ney. Mrs. Sandie Harmon, Mrs.
Mrs. Elbert Garland and children. Scout age, and has had a large Stitt, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. W.
Whit Stone. Mrs. Eve Hopkins, Ramsey-Johnson Wedding
Louis, Elvin, Bettie and Shirley part in youth training and devel- T.'Steele, Mrs. C. H. Bradley, Miss
Is Announced
Miss Coddle Schoader. VW Fran- Cold weather is at hand with
Jane; Mrs. Loman McDougal. Mrs. opment in this section because of Frances
Mrs. Pearl Jones Simms, of DexBradley, Mrs. Lowell
ces Barnett, Mrs. Riley Bizzell.
its blustery winds and low
Mrs.
Connell;
son.
has
and
He
Collins
activities.
Scout
Buy
Mary
his
Miss
Barnett,
Steele, Mrs. E. L.
Those sending gifts were Mr. ter, announces the marriage of
Mary Chambers and daughter, Car- given generously, maybe too gen- Niva Barnett, Mrs. Floyd McCage,
and Mrs. Cletice Bizzell of Me- her daughter, Maurelle Ramsey,
temperatures, bringing the
rie B.; Mrs. Nola Denson, Mrs. erously, of his time in the inter- Mrs. Lucy Coleman, Mrs. Frances
tropolis; Ill., Mis. Lula Farmer of to J. D. Johnson, Paducah. Saturtime of year when your
Murtie Calhoun. Mrs. Eddie Mor- est of. the youths of this territory. Beach, Miss Katherine Bomar. Mrs.
Mrs. W. L. day evening at 6 o'clock by the
Murray, Mr. and
ton and son, Mrs. Eulala Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. Stubbs will make Ada Baker, Mrs. J. R. Jones, Mrs.
Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. Riley Peeler, Reverend Mr. Parrish, pastor of
heavy clothes not only feel
and daughter, Rosie Jane, Mrs. Ina their home in Rosebud. Mrs. Stubbs Richard Cullum. Mrs. Cullie Steele,
Mrs. Oder Holt of Ridgely, Tenn., the Paducah Immanuel Baptist
Miller and son, Valin Myrtle; Mrs. will continue as head of the Eng- Mrs. A. P. Ford, Mrs. Norman
mighty comfortable, but ars
Fannie Barnett. Bunas Barnett, Rob 11sh department in Rosebud High Klapp and Mrs. Fuzzell.
to preserve your
essential
•
•
•
•
Downs, Hilda Wyatt, Louise Lov- School. .Byron will continue to
doctor radios and engage in the Mrs. Jellison Is Entertained
ins.
health. So if your winter coat
Those sending gifts were Mrs. electrical business. They will be
Mrs. WOodfin Hutson was hostess
isn't clean and ready for
Sally Wyatt and Mrs. Bertha Bar- at home in the Stubbs home in at bridge Thursday afternoon comnett from Murray, Mrs. Verna Rosebud.
plimenting her sister, Mrs. C. G.
wear, send it to Superior
Obernay. Mrs. Elizabeth Dyer and
Jellison, Of Philadelphia, who is
winter
along with
today,
Mrs. Addie Weston of St. LOuls, Birthday Quilting Takes Place her house guest. The game was
Mo.; Mrs. Minnie Edwards and
suits and dresses of the enA birthday celebration on which played at three tables and the
daughter. Itabena, of Brandon; Mrs. an all-day quilting took place at high score ,prize ,was aggarded Mrs.
tire family. Our prices are
Ellen Shelton of Cherry, Clint Erwin McCuiston's on October 19 Nat Ran Hughes, and the guest
reasonable, unusually so, conMr.
Donelson,
Odell
Mrs.
Steward,
how
Jellison.
Mrs.
knowing
to
54th
as
prize
being
•McCuiston's
well
your
Mrs.
to
celebrating
important
is just as
and Mrs. Joe Chadwcik, Mrs. An- birthday. Fifty women were pressidering the high quality of
The tallies, „table appointments
to cook ... But you can go to the cooking school, learn
nie Wyatt. Lonaie and Lona May ent, each one bringing a plate of and the dainty refreshments carthe work we do! We also
Calhoun, Milburn and Pat Wrye good things to eat.
ried out the Hallowe'en motif.
how to cook economically and the differepce will buy
clean curtains, drapes, sweatof Pottertown; Neva and Willie
were
hospitality
the
in
Included
Those present were Messrs. Boy
jackets.
and
gloves
ers,
your clothes in a few months' time. Attend each session
Barnett of Hamlin.
Lovins. Ina Walker, Lou Elkins, Mrs. Jellison, Mrs. A. F. Yancey.
••
•
•
•
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes. Mrs. VerPrompt service.
Motheral, Elnora
Vera
Varsity
today and tomorrow, morning at 10 o'clock at the
Surprise Birthday Celebration
Finnye Mohundro, Ima McNutt, non Stubblefield, Jr., Mrs. Joe T.
•
Theatre, and °
Honors Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
Pernie- Mohundro, Ellen Walker, Lovett, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr.,
Dora Mohundro, Ruthle Gregory, Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, Mrs. RobNewsom
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Newsom Ruth Mohundro, Maids Lovett, ert Proctor, Mrs. W. G. Swann,
DANT BARNETT
were honored with a birthday din- Finner Lovins, Priscilla Boggess, Mrs. H. C. Curry, Mrs. Charles
H. I. Sledd.
ner Sunday at the home of Mrs. Marion Garner, Annie Lovins, Mol- Stewart and Mrs.
.
.
lie Brandeis. Julia McCulston, Ag
Emma Hawks.
At the noon hour a beautiful nus Thurman, Charity Folwell, Stitch and Chatter Club Meets
Thursday
Jewel Outland. Annie and Lorene
table was set.
The Stitch and Chatter Club met
The honorees were presented McClure, Mary Brown Steel, Amy
Mrs.
with
afternoon
Lovins, Grace Cook, Ada McNutt. Thursday
many lovely gifts.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Annie B. and Katie Ellison, Lourine Charlie Hale at her home on North
Ed Newsom. Mr. and Mrs. Connie McCuiston, May Valentine, Poca- Sixth street.
"Send Your Dry Cleaning With Your Laundry"
Plans were made for a HalloNewsom and son, Audrey Lee, Mr. hantas Walker.. Gaynell Canada,
and Mrs. Toy Lassiter, Mr. and Eunie Rolfe. - Floy Laycox, Bessie we'en party to include the husMrs. Ivy Newsom, Mr. and Mrs. Walker, Mary Susan Bomer, Mellie bands of members. Contests were
Raymond Newsom and children,
e—esorIais Dell. and Cilia,'Mr. •and- Mrs. 141•••01111111111111•1111•1111111
Cliff Burnett and children. Jean
and Garoleen. Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Newsom and children, Rodney
Wren, and Melia Jencene, Miss
Lethie Newsom, Mr and Mrs. Elsie
Riley and sons, Talmadge and
Wayne. Mrs. Lamie Newsom, Mr.
Miss Dahy Barnett, home economist who is conducting the Ledger & Times
and Mrs. Ed Cope and children.
Mr
Clotene,
and
James
Rayburn,
Cooking School at the Varsity Theatre to-day aiid tomorrow, has titled her series
and Mrs. Tallie Parker, Mrs. Rollie
lectures "COOKING WITH CONFIDENCE.'
of
Cresson, Miss Mable Riley, Mr. and
Mrs. John Palmer, Mrs. Emma
Next to her cooking skilkcomes her proficiency in transportation—She must
Hawks. Mrs. Opal Johnson. Mr: and
travel swiftly and safely . .. Therefore she
necessarily
children.
and
Mrs. James Parker
Jean and Dean, Tom Parker, Miss
Freda Lassiter, Miss Mary Colver,
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Newsom.
•• • • •
As her own personal car. So why don't you do likewise and come down and
Miscellaneous Shower Honors
see the
Mrs. Wilson Mayfield
miscellaneous shower was
A
given, on Thursday afternoon. 0Ctober 12. in honor of Mrs. Wilson
Mayfield, at the home of Mrs. E.
B. Mayfield.
The hours were spent in games
and contests. Prizes were awarded to Mrs. Porter McNeely, Mrs.
Neely Cobb. Mrs. Lois Turnbow,
and Mrs': Katie Mae Doran.
After the gifts were opened, rewere served to the
freshments
forty-five guests.
A number of friends who could
not attend, sent gifts.
• •• • •
B. T. Stubbs and Mary Lee Are
Wed Thursday Morning
ROSEBUD. Tex., Oct. 26—At a
wedding ceremony at the Methodist church, witnessed by only two
people. Miss Mary Lee became the
bride of Byron T. Stubbs Thursday,
September 14, 1939, at 11 a. mr,
with. the Rev- Derwood Blaekwell,
pastor, officiating. Both have many
relatives in Murray.
The couple left immediately after the ceremony, and after removere
ing -tin cans, old shoes, etc., tied
onto their car by the Boy Scoot:
church, in a single ring ceremony.
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Belcher, Paducah. The
young couple will be at home to
159 Clement
their friends at
Street, Paducah. The groom is an
employe of the Whitney Transfer
Company.
The bride wore an ensemble of
black and white, with matching
After the marriage,
accessories.
the two took their wedding dinner
with the bride's motber and her
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Jones, in Dexter.
• • • • •
Miscellaneous Shower Is Given
For Mrs. R. B. Calhoun
Mrs. Ruth Hopkins and Mrs.
Bertha Graham entertained with
a ihower for Mrs. R. B. Calhoun,
at the home of her parents Saturday afternoon.
VArious contests were enjoyed
during the how-s. Those receiving prizes were Misses Rubene
Graham, Fannie Wyatt, Barbara
Erwin and Mrs. Ruth Hopkins.
After the gifts were presented,
refreshments were served to the
following guests:
Mrs. Vera Thweatt, Mrs. Lqrais
Jackson,
Thomasson, Mrs! Ellis
Mrs. Grace Coursey, Mrs. Lucille
Gardner and son Larry,. Mrs. Ruth
Hopkins, Mrs. Christine Graham,
Mrs. Essie Blakley, Mrs. Irene
Erwin, Mrs. Lula Swift. Mrs. Lucy
Baker, Mrs. Lela Grugett, Mrs.
Mattie Graham, Mrs. Grace GilMavis Young, Mrs.
Mrs.
bert,
Johnnie Wyatt, Mrs. Pearl Short,
Mrs. Celia Jones,'Mrs. Bertha GraChester', Mrs.
ham, Mrs. Ethel
Erlene Mohler. Mrs. Mae Jones,
Mrs. Gusta Conner and suns Jerry
and Jimmie, Mrs. Beedle Clendenon, Mrs. Birdie Skaggs, Mrs. Nadine Pace and son Ronald, Mrs.
Edna Calhoun, Mrs. ewel Sills,

Ci ET

„

,
IIL

•

Budi

MrsJ. Lala Donelson and Miss Virginia Hopkins, Miss Anna Chester,
Miss Rubene Graham, Miss Fannie
Wyatt. Miss Willie Dean Short,
Misses Maurelle, Elyven and Nell
Clendenon, Miss Betty Jones. Miss
Barbara Erwin. Miss Betty Skaggs,
and Miss Mary Donelson.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Louise Chester, Mrs: IdaeJackson,
Mrs. Thelma Short, 'Mrs. Lucy
Nanney, Mrs. Hattie Rateliff, Mrs.
Bessie Taylor, Mrs. Andrew Johnson. Mrs. Thelma Brooks, Mrs. Lela
Turner, Mrs. Twine Miller, and
Mrs. Omie Young, Misses Dorothy
Grugett, Nellie Short, and Lois
Lassiter.

Prescriptions

Be Prepared for
the cold weather,

r-

GET YOUR

Winter Clothes

CLEANED!
•

Your Personal
Appearance-

ler

Eseept
Ilic

Except

•

Phone 44 for Information and Service!

AFTER THE

SUPERB)R

Laundry & Dry Cleaners

•

A Good Judge of Automobiles,Too

by

Come Up To Our Store And Select Your New Winter

Coats,Dresses,Accessories

DRIVES A FORD V-8 HERSELF

.„,

FORD CARS FOR1940

Doris Dodson
Dresses
$6.50, $7.98,
4 $10.95, $12,95

Rollins Run-Proof.
and Gothani Gold,
stripe Hose
69c up

viseet".

FRANKLIN PLAN
MERIT LOAN SYSTEM

Ladies' Longsleeve
Sport Blouses and
—Shirts in Silk and
Jersey
$1.95 $2.95

The Franklin Plan Merit Loan System
offers available cash credit up to 13",
to husband and wife or single ptroons
ON JUST

YOUR PLAIN NOTE
TO APPLY—You may ume any ot•

Swede Leather
Jackets
$8,95—$10.95

the Wee ways. Every request receives our prompt attention.
I. Telephone us. Tell us of your
money needs.
2. Cut this ad out — write your
name arif address on It — and
mail to UM.
3. Call at office- -conveniently Incttsf. Pri vat consultation
rooms.
Confidential dealings.

lts.

. FRANKLIN

Gladys Scott's

I

SECURITY CO.

Inter wilted
Carnerlireatitvay •old 4th Streets
ReeetT 2054 Taylor Bundle.
Padmemai Keriteeky
Phone, 5-2-i

22 important improvements, added to fundamental Ford features,

represent the most advanced engineering 7n the low-price field

STOKES-SMITH MOTOR CO.
East Main Street

Phone 170

"Watch The Fords Go By"

Loa., male Ind,•••.1.y toss.

East Side Court square

,
...••••••

,Iftm

t 4 .•

,4"'
1

•

•
'eve

4
opogigimetbsc-de...trickfosaft•

rAlf40

.will$440.10'N
•

_

-

-•
••

ferts MI5'S ri/...t
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Hatfield Of near Macedonia who
remains very ill with heart trouble.
Cleve Lax
sd daughter. Mrs.
Hello, everybody everywhere Doll Hart. and Heade Lome.
Kentucky Bell wonders how all Johnnie Simmons and Pete Wisethe Ledger & Times readers are! hart were in Murray Thursday.
Obie Waldrop, 53. a prominent
We were indeed sorry to hear
Rudy Hendon. Bob and Warflin farmer of the South Pleasant Grove
of the death 4, our new neigh- , Allbritten, Warlict Hutson, Cleve
neighborhood, who died Monday
bor. Mrs. Omer Garner, who died Lax and flatten Lewis were in,
after a serious illness which had
suddenly Monday evening. Octo- , New Concord Wednesday. '
•
lasted six days, was buried Tuesber 16 at her home near Mace,- Visitorsat
Macedoniaschool day in the Churchill cemetery.
donia from heart trouble Burial this week were Berline, James,
The Rev. R. F. Gregory was in
was in Barnett Cemetery Tuesday Glenneth and Bernice Wisehart. charge of funeral services at the
afternoon. She leaves her hus- Hubert Dick, Decey Mitchell. and Oak Grove Missionary. Baptist
band and one daughter and a sis- Mr Wrather.
church of which Mr. WaMrop was
ter and brother and a host of
a member.
Providence
school
spent
FriThe
her!
friends and relatives to mourn
Survivals are his widow, Mrs.
day afternoon with the Macedbma
death.
• Monica Waldrop. a daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Jesse Dick and daughter.j school in playing ball_ Macedonia Ruble Rogers. Detroit; two sons,
Mrs. Ayon McClure visited the won 19-4. Among those visiting Burie Waldrop and Berthol WalClinic-Hospital Monday afternoon , the school were Mr. and Mrs. drop. a sister. Mrs. Tillman Orr;
to see Mrs. Dick's sister. Mrs. Hu- Cleve Lax. Mr. and Mrs. Bill and six grandchildren. Mr WalSimmons. Mrs. Daisy Williams 'and drop had been in bad health for
bert Lamb who still is very ill.
Johnnie SimmOns and , Cleave I daughter, Dorothy. Mrs. Ruth May- four years.
Lax hauled wood Monday after- nard, Miss Maud Parker, Miss
Perriie Mae Simmons, Miss Berline
noon.
Decey Mitchell and John Will- Wisehart. Miss Janice Hart. Aubie at the Lsece.de of his daughter,
iams cut wood the first of the Mitchell, Bennie Lee Hart. Robert Mrs. Leon Crider of Memphis who
week for "Uncle Franks' Lax of Ellis. Bernice. Jane and Glenneth is very ill, returned to his home
Wisehart, John Williams. John at Puryear last week. Mrs. Crinear Concord
der, your old gray-headed aunt,
Dr. Miller of Hazel was called- Duncan and Decey
Garfield Todd. who has been Kentucky Bell. wishes for you a
Monday morning to see Mrs. Wiley
speedy recovery and good health.
Creorge Freeland and daughier. Miss Alas, were in Murray
'Saturday.•
Iohnnie Simmons. and children,
!Mary Lucille and E. H., were in
• New Providetsce Saturday.
Miss Ern Williams of near
New Providence, was a week-end
guest of Miss Mary Mitchell of
Macedonia.
Clyde Mitchell of Detroit, arrived Saturday evening to be
—THAT' KENTUZKY
with home folks around Macedonia.
Dewey Williams of Detroit arSTATE
THE
• rived
Friday to spend a while
with home folks near New ProviIN THE UNION WHICH
dence and Macedonia.
Mrs. Tommy Parker and daughASSESSES A WHISKY.
ter. Ruby Fay. were Thursday
dinner guests o' Mrs. Mary McClure. During the afternoon, Mrs.
PRODUCTION TAX?
_
Parker and daughter, Mrs. Mary
.JdcC
spent a while .by the
bedside of Mrs. Wiley Hatfield.'
Dr. Miller was called Friday
—THAT MILLIONS OF GALLONS OF
morning to see Arlie Crteleinen•
vo4le44 SHOULD BE
near' FX•ieland's Store, who is ill.
Mr. c and Mrs. .Warlict Hutson
and chIldren. Joe Max and Peggy
MADE IN KENTUCKY, ARE.
Ann, and Mr and Mrs. Eunice
Hoiseeden and children. Shirley
-114EREFORE NOW 13Erve MADE
and .Jackson. were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
AND
Williams.
Johrutie Simmons and son, E.
H.. were Sunday morning callers
of Bob Allbritten and Rudy Hendon.
'NAT 'NIS -TAX IS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lax and
F IL _Lax. were Sunday
"NEREFORE KEE-1)INCI TI4OUSW5Sguests of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
Lax.
Afternoon
callers
were
OF KENTueKY PEOPLE
Robert Hart and granddaughter,
and Misses Pernie Mae and Mary
UNEMPLOYED, N.v,40
Lucille. and E. H. Simmons.
Miss Hazel Lamb of New Providence and Claude Buchanan of
WOULD _.(744ERWiSE
Buchanan. Tenn., were quietly
married Saturday afternoon at the
44AVE e0OD J0435?
home of tiro. Robert kart who
performed the ceremony. Mrs.
Buchanan is the daughter of ,Mr.
and Mrs Tilman Lamb of WIC
Prtitridence while Mr. Buchanan
is the eon of Mr. and Mrs. Boon
Buehanan,
Odell Lamb left last Sunday for
Florida where he will make hie.
home_
Mrs. Ada Ellis was a Sunday
guest of-- -Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Simmons-Kentucky Bell.

1Obie Waldrop, 55, Locust Grove News
Monday. Several
Succumbs Monday people isfromfourth
citit this way are go-.

Cedar knob News

ONLY

INDIANA

•

ILLINOIS?

THE KENTUCKY intODUCTION
TAX IS UNSOUND BECAUSE
IT DISCRIMINATES AGAINST
OUR KENTUCKY INDUSTRY

—Paid Ad v-

1

With
permanent
pastures reduced by drouth. Campbell county farmers pastured the third alfalfa crop.

Ti,:

Around Paschall
School

Puryear and three brothers, Jack,
Boss and Lee Humphries of Calloway county.
Sunday afternoon at Mr. Miles'
funeral a report came that Barney
Paschall, who had suffered a severe heart attack, had
passed
away. Glad to report, however,
that it was a mistake; also that
Oby Waldrop had passed, however this Monday morning finds
Mr. Waldrop in a very critical
condition.
Mrs. June Ti-ease was taken
critically ill Sunday at the home
of her daughter. Mrs. BIllington,
near Backusburg. An ambulance
was called to bring her home and
she remains very ill, having had
something like a paralytic stroke.
Two fine young peopie, Miss
Elizabeth Thurmond and Talmage
Jones, were united in marriage
Saturday. The bride is the daugh-

ter of Cecil Thurnaiind of M
ray and the groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs., Les Jones of this
vicinity.
Mrs. mange- Jones, Mrs. Lee
Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Key
and Marvin Wrather of Murray,
Mrs, Nellie Pigue of Paducah and
sister, Mrs. Savanah Hart Rose of
Detroit, Raymond Story end Mr.
-and Mrs. R. L. Cooper, Almo, at
tended the Miles funeral.'
"The Drag of Liquor Upon Social Progress" is the subject of
next Sunday's church-school lesson. The Allied Youth movement,
about a million strong, is proving
people can have enjoyable times,
without drink. May the good
Lord continue helping those young
people in their good work.

MURRAY CIRCUIT. METHODIST
H. L. La:, Pastor
The Stewards and Church-school
superintendents, and their wives
or husbands, will have a social
meeting next Thursday evening at
6:30 (Oetober 28)- in the basement
of the Murray MethodisteiChurch.
Each one will bring lunch (pot
luck).
Some business will be
discussed for another year._
The pastor will preach, at Sulphur Sprit*, next Sunday at 11
Church-school at each
o'clock.
church at 10 a. m.

INOm

C

There will be singing at Oak
ing to town. Old Beck will step
around pretty lively today. The Grove church 4th Sunday afterNovember 28. All the singstock gets lots of kick and slaps. noon.
ers are invited. The singing at
I guess they would be glad if there Oak
Grove Sunday was excellent,
weren't any fourth Monday.
and especially the young leaders
Alfred Downey
has found a did fine, although on account
of
place to live next year with Wal- serious sickness &Irv) funeral in the
ter Hopper of near Puryear.
community the crowd was small.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Oliver 1 ant sorry to know of the illness
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bartle Vick of Mesdames Obie Waldrop and
Sunday afternoon and looked at Bernie Paschall.
the place where they are ta
Dlacomtert
Our sympathy is extended to the
next year. Ivie Bishop. Mr. and bereaved family of Mrs. Noah PasCease
Simmons
Mrs. Jim
and Mr. and chall. Mrs. Paschall was laid to
Mrs. Bob Petty were also callers rest Friday afternoon in Oak Grove
For mak relief
of the Vick family.
cemetery.
from the misery
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Eva Guthrie had as dinner
of colds, take 668
Claude Buchanan.
They were guests Sunday her father and
united in wedlock Saturday. The mother, Mr. and Mrs. Jim McIt pays to read ear CLASSIFIEDS. Llorld-Tablets-Satve-Nose Drops
bride is the daughter of Mr. and Fadden. also her sister, Mrs. WhitMrs. Tilghman Lamb and the groom low and family.
Mr. and Mrs. HoMn Jones and
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Boone
daughters attended Sueday school
Buchanan.
at North Fork. Sunday morning and
Mr. and liars. Reldon Norsworthy were
among thoie who attended
will be moving soon to their new the funeral of Milt
Mlles at Pleashome at Carlton Buchanan's place. ant' Grove Sunday afternoon.
Mrs., Nell Norsworthy arid son,
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Howard and
Larry, visited (Date Grubbs Friday small son attended the singing -at
afternoon. Susie Olive: and baby Oak Grove Sunday.
Ann
were also guests in the
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Smotherman
Grubbs home.
and children. Mrs. Dick Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Trevathan. Clora Nance 'Visited Mr.' and Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tre-' Milburn Paschall Sunday afternoon_
vathan motored to Mayfield SunTipton McFadden was Sunday
day to visit a relative who was dinner guest of Ben Byars and
very ill with paralysis.
family.
Mrs. Downey was a guest of Mr. 'Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kuykenciall
and Mrs. Jim Simmons last Sun- were bedtime callers of Ben Byars
day. The Olivers were dipner and family Sunday eight.
guests of the Simmons Sunday
-Golden Lock.
•A cold snap tonight and the heavy
Mrs. Osie Grubbs has quilted
summer lubricants in your car will
three quilts this fall. Quite a bit
Seventeen demonstrations of nine
start trouble!...difficulty in starting.
of quilting has been carried on grasses each have been started in
in this neighborhood.
eight communities in Boone counexcessive engine wear, a run-down
Mrs. Mable Collins is having ty.
battery...possibly a towing charge.
some dental work done. I have
had a little experience along that
You have to change to winter luline that wasn't very pleasant.
bricants anyway-why not do it beMrs. Linn. we are glad to hear
fore delay runs up a real bill?
you are able to sit out oti your
front porch. Mrs. Alice pawed by
With the
winter grade of
A large crowd attended funeral
d saw- you Sundays
-• - •
.serrices for Milt Miles at Pleasant
New Texaco Motor Oil your car wifl
• n
lathe men's oc- Grove Sunday afternoon. The serstart and accelerate quickly.
cupoUon. this week.. Oscar Tre- vices were conducted by the Rev./
vathan and Truman Oliver have K. G.Dunn, the deceased's pastor.
With winter grade Thuban in the
just unshed gathering, their corn. During his long illness he told his
differential and transmission, she'll
Now aren't they steppers for men loved ones of his readiness to meet
tunielle as easily as in sumesise.
of their age?
his Savior.
Surviving are his
We are all glad of this gravel widow, Mrs. Emma Paschall Mlles;
,Why not let us pick tip, winter
that has been strowed on this road. a son. Marvin. and four daughlubricate and deliver your car before
Quite a bit of traffic now by here. ters. Mrs. Less Jenes, Mrs'. Harley,
delay causes trouble,.,expense? ReMr. and Mrs. Edwin Stamps of Craig. Mrs. Tafford Orr, Mrs. Will
member we use only 11-xaco prodEvansville„ Ind., visited over the Wrather and their companions;
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Jack also three grandchildren,' Bettie
ucts in our lubrication jobs.
Trevathan and Ben. Mrs. Stamps, and Martha Orr- and Talmage
before her marriage, was .Robkie Jones, all of Canoway county. He
Lee Trevathan.-"Sweet Pea"
is also survived by several half
brothers and half sisters Mr. and,
Mrs.. Miles passed their golden
HIBERN TE—INSULATE
..
wedding anniversary October 9.
1939.
TEXACO and HAVOLINE MOTOR OILS
The remains of Mrs. Noah Pas. •s
chall. eermerly of this vicinity
Easy Starting-Easy Gear Shifting-Easy Riding-Protect Your Car For Winter Now
but in late years of Fulton. were
The "Variety Revue", - a stage brought here for burial at Oak
entertainment,
was Grove after her death Thursday.;
radio
and
from Besides her husband and severel
morning
given
Tuesday
children' she is survived by a sis-.
pro10:30-11:30. The interesting
'
gram included clever tricks lione ter Mrs. Robert Paschall near
NORTH 4th ST. AND WALNUT
PHONE *3
by four trained dogs, Bilbo..Binabo, Bonin and Bobo.
Under the supervision of Mrs.
Hale, the first and second grades
Miss DOI}, Barnett,' Nationally Known Food Authority
gave a "Cat Show" Tuesday at
the noon hour. Admission was lc.
arid O-onomist, says good cooks should be particular
The 31 cats were, arrayed in tiny
a)Out the :food stuffs they use, and that's why she
hats and perky bows. First. second. and third prizes were given.
elected
Mrs. Hale's students have been
studying about their pets. ax-41. they
were very enthusiastic over displaying their cats in this show.
The parents had a special invitation, and many of the high school
students attended.
The P-TA is sponsoring a Hallowe'en party which will be given
at Lynn Grove High School on
30.
evening. October
Monday
Everyone is invited and must
come coStumed. Miss Allison, of
the physical education department
of Murray State College, will diFor The Ledger & Times'
rect all games. ,
Students in the third and
mit
grades who made the hoe
de, Anlast month were: Third
Tirssky
Jones, Ed
nie Jean
orothy-`Jean
Eulalia Lawrence,
Hutson. Gerald ;Dunaway: fourth
Alice Workman.
,
grade. Marion
Jessie Maries44ord. Lydia Sue ButterwortheRobert White, Jr., James
Ray Ciduch.
A} the grade teachers attended
tV school fair at Puryear. Tenn.,
last Friday. It was very interesting and they reported a nice
time.
The students. in 'Miss Swann's
and Miss Miller's rooms are doing
nice
work with their carving,
Today and Tumorkow at the New N.,"arsity_Theatre. It will pay you to attend
.:
picking and painting pictures
each session, and learn these. new reCIpes which are short cuts ID economy in
The fourth
grade
in - Miss
Swann's room has completed a
feeding your family.
frieze on-;e4Congo Region" which
has stimulated much - interest,
Students of the third grade in
Miss Rogers'-'room, have started
their transpqrtatioe pee.
4
,
Mr 'Jeffrey and seine of the boys
treated the gym floor, with Seal-oSand Saturday morning.
Is The Best General Purpose Flour Money Can Buy
Our heating plant has been, repaired. and we are now ready for
cold weather.
Athletics
Puryear plays Lynn Grove here,
Saturday night. October 28. A
large crowd is expected at this
first game of the seasoe
The
games will star-Vat 7 o'clock, the
second team playing first.
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DON'T

Lynn Grove High
School

WITH

HENDON'S TEXACO STATION

EXCLUSIVE
FLOUR

COOKING

f"'

SàhoE

EXCLUSIVE FLOUR

Don't "Burn Yuri Money"
By Spending It For Needless
Items! ,
A Dollar-saved is a doll- earned. Don't fritter yours .away and then worry
where it is grim-. It i,yTitting and proper to spend for the.. necessity things of
.liftr-avd a few lux les, but you can-still save a part of each pay day and
;till enjoy life t,yiLs utmost..
•
•
Come in 7.Start a' Savings .account today. You can always "BANK ON US"
to adv`
yog correctly in all financial niatters.

Big Enough to take Care of You—Small Enough to Be Aware of You
Member Federal Deposit 'Insurance Corporation-Acieents Insured t'p To ite 900

TRY IT TODAY!

CO•tes:=11-daY

MURRAY

How To- Relieve
Bronchitis

Murray,

Bronchitis, acute or chronic, IS an
Inearrimatery vortratIOn of the mucous membranes lining the hr mchial
tubes. Creomulslon goes right to the
seat of the trouble to loosen germ
lades phlegm,Increase seer t:on and
aid nature to soothe Mid heal raw,
tender, inflamed bronchial mucous
membraries.Tell your
-druggist to sell
you a bottle of Creomulsion ith the
understanding that you are to like
the way it quickly allays, the cough
or you are to have your money back.

Ky.

EXCLUSIVE
FLOUR

Is sold at most all independent

grocers in the

Jackion Purchase. '

CREOMULSION

for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
,a
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reared near Pur- Rowland Mullins, against Jim Edd

Paschall' has been haulClay Copeland to ingDelmus
logs the past week. He is
planning to build two new rooms
and a porch to the houses on his
Speak at Capitol farm
this fall.
FRANKFORT;---Ify..-Clay A. Copeland; supervisor of
the Kentucky
Minimum Wage
Law and chief legal counsel for
the department of Industrial Renations, hes accepted an invitation to address the National Labor
Conference in Washington, D. C.,
November 14. Copeland will accompany W. C. Burrow, cornmissimee of inchatelal Relations,
to the annual meeting of this organisation. composed of administrators of labor laws of the dif(erect states, labor unions and employers throughout the United
States.
While in Washington Burrow
and Copeland will confer with the
administrator
the
of
Federal
Wage-Hour Law with regard to
between
the Federal
cooperation
and State Wage-Hour Laws. After
the conference Copeland will spend
several days in New York City.
In Frankfort, Copeland is a
member of the Bachelor's Club,
the Frankfort Golf Club, Frankfort Flying Club and the Masonic
Lodge.

L Sulat 11
each

smfort

Drop.

INI

Puryear Route 3
We have received another beautiful Monday morning. Cool. dry,
' is such pretty weather to work.
The farmers are working around
here with some having started
gathering corn. Odie Morris and
son. Charles, are gathering corn
this week.
Charlie Wicker and Miss Emma
Hooper attended church at Mill
Creek Sunday morning.
Mary Katherine and Doyce Morris were among the ones attending
the singing at Oak Grove Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. D. B. Byars and daughter,
Inez, spent the day Friday of last
— week in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Odie Morris.
Arlis Byars was in Paris Saturday afternoon.

A memorial day sponsored by
members of the Spring Creek
church will be held Sunday. with
a special program dedicated to
those buried in the Spring Creek
cemetery, a church committee announced here Tuesday.
Members of the corrrittee are
Jim Cunningham, Grover Cunningham. and E. 0. Armstrong. All
benefits of the meeting, they said.
will be used in behalf of the cemetery.
The Rev. L. D. Wilson will speak
at 11 o'clock and dinner will be
served on the ground at noon.

10% PENALTY
Will Absolutely Be Enforced If Not Paid
Before November 1, 1939

NEXT WEDNESDAY
In this way we try to save the taxpayers
of Murray the penalty costs. Your cooperation and immediate payment of taxes
will be greatly_ appreciated.
CHAS. B. GROGAN,
Collector.

FOR HAPPINESS AND HEALTH
The tata.d States Government recommends and protects
from •xploitotion the curative wafers of Hot Springs
National Park, Arkansas. They are used with ainar
ing success in the treatment of neuritis, arthritis,
and similar ills that sap energy. The combination of drinking the water, taking the baths,
and enjoying the sports that abound at
-Hot Springs Is it. way thousands- take
to recover health and pep.

0

Beware the Gringo's Fists!

Memorial Day Will
Be Held Suuday at
Spring Creek Church

City Taxes Are Due

)

• Mrs. Lon Shrader visited Mrs.
Chealey Farris.
tudgment for $10.000, and his wife
prominent Woman of Near Shiloh
Mr. -ea& -Mrs. Lon Shrader spent. ilehoon abrader and Mrs. aridity essirts. judgment for $5,001). —
succumbs Saturday After
afternoon.
Friday
White
The suits are outgrowth of a
Friday in Murray with Mr. and
Lang Illness
Torn Cooper was in Puryear Yti- motor accident on the MayfieldMrs. Cale Langston.
Milt Miles died at his home near day
Paris Highway in which Mr. and
Mrs. Jusie Grogan, 78, who died Pleasant Grove Saturday. InterMr. and Mrs. Make Erwin were Mrs. Mullins were injured last
Saturday morning from paralysis ment at Pleasant Grove Sunday recent guests of her parent.s. Mr. March 26.
poor
of
years
more
after
than two
and Mrs. Son Wilson.
afternoon.
health during which she was inHenry Dumas was in Hazel SatMr. and Mrs. Aubra Shrader atIt pays to read our CLASSIFIEDStermittently unable to be up, was tended a singing near Paducah urday.
Mrs. Sarah Smotherman was a
buried in the Old Salem cemetery Sunday.
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Chesley Farris will take recent guest of her mother, Mrs.
Toe Rev, J. E. SkinnEr, of JaCk- treatments-in the clinic this week Ellie, of Hazel.
Arising from
Mr. and Mrs. Cale Langston Symptoms of Distress
sot, Tenn., ccnducted the funeral preliminary to a goitre operation.
and
Mr.
with
night
Sunday
spent
services
for
held
Funeral
were
services at the Elm Grove Baptist
Lon Shrader.
church, of which organization Mrs. Mrs. Noah Paschall Saturday after- Mrs.
DUE TO
Grogan was a member, Sunday noon at Oak Grove. Mrs. Paschen
formerly resided in Hazel. Her husfnielleeklella of Hom•Treatiewatthat
afternoon at 1 o'clock.
band and four -daughters survive.
Illoa Kelp sr it WW Cost Too Nothing
Death came at Mrs. Grogan's
Herman Wells and Irvin Shrader
Over Orta million bottles of tbe WILLARD
home near Shiloh. Her last seri- spent the week-end with Mr. and
TR4,A'l'ilk.5,1 neve been sold fur rot*I of
ous illness lasted 10 days. She Mrs. Lon Shrader.
: id dtstross arising fruits sesiosiosh
symptom,
mind gloodersail Ilkors cite to sows Adoand her husband, Byrd C. GroMiss Opal Wilson shopped in
Pew Digestion. Sour or U10•111100001144
gan, had.- been married 61 years, Hazel Saturday,
Heartburn, siii.nhasnoss, ea..
Suits for $15.000 have been filed Gessoes's.
having plighted their troth on July
Duncan Ellis and sister. Mrs.
rnse to lExws Acid. Sold on IS'days' trialt
28, 1878. For 66 years, she had Sarah Smotherrnan visited Miss in Graves circuit court by J. Louie Ask for •• I rd • FA••••gis" which fully
been a member of the Elm Grove Connie Lamb Thursday afternoon. Mullins, East Broadway, Mayfield, , ezplains this treatment —.....—at
I
We were sorry to hear of the State Highyosy Department truck I
Missionary Baptist church.
Stubblefield
&
-Dale
'
Opal
Mrs.
wife,
In addition to her husband, Mrs. death of Mn. Nettie Littleton of driver, and' his
40
4.444
Grogan is survived by two ,daughters. Mrs. Norman Roberta and
Mrs. J. N. Reed; • son. Ewing
Grogan; a brother, the Rev. J. W.
Miss Dahy Barnett
Holsapple. Temple, Tex.; 14 grandchildren and 9 great grandchildren.

QUICK RELIEF FROM

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

Jim Ed Diuguid
Is Sued for $15,000,
Result of Smashup

drama, "The Fighting Gringo," which is a tale laid along the Mexican
('aught in action is this bit from George O'Brien's latest outdoor meloborder some sixty years ago. Despite appearances, the Mexicans are
not the villians, and George !centre) is not their enemy, in this JIRO
Radio picture. Saturday at the Varsity.
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Phone 191

Murray Milk Products Co.

WATCHES
RINGS
COMPACTS
FOUNTAIN
PENS
CLOCKS

•
IT
Ser" kr THE RENUM

AMERICAN

LUGGAGE
Gifts In Leather

HOTEL

FOSTORIA
and
" Precious Gifts of Gold. Diamonds and Silver have
'always been traditionally good and proper. Whatever
the occasion, Weddings, Birthcray-s. or Anniversaries,
you will find the proper gift here, reasonably priced.

1s
^,..c •
Esperieoced bevels* to Sties.
have solved their hotel problem.
Tlse Amok*,provides•lout**
coitemieet *wall pools Odom*
and to all transportetion.inei rug.
fine •ccoffirnocluioat.t pekes
that do not involve soy sacrif
el amnia+ on service.Ahem hos
food * the America..

NATIONAL hARM
AR KANSAS

SEVENTH STREET AND
MARKET BOULEVARD

KG*.

HARRY It OTHILL
i AND
AGUTIIS.

jgrI

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE

x ->--

10.4!

H. B. BAILEY

ST.LOUIS

Jeweler

e

.

•

.•
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FIESTA WARE
SILVERWARE

Attend the Ledger & Times Cooking School at the Varsity Theatre Tocray and ToModern Dining Room Tables are not , complete without a set of god
morrow
Silverware75Fiesta Ware, Fostoria, and' Chinaware, according to,Miss Dahy Barnett,
who is conducting. the,sehool. Come in after the School and 'SeOur Displays of
China and Silverware. -

MOST CONVENIENT SPOT IN

."

•

You will find it fundamental to health of your family to order a quart of Sunburst daily for_each Member of your family.

I

GRAD'( MANNING, Pres SOUTHWEST HOTELS INC

cielia.
N.fi
• ste

Good, Cooks are only as good as the ingredients
they use. That's why all mothers should,use SUNBURST MILK for cooking and as a .beverage.

Hazel School Will
Have Hallowe'en
Party on Oct. 31-

Make yaw nay ono of oddest enjoyment.
Stop at the Eastman Hotel. This popular
hostelry is located at the head of Bath House
Row ill its own privet, park. It offers quiet reloso
tion, yet is sonvenientlo every activity and recreational
filature in Hot Springs SOO Rconu- from 11,50

HOT SPRINGS
•

For the Ledger & Times Cooking School Today and
Tomorrow at the Varsity Theatre. Be there, 10 a. m.
each day,

Harts, Overbeys
Return From State
Bankers' Meeting

ROOM WITH BATH TO

0,41'S its

PASTEURIZED
MILK

Chandler, Barkley
Busy on 'Neutrality

Fre•
, Diestilittvelleoklet

H

Murray High CININS6 Will Select
King and Queen at Hallowe'en Party

Sunday, October 29. 1939
A. V. Havens, Minister
"The Masquerade," will be the 'The people called Methodists
Murray high school's junior class
sermon subject of A. V. Havens, land there are quite a number of will sponsor a Hallowe'en carnival
minister of the First Christian them around and about) are re- the night of October 31 in the
Church, at the morning worship minded that we have only two school auditorium, it was anservice at 10:45. Sunday morning. more Sundays in this conference nounced Tuesday.
"This is the season," said Mr. year and there is still much to
A feature of the entertainment
Havens. "for the madquerade par- be done. What is done must be of the evening will be a popularity
Our fourth and
ties. However." he stated, "this done quickly.
in which all classes, incontest
is not the only season when a last quarterly conference will be cluding the junior high school,
great many people go about wear: held at the church on Wednesday take part, with each class selecting
ing masks. A description of those, night, November 1, and to be able a king and queen to represent
people, their masks ,and the fu- to report "out in full" every Mem- them in the Carnival—the two
tility of their. masquerade ,will be ber of the church will be ex- winners to be picked that night.
included in this sermon," Mr. pected to do his part. Your
Selection§ by classes for their
steward will see you this week so
Havens said.
queens
please cooperate with him in representative kings and
"Salome's Dance," will be the
Tom Covington and Ave
follow:
All
report.
final
our
up
bringing
sermon subject at the Sunday
grade; Ed Fenton
departments of the church will be Nell Farmer. 7th
Edwards, 8th grade;
night church service, which will
for the year arid Euple
report
toexpected
begin at"7:30., _
Castle Parker and Helen Kee, 9th
at this laSt quarterly conference. grade: L. B. Boggess and Mary
The Sunday School, led_ by
At the morning worship Fleur. Frances McElrath, 10th grade; Rob
Superintendent R. L. Wade, will 10:50 o'clock, the pastor
will Huse and Irene Watkins. llth grade;
meet at 9:30, Sunday morning.
preach on "Your Attitude Towards and G. W. Gardner and Frances
The Junior Christian Endeavor the. Kingdom", and we hope to Sledd, 12th grade.
Society, led by Mrs, 0. B. Boone receive a class into church memand Miss Imogene nailey. will bership at that time. If you are
meet in the children's depart- "cut", this would be a good time
ment. Sunday evening at 6:30.
to come in.
The Young People's Society of
The Sunday-school. with Judge
Christian Endeayor. led by Misses. C. A. Hale as superintendent, atwill
Ashmore,
Ruth
and
Nall
Ruth
tempts to nourish the spiritual life
Last summer one of the chief
meet, in the young people's parlor of all ages, and while you your- worries of the strategies of the
at 6:30 Sunday evening.
self may be well established in opposition to Keen Johnson was
Monday night at 6:30, there will character, your children need the the enforced absence of Senator
be an Oyster 5upper for the Anegar stabilizing influence, of the Sun- Barkley at Washington. This fall
-bers of the board -and their wives, day-school. D0 -lot deny them in Chairman Donalson is finding himat the church. Wednesday night their youth that which will be self confronted
the same
with
there will be a banquet -for the most helpful to them in later problem.
and
Sunday
the
teacher
years.
officers of
Unless there is a quick vote on
The meetings of our young the Roosevelt neutrality bill in the
School. Thursday afternoon. at
2:30. there will be a tea for all the people are well attended and your Senate
nor
neither Barkley
women of the church.
boys and girls are invited to meet Chandler can return to Kentucky
Thursday, night, there will be a them.
to take part in the campaign.
All visitors and strangers are Barkley as majority leader and
big party for .allthe children under,
high school age, in the children's welcome always at the Methodist Chandler as a strong supporter of
department. Friday night, there church. We recognize those of all the
are
President's legislation
will be a - "big blow-out". for the churches as children of G
needed at Washington. Both want
young people, details of which will Come and worship with us.
to return to take part in the
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
be announced next Sunday.
speaking campaign, but their presThe week will be observed as.
ence in the State will depend
"Enlistment Week," preparatory 'to
wholly on how fast the Senate disthe beginning of a ten weeks loyalposes of the Neutrality question.
ty campaign, which will be in observance of the installation of the
new pipe organ. The organ is due
to arrive .sometime during the
week and will be completely .inGeorge Hart. cashier of the Bank
stalled within a week's time.
of Murray returned last Thursday
night from the Kentucky State
Bankers Association convention at
Louisville, where he gave the response to Mayor Sholtz's address
of welcome on Wednesday.
Mr. Hart was accompanied to
the convention by Mrs. Hart and
Hazel high school will sponsor Mr. and Mrs. Wells Overbey. He
a Hallowe'en party and' program served on the nominating commiton Tuesday night. October 31, it tee for the new state officers
was announced today by Principal which were installed Thursday.
Ed Weathers of Hopkinsville was
Vernon James.
A feature of the evening will elected vice-prssi,clent.
take place when the school faculty "This was the largest convention
engages a quintet composed of in the history of the association
patrons in a basketball game. with over 500 delegates registered.
Games, stunts, and contests will The big banquet of the convention was held Wednesday night.
be other features.
A play by a mystery cast is to Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Overbey atbe given.- A palmist will tell the tended .a luncheon at the Penden'past and future. A .grand parade nis Club Wedneday noon given by
I will enthrall the senses: and, a Mrs. Chas. Randorg.h. wife of the
.ttery cake will be an object of retiring president of the Kenmy
tucky Bankers Association.
wonder.

Write For
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Paris. She was
Hazel Route 1
Diuguid, Murray. The suits were
year.
Mrs. Josie Grogan
Mrs. Charles Cale and Mrs. L. filed by the law firm of McDonMr. and Mrs. Homer Farris were W. Cosby were Wednesday dinner ald & Boer, Mayfield.
Dies of Paralysis Saturday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. guests of Mrs. J. C. Paschall.
In separate suits, Mullins seeks

Mr, and Mrs. Arlis Byars were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris and children Sunday evening.
Mrs. Odie Morris is thankful
that she can be on crutches about
the houuse now although she can't
Put any weight on her broken
ankle yet.
We are indeed sorry to know
of so many of our friends' being
Ul.
Oman Paschall carried his wife
and Miss Emma Hooper, Jack Key,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
and son, Jerry. Mary Catherine,
Charles and Doyoe Morris to Put-year to the school fair Friday of
last week.
Mrs. Charlie Wicker and daugh—
ter sited for a short time in the
home of Mrs. Odie Morris one
afternoon of last week.
Odie Morris and family are glad
to have Wilson Styles pass their
home hauling logs each day. "Aunt Missouri" Wilson, I hope
your hand is soon well from the
sprain.
We think it nice to see Swann
Park's name on the school honor
roll. Let's have that name there
each week. Swann, you are fine.
—Humming Bird

NOTICE!

4.=
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Tobacco is Ruled Best of All
State's Cooperative Marketing Crops

Kirksey - High School

Dexter News

KENTUCKY

•

Net Stars Dribble Again
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mathis were
The greatest attraction ever To
honored with a household shower be held at Kirksey will take place
•...d by the legislaiene of KenLCWISVII-LE leee_OcL -"re-/
-evening, OCtPher IR, AL Ijua. Tricliox night.. October...Z.
. .. Tri-1922. the—Bingttallh-- 0- 2 o'clock at the home of Mr. and the high school
dollar value and association memgymnasium. Judgbership the Asarketing of tobacco ep,e/at!ye Marketing Act is the Mrs. Bob Mathis. They received ing from the training and practiecontinues to be Kentucky's leading • first model practical statute pro- many nice and useful gifts. Re- ing under 'which the "Jumping
coeperative activity, according to vid.ng for the organization of ag- freshments were served W: Mrs. Janes." and "Bouncing Betties," the
John E. Brown, president of the ricultural cooperatives. It 'has been Fred Pritchett. Mrs. Ruby Brown. "Bull Dogs" and "Tom Cats" have
Louisville Bank for. Cooperatives. the model followed by other states. Mrs. Cora Cleaver. Mrs. Etta Hop- been undergoing for the past two
Based on the moat recent survey and from it the movement for the kins, Mrs. Eupie Mathis, Mrs. weeks it appears that all fOur
Richard Watston. Miss Olene Cau- teams will be in the, best of conconducted by the Farm Credit Ad- • so.called Standard Act started.
dell. Mrs. Clara Daugherty and dition when the whistle blows Frim'inistration. Brown reports that
• baby.. Miss Lois Walston. Mrs day night.
rr,ore than 37.000 Kentucky tobac!Ralph McDaniel. Mrs. Emma Lowco platners elected to send their
The teams are: "Jumping Jones."
'cry. -Mrs. Henry Thorn. Mrs. •Lais Mrs. Tempest Paschall. captaiii,
tobacco to market by the coope.Reeves
baby.
and
Mrs.
We
Bar-.
wish
Alice
to
express
°Ur hearti•et.ve
routv.. , Their. 32,000,000
Mrs.. Gladys eDardell. Mrs. Wilma
pi,unds brought $8.100.000. slightly felt thar.ks to all who were kind nett, Mrs. Dora Cope and daugh- Outland, Mrs. Dixie Palmer. Mrs.
than half the total busir.ess and sympathetic in deed or word ter. Mrs. Lovie Pritchett and baby. Estoile Riley, Mrs. Mabel Stark,
dune by all cooperative associa- during the illness and death of Mrs. Raymond Thorn and baby. Mrs. Bess Patton and Mrs. Mary
tion in Kentucky during the year. our beloved wife, mother. led Mrs, Alma Lee and two children. Edmonds. Mrs. Carlin Riley is
For secind place in importance grandmother. Mrs. Byrd Grogan. Mrs. Richard Thorn.. Mrs. Nannie cheer leader.
"Butinting Betties"—Mrs. Bess
We especially thank Bro. J. E. Edwards, Mrs. Edith Elkins and
livestock holds a lead over dairying, with fruits and vegetables Skinner for his- undestanding and 'baby, Mrs: Claude Thorn and chil- Jones,'captain. Mrs. Birdie EdMrs.
Pritchett.
dren.
Eual
Miss:
monds,
Mrs. Addle Marine, Mrs.
'
consoling
words.
Also Dr. A. D.
coming next.
.
Although marketing farm pro- 'Butterworth and Mrs. Modean Gro- Ruby Andrus, Mrs. Arnold Sills, Katherine Walker. Mrs. Floria
Mrs. Lillian Thorn, Mts. Susie Elk- Greenfield, Mrs. Lula Dunn, Miss
ducts constitutes about 99 per cent ! gran for their faithful and untiring
ins and baby. -Mrs. Pearl Joyce and Nellie Ruth Jones and Miss Mary
Funeral
of the cooperative--activity in the*: service: 'the Churchil
Mrs. Alice Pritchett. Mrs.
baby.
state. Kentucky, farmers have ',Home. and for the beautiful floral Merle Andrus, Miss Gracie Thorn. Reid.
The ferocious "Bull Dogs—Ralph
made progress in the Cooperative offerings.
Mrs. Ward l Pritchett and baby. Ray. captain; Ogie Greenfield,
purchasing nf supplies used in pro.- ; : May God's, richest blessing's reg;
Mn. Bob Mathis and Mrs, Paul Lowell PIrtier. J. It. Walston.
etth -cg you ..s•our-peaytt. Mathis,
during their crops. The ceopera,
•
Hear!
Paul Paschall, Or,
Byrd Grogan and Family
live movement aniong farmers of
Those sending gifts were Mrs. Stark and Ijallet Dunn.
Kentucky recteved its ,first great
Allie Thorn, Mrg Onus Puckett,
The "Tom Cats—John Cunningimpetus through the interest and
Lewis Smith. Perry county, sold Mrs. Lander Curd, Mrs. Clyde
support of the late Judge R. W. 1.500 bushels of apples and has Mathis. Mrs. Lucy T.rnsterberger. ham captain: Jim Washer, Princes
Fulto,m. Johnnie Walker, Toy. LasB i ng ha m. Brown expliined..1,000 bushels in storape.
Mrs. Vera Kelly, Mrs. Frank Starks.
siter, Lowell Edmonds. Paul CunMrs. Raymond Wrather, Mrs. Claw=
ningham and Roy - Junes.
.
Hopkins, Mrs. Boyd Jones. Miss
Never before has the opportunMaud Woodall. Miss Inelle Walston
ity
of
witnessing
the
stars
on
the
and Mrs. Lee Mathis.
Mrs. Hunice Daugherty is on the court in the 'years gone by, but
on that night those immortals who
sick lest
once carried the colors of blue and
Mrs. Bob Mathis is in Murray
for treatment at the Mason hoe- white will again show how they
did it in other days.
Mulsion has la,...xierrot- such a big fa- A pitaL
- .
•
Don't come if you can't laugh.
:;:-Jrz't-Let a Cough from-a Cold rarite. Mentho-Motslotreontalns -not' Mts. Carrie Reeves has returned
but nine ingredients, and does home from -Mayfield bringing her Docteir Starks. will be there wills
"Tea; You to Pieces"
•
his medical aid fur those who pass
not contain narcotics or opiates.
mother with her as she is very
You buy pleasant taFtin- Men- ill and has to be in bed part time. out because of laughing.
On Saturday night, October 23,
from colds em be eased tho-Mulsion on the strict money Mt. and Mrs. Bennie Brown and!
the basketball season will get unly v:ith'Identho-Muision. Men- beck guarantee that
ftthe first dose son of St. Louis spent the week- der way
when the Eagles meet
..-Mulsion aids the release of tick- does not give you expected
relief. end with Mr. and Mrs.. Everett the netmen
from Hardin on the
phlegm which ceases muscular your druggist will return
your Cleaver and Mrs. Dora Brown.
..netion and the coughs resulting money.
Miss Beulah Fergerson of May- home floor. Friday night, November
3.
Coach
Swift and the buys
urn your body's,action in trying
field spent Friday with Mr. and
YOUNG' LADY SPEAKS.
will play Brewers, there.
ret rid of this 'phlegm. MenthoMiss Billy Mendricla says "Ex- Mrs. Charley Daugherty.
Miss Jones won the prize for
lelsion is scientifically gesigned perience has taught me not
Mr. ana Mrs. Hugh Edward., and
to let a
the best booth at Coldwater last
r this purpose.
cough due to a cold hang on, when son spent list week in Jackson. Friday. Lillian Soifer
won the third
Don't let•simple coughs make you I get such quick, pleasant relief Huntington, and Wildersville, visgrade spelling contest while Hariting relatives.--C. A.
off from work due to sleeplegs- from Sfartho-Ifulsion"
old Stewart won the 50 yard dash.
wss and nerve-tension. Get a batMentho-Mulsion is endorsed by
Charles Marine has purchased a
fast-iu•'-,_:.
Approximately 4.000 acres of registered Jersey
your neighbors and guaranteed by
. heifer for his
•
• Menth,Zistriyerywhere_-ads, hybrid corn were grown in Lo- FFA,,project. He purchased
her
gan
county
this
year.
DALE eitelIBLEFIELD
OMP %NY
with several others in the Milk
Plant program. The heifers are
being bought in Christian county.
Jimmie Jones. Sue Johnson,
Irene Morgan-and Evelyn Palmer,
alternate, have been chosen dux*
*leaders for the coming year.
I
Future Homemaker's News
,
_
Thr Future Homemaker's Club
which meets every two weeks, Oeld
d
its
isc
-ruegu
..d
larpis=iofnorOctobe
.r 18 and
the
7 ber party, Thursday night, November 2.
I The main topic -for discussion
e. throughout the year of this club
is "Personality and Personal Appearance"
The aim is to obtain a wr
knowledge of the responsibilities
and activities of. home life.
' The principal committees selected
for the year are food. social, budget and program committees.

Card of Thanks

011611ING MAN LOSES
THREE DAYS' WORK

-of

Attend The Ledger & Times

cookingschool
TODAY AND FRIDAY

Varsity Theatre
And Learn How To

MISS DAHY BARNETT

Highltbd Park News

"f1X-•IFYOUR
When you plan to paint, call on us. Let our experts
take over your complete decorating problem for
you. We carry everything you need to "fix up"
your home—whether you are,. doing over a single
room or redecorating throughout.. You will find our
estimates surprisingly low! And, if you wish, we will
recommend a reliable painting contractor.

_
e
.

One Day Painting

e,
I 24-11 SEA FOAM GREEN
sIrtRIOR FLAT WALL

With our Pittsburgh finishes, you can redeccrate any
room in your house in one day. WALLHIDE beautifies faded walls and ceilings with a lovely softtoned sheen. FLORHIDE adds long-lasting luster
to painted floors. And WATERSPAR ENAMEL
malces,woodwork and furniture look like new.

,WALLHIDE. The famous "One-Day Paint"
for beautiful Avails and
ceilings.
„a!

FLORHIDE:

Acifis .

durable--beauty to paint:- ed floors. Driv,iti to fey.'
hours. Its .111,40.
:

WATERSPAR ENAMEL
.
- Smooth aoi Glass Inside
Works miraeks
with
- and out-side: Any color
shabby woodwork and
yoo.0 %o4ont.
furniture. Easy to apply. -

Estimates on All Jobs Large or Small Cheerfully Furnished Without Obligation

Here I come ,after some delay
in writing. The temperature here
today is 70 degrees. A strong west
wind prevails. something unusual
for the time of year, but the winters are getting lots milder than
they were when we came here
14 years ago. At that time winter
weather began first of September
and lasted until first of June.
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Futrell of
Murray are visiting in Highland
Park
They
arrived' here last
Sunday and are guests in the home
of their son. Rudolph Futrell and
family and also their daughter,
Martha Jane 'Leghe and family.
Mr. and, Mrs. Hoyt Roberts have
bought some lots and are planning -on building a house soon.
Mr. • and - Mrs. • Albin Braboy
visited in the home of 'Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Hicks and family Wednesday night. also Lorene Compton who is- now employed at the
Women's hospital.
Craig Outland is visiting in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Atkins.
The bird season .is open to the
hunters and my! my they are
going wild .and • even hunt on
Surcley.
But as "Eagle" says
that's against -my religion
For
what a _man .sokwetb ,That
also .-reap.
Hershel Hicks is visiting in Lansing. P.11ch.. this week in. the home
of his "brother, Conley Hicks -and
family.
Well! • Well! Strikes and more
stiekes • Is all the "go". in this
automobile. city's • Dodge, Plymouth,
Chrysler. I5eSoto. and 'Briggs are
all closed down because of some
of the gotYs_Aboutht. they could
neglect their -jobs- and shoot dice
between their jobs. How ridiculous. They all ought to be turned
over to Hitler and his machine
guns. Communism has hit the au-tomobile industry. Oh! Look how
this world' has made a change.• "Mayke my letter is already too
long. I'll say goodbye until we
meet again.—Cherioo.

Calloway County Lumber Co

1

Just North of the Water Tower

c-oions
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New Method
SOLE
SHOES
Half Soled and Heeled

Phone 72 7_

NATURE—PAINTS

BY

CREPE

PITTSBURGH

Lets Show the
Nation
We Are Proud of and Appreciate the Record of Achievement Made by Our

STATE AND NATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIONS
THE FORGOTTEN MAN during the last few years has come into his own, with the New Deal's Social
Security program working in his behalf, WPA, PWA, the CCC, Old-Age Assistance and other agencies are
DEMOCRATIC in' origin and the Republican Party has never put forward anything to take their place, although
criticizing and seeking to curtail or eliminate these governmental relief organizations.
THE FARMER, through the Agricultural Adjuatment_proArransa has been greatly aided, his income
materially increased, in many instances his farm saved by th, DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION.
THE LABORING MAN has won recognition of his honorable contribution to the nation's welfare during
the DEMOCRATIC administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt as never before. Hours and wages have been
regulated for the benefit of the Laborer, Job Insurance has come about, the right to bargain with employers is
guaranteed and,Labor's cause greatly advahced.
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY have been safeguarded by the DEMOCRATIC administration at Washington. Wall Street has been regulated for the protection of small investors.
BANK DEPOSITS have been INSURED by the DEMOCRATIC national administration and essential industries have been aided by government loans during this DEMOCRATIC national administration.
KENTUCKY HAS MADE MORE PROGRESS during the last DEMOCRATIC STATE ADMINISTRATION than in the previous generation and a half. The State Debt of more than $28,000,000 has been reduced to
$6,000,000 during the present STATE DEMOCRATIC ADMINISTRATION.
KENTUCKY HAS A BALANCED BUDGET and is living within her income, a great accomplishment of
the present DEMOCRATIC STATE ADMINISTRATION, at a time when governmental units everywhere are
staggering under huge debts and the people of other states and nations are heavily burdened by taxes.
KENTUCKY'S SCHOOL CHILDREN are receiving the highest per capita allotment in the history of
the state under this DEMOCRATIC ADMINISTRATION.
COMPLETE REHABILITATION of the State's penal and charitable institutions has been undertaken
under this DEMOCRATIC STATE ADMINISTRATION and Kentucky will rank first among the states in caring
for her unfortunate citizens when this program is completed under another Democratic administration.
KENTUCKY HAS COME A LONG WAY forward under DEMOCRATIC administrations in recent
years. The progress thus begun should be continued-and this can be gueranteed only by a continuation of
DEMOCRATIC control+of the State's affairs.
FAR FROM OFFERING SOMETHING BETTER than the acccmplishments which have come to the
Nation and to Kentucky under DEMOCRATIC ADMINISTRATIONS, the REPUBLICAN party, in State and Nation, has not presented any program for meeting the great need's and emergencies of the hour and has "ONLY
A STARK AND NAKED POLITICAL APPETITE" as its excuse for asking political preference in Kentucky this
year.
THE EYES OF THE NATION are upon Kentucky and the result of the election Tuesday, Nov. 7 will
have great influence up the Presidential election in 1940.

Keep Kentucky and the Nation

Safe,Sound and Progressive

Vote the Straight

DEMOCRATIC TICKET

--1111t

PITTSBURGH <J. PAINTS
sfteporzais 6&is

W

Tuesday, Nov.-7
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DUTCH'S
SHOE SHOP

WALLHIDE • FLORHIDE • WATERSPAR • SUN -PROOF

•

County Democratic Campaign Committee

Basement Elmo. Beale Hotel
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